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Pairing a neutral cue (e.g., a tone) with an inherently aversive
unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g., a foot-shock) leads to future presentations of
the now conditioned stimulus (CS) alone eliciting a conditioned response (e.g.,
freezing). This direct associative learning is only one technique under which
individuals can learn about potential threats, but its convenient design and the
robust production of responses makes direct fear conditioning the most
frequently used paradigm in the research of fear and anxiety disorders. Fear can
also be acquired from a social context, such as through observing the fear
expression of a conspecific (Mineka et al., 1984, Mineka and Cook, 1993, Olsson
et al., 2007, Olsson and Phelps, 2007). Utilizing a modified demonstratorobserver paradigm (fear conditioning by proxy) that allows for free interaction
between subjects (see Bruchey et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2014), I explore the
ability of rats to learn an associative fear response vicariously. In the experiments
presented here, I (i) investigate the subject traits that bias rats to engage a social
learning strategy; (ii) examine the neural mechanisms involved in this form of
observational learning; and (iii) demonstrate how this paradigm can be
incorporated into translationally-relevant tests of long term behavioral deficits
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resulting from early life trauma, in line with the health goals of the fear learning
field in general (e.g., fear reduction). My results indicate that the identity of
demonstrator animals as well as prior experience of the observer contributes to
the expression of fear acquired vicariously. Additionally, I show that the social
behaviors of caged rats are indicators of a social dominance hierarchy and are
predictors of the potency of social fear transmission. This method of fear learning
conserves some of the pathways necessary for direct fear learning (e.g., lateral
amygdala) but is unique in that it requires regions necessary for executive control
(e.g., anterior cingulate cortex) making the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm a
novel tool for evaluating learning and behavior in the laboratory setting.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Vicarious learning represents a common form of response selection in
humans (Bandura, 1969, 1971) where behavior modeled after cultural norms and
the experiences of others is expected. Clinically, this means of transmission can
manifest as exaggerated responses to stimuli with which the patient has had no
direct experience and is often the basis of phobic ideation (Rachman, 1977). The
extent that non-primate laboratory animals engage learning strategies based on
vicarious experience is remarkably scantily characterized. Recently, attempts to
determine the conditions that allow for the social transmission of fear in
laboratory rodents have gained traction with results and interpretations varying a
great degree. The research presented here focuses on determining the traits, of
either the subjects or the current situational state, that facilitate or impede
learning in a social fear conditioning paradigm.
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO FEAR LEARNING
Mammals rely heavily on fear learning in the wild, where predators are
abundant and a quick response in the face of threats can ensure survival of a
species. In most modern day human societies, natural predators are generally
lacking, however, a healthy fear response is still necessary to navigate the perils
of the 21st century. Unfortunately, overzealous fear pathways can become
activated at inappropriate times (e.g., in the absence of a potential danger) and
the resulting fear response can debilitate an otherwise peaceful flow of events. In
order to properly study these pathological conditions that manifest clinically as
excessive fear or anxiety, a thorough understanding of the various ways that fear
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can be acquired and targeted is essential to treatment efforts. Our innate ability
to learn about cues that predict danger stems from relatively straightforward and
well-understood learning pathways and research on regulators of fear learning
can be extrapolated to other emotional learning paradigms.
There are a number of different ways to study fear in the laboratory
setting. In Pavlovian fear conditioning, pairing an initially neutral conditioned
stimulus (CS) (e.g. tone, light, or context) to an aversive unconditioned stimulus
(US) (e.g., a foot-shock or tail-shock) leads to the formation of a fear memory
such that later presentation of the CS in the absence of the US elicits a
conditioned response (Pavlov, 1927). This straightforward procedure allows
researchers to examine many aspects of fear learning while exerting a large
amount of control on the experimental conditions.
Fear conditioning leads to robust associative learning but the acquisition
and expression of this learned fear can be modulated by a number of elements
including: 1) mode of initial learning – fear associations can be formed through
personal experience (classical conditioning), vicarious or social experience
(observational conditioning), or in humans, through verbal instruction, 2) traits of
the subject, both inherent (sex, social status, age, reproductive state or hormone
levels) and experimentally induced (stress, previous experience), 3) memory age
and strength, and 4) direct or indirect targeting of the memory, usually in an
attempt to reduce fear responding.
Full investigation of the comprehensive role each element plays in the
modulation of fear acquisition and expression would create a complex, albeit
more ethologically and clinically valid, representation of fear learning that would
also further our understanding of other forms of learning. In the current research,
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the components of this intricate picture of fear learning were studied in isolation,
with particular emphasis on the mode of initial learning and transmission. The
research presented here aims to determine factors that influence the social
transmission of associative fear within a broader framework of modulators of fear
acquisition and expression. This wide net of research provides perspective within
the field as a whole and helps us to better understand both social and asocial
learning strategies and contingencies that may encourage the use of one
strategy over another.
1.1.1 Measuring Fear in Laboratory Animals
Since Pavlov’s initial appetitive experiments on associative learning in
dogs, classical conditioning has been performed in a number of different settings
and animal species, including humans. Unlike humans, however, after classical
fear conditioning, other animals cannot provide a declarative account of fear,
thus requiring scientists to observe behavioral ways that these animals express
fear. Each species of animal exhibits defensive responses to threat (in fearconditioning, that threat is the US) that can manifest as attempts to escape,
fighting behavior, immobilization, or vocalizations (Blanchard and Blanchard,
1969, Bolles, 1970, Blanchard et al., 1986) depending on the fear conditioning
paradigm and species of animal used. Rodents, such as rats and mice, are
popular choices for studying fear in animals, as they are relatively easy to house
and care for and have stereotyped fear responses that are easily quantified. In
rats, fear is commonly measured as freezing, or the amount of time that the rat
ceases any movement (Blanchard and Blanchard, 1969, Blanchard and
Blanchard, 1971, Bolles and Collier, 1976). Classical fear conditioning in rats
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results in the expression of a conditioned response (e.g. freezing) during the
presentation of a CS. While freezing, the rat will stop moving and assume a
crouched position in anticipation of the US (Blanchard & Blanchard, 1969). This
can then be expressed as a percentage of time that the rat freezes through the
duration of the cue. Fear is then positively correlated with the amount of
conditioned responding, where greater amounts of freezing indicate higher levels
of fear to the CS.
In a number of animals, including rats, fear can also be measured
physiologically by activation of the sympathetic nervous system including
increases in heart rate, blood pressure, and pupil dilation (De Toledo and Black,
1966), potentiated startle response to acoustic stimuli (Brown et al., 1951, Leaton
and Borszcz, 1985, Davis et al., 1993), vocalizations (Blanchard et al., 1991),
defecation (Fanselow and Kim, 1992) and hypoalgesia (fear induced analgesia)
(see (Fanselow, 1991), for review; (Helmstetter and Bellgowan, 1993)).

In

addition to acute fear experiences, which can induce phasic states of anxiety,
sustained anxiety or chronic stress on an organism results in the release of
glucocorticoids through activation of the main physiological stress pathway, the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. In rats, this endocrine response to
stress or anxiety can be readily quantified by measuring circulating levels of
corticosterone in blood or feces.
Although it is not uncommon for a rat to emit an audible chirp or squeak
during periods of heightened arousal (Anderson, 1954), the majority of
vocalizations produced by the rat are in the ultrasonic frequency range. These
ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) are suspected to play a role in social
communication in the underground burrow that the wild rat tends to call home
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(Blanchard et al., 1991, Brudzynski and Fletcher, 2010). These USVs fall into two
frequency categories: 22 kHz and 50 kHZ, and are thought to broadly correspond
to either a negative or positive affective state, respectively (Brudzynski and
Pniak, 2002, Knutson et al., 2002, Brudzynski, 2007). These vocalizations can be
recorded and quantified as an additional measure of the emotional state of an
experimental rat.
1.1.2 Mechanisms of Fear Acquisition and Retrieval
In a typical Pavlovian fear conditioning procedure, a discrete cue (e.g. a
tone) is presented in a novel context (e.g. a conditioning chamber) and coterminates with a mild to moderate aversive event (e.g. 0.4-1.0 mA foot-shock).
In this classical conditioning paradigm, sensory information coding for the
properties of the cue travel directly via thalamic and cortical pathways to the
lateral nucleus of the amygdala (LA) (Iwata et al., 1986, Romanski and LeDoux,
1992, Armony et al., 1998). Here, the CS information converges with information
about the US that comes from the spinal cord and thalamus. Information about
the context in which this CS-US pairing occurred is relayed by the hippocampal
formation (Kim and Fanselow, 1992, Maren and Fanselow, 1995). Thus, the LA
and BLA serve as the main convergence point for sensory and somatosensory
signals relevant to fear conditioning. The LA then projects to the central nucleus
of the amygdala (CeA), which controls outputs to the brainstem and
hypothalamus controlling the behavioral (e.g. freezing), autonomic, and
endocrine expressions of fear (LeDoux, 1992). Over the next few hours, longterm potentiation (LTP) in the LA consolidates the association for long term
storage. Once consolidation of the fear memory is complete, the fear association
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can be recalled by simply presenting one of the cues present during the fear
conditioning session.
Although the mechanisms involved in traditional Pavlovian conditioning
are well categorized, and have considerably advanced our understanding of
human fear disorders, the neural pathways recruited when fear learning is
modulated via any of the aforementioned elements are not entirely known. The
question of whether these same brain regions are involved in indirect or
observational fear conditioning is just beginning to be addressed, with some
research indicating involvement of the lateral and central nuclei of the amygdala
(Knapska et al., 2006, 2010), as well as the anterior cingulate cortex (Jeon et al.,
2010). As a whole, there is a gap in knowledge about the neural network that
underlies the behavioral processes involved in observational fear learning,
something that will be addressed in the current research.
1.2 MODELING FEAR TRANSMISSION – SOCIAL ACQUISITION
Most animal models of fear learning focus on creating a CS-US
association through direct experience using variations of Pavlovian fear
conditioning in an attempt to further our understanding of pathological fear and
anxiety conditions seen in humans (including post traumatic stress disorder and
specific phobias). Direct exposure to a fear-inducing stimulus, however, is not the
only way that humans acquire fear. In humans and other primates, individuals
can infer fear from a social context by observing fear acquisition or expression in
a conspecific (Mineka et al., 1984a, Cook et al., 1985a, Delgado et al., 2006a,
Olsson et al., 2007b, Olsson and Phelps, 2007) and in fact, people can develop
phobias without any recollection of a previous exposure to the feared event
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(Racchman, 1977, Rachman, 1977, Murray and Foote, 1979, Mineka et al.,
1984b, Cook et al., 1985b, Delgado et al., 2006b, Olsson et al., 2007a, Olsson et
al., 2007b, Olsson and Phelps, 2007). For example, some people report a
genuine fear of snakes despite having never come across a live snake
(Rachman 1977). This fear can also occur by simply knowing someone with a
specific phobia or witnessing a fear response to a situation (Olsson and Phelps,
2007; Olsson et al, 2007). These fears can present an obstacle in the clinic.
Without a specific traumatic event to trace the origin of a phobia or anxiety to,
developing a tailored treatment plan can prove a difficult task for clinicians and
learning theorists alike (Marks, 1969; Bandura, 1969). Exploring how fear is
learned in these models is critical to our efforts of understanding and treating fear
based pathologies by providing insight into the neural mechanisms underlying
social fear acquisition. This will eventually pave the way to develop methods to
reduce the intensity of socially acquired fear memories and their associated
response. Modeling social fear learning in rats opens doors to the study of
dysfunctional social behaviors seen in a variety of psychiatric conditions (e.g.
autism (Hobson et al., 1988), schizophrenia (Kohler et al., 2000, Brüne, 2005),
and bipolar disorder (Lembke and Ketter, 2014)) that feature diminished social
interactions and an impaired ability to identify emotions (including fear) in others.
Rats provide an excellent base for creating an animal model of social
learning because like humans, rats are by nature social beings. In the wild, rats
live in mixed sex colonies with resources (e.g. food and nesting materials) shared
amongst members (Barnett and Spencer, 1951, Barnett, 1958, Calhoun, 1963)
and intraspecific aggression displayed towards strangers (Calhoun 1948; Barnett
1958). In the laboratory, social housing of rats is considered to be a form of
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enrichment, necessary for normal development (Meaney and Stewart, 1981), and
rats regularly partake in social grooming, group huddling, and amicable forms of
play (Bolles and Woods, 1964). In early observational studies of rat behavior
across development, the social behaviors between familiar albino laboratory rats
were so striking that Robert Bolles commented in 1964 that “social influences no
doubt have far-reaching effects upon the organism”. Despite these early
observations and some initial experiments on the potentially anxiolytic effects of
social interaction between rats, an upsurge in the study of rat social behavior and
it’s relevance to learning processes was not seen until the last decade.
1.2.1 History of Social Learning in Rodents – Social Transmission of Food
Preference
In rats, most early studies of social learning surrounded the social
transmission of food preference. These experiments typically take one of two
forms depending on when the stimulus (e.g. food) is present. In the first form,
rats observe a conspecific consuming food of a specific flavor and are tested for
their preference to that flavor. In the second form, rats interact with a conspecific
after consumption of a specific flavor and are then tested for their flavor
preference. Considerable research has shown that, in both forms, rats will show
a preference (at least initially) to ingest a food type that another rat has already
ingested (Galef and Wigmore, 1983, Posadas-Andrews and Roper, 1983, Galef
et al., 1984, Strupp and Levitsky, 1984, Galef and Kennett, 1987, Richard et al.,
1987, Valsecchi and Galef Jr, 1989).
The development of these forms of the social transmission of food
preference

in

rodents

allowed

researches

to

diverge

from

traditional

observational learning procedures to investigate social learning. In addition to an
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“observer” subject visually witnessing a “demonstrator” animal perform a task,
these paradigms also allow the animal to incorporate auditory, olfactory, and in
some cases gustatory and tactile information. In this first example, researchers
can observe how animals transmit information about foraging location and
scavenging technique as part of feeding information. In the latter mentioned
social transmission of food preference paradigm, the observational component is
completely removed with any learning occurring as a result of the interaction
between the two animals after the event of interest (food ingestion) took place.
This second example does not allow for interpretation of results to include
imitation as the target behavior is never specifically observed. The overwhelming
consensus, with either form of socially transmitted food preference, is that
learning depends heavily on the olfactory information present (Galef and
Wigmore, 1983, Posadas-Andrews and Roper, 1983, Strupp and Levitsky, 1984,
Galef et al., 1988, Laland and Plotkin, 1993), a finding which has since been
generalized to reveal a vital role of olfaction in social communication in general in
rats (Rennie et al., 2013). However, when relevant visual information is present
(e.g. food location), rats will show a bias towards the location as well (Galef,
1977, Strupp and Levitsky, 1984). Together, this research suggests the rat
incorporates a combination of relevant cues from multiple sensory modalities to
interpret socially transmitted diet information.
Given the saliency of olfaction in the social transmission of information, to
some extent, the effect can be attributed simply to the presence of the new flavor
odor in the home cage prior to testing with food (Posadas-Andrews and Roper,
1983). Rats are naturally neophobic and will tend to avoid objects, places, and
food with which they are not familiar (Barnett, 1958). Just as pre-exposure to a
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novel odor will increase a rats tendency to approach that odor at a later time
(Bronstein and Crockett, 1976, Galef, 1977), interactions with not just a
conspecific, but also a cotton swab containing the flavor scent, in the absence of
another rat, have in some cases resulted in decreased neophobia of that flavor
when tested later (Posadas-Andrews and Roper, 1983; but see also (Galef and
Stein, 1985, Galef and Kennett, 1987)). Disentangling the influence of reduced
neophobia from socially learned preference is difficult but important in
determining if the social transmission of food preference can occur between two
rats. If the effect can be observed in the complete absence of another rat, or
cues related to another rat, social learning has not occurred. Galef and his
colleagues did a series of experiments to determine just this, and found that preexposure to the novel flavor’s odor combined with carbon disulfide, a compound
found in rodent’s breath, further decreases neophobia/increases consumption of
that flavor compared to flavor odor exposure alone in both Norway rats (Galef et
al., 1988) and house mice (Valsecchi and Galef Jr, 1989) suggesting an
important aspect of this acquired food preference is the presence of a conspecific
who ingested the food, or at least cues from a conspecific. The precise
ethological function of this social transmission is not entirely clear however, as
the health of the transmitter rat does not influence this phenomenon (Grover et
al., 1988, Galef et al., 1990). An evolutionary model created by Noble and
colleagues (Noble et al., 2001) posits that, in the wild, the lethality of potential
toxins are so high that interacting with a sick rat in the colony constitutes a
relatively rare event. This model suggests that the ability to discriminate between
socially acquired food aversion or preference does not equate to an evolutionary
advantage in the long run. This is partly attributed to the efficiency of the rats
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natural neophobia as well as possibility that the rare avoidance of toxic material
due to vicarious experience does not out weigh accidental avoidance of suitable
nutrition in a situation where food is scarce (Noble, 2001). Discussion of the
precise ethological role of socially transmitted information in the rat helps us to
further understand the conditions necessary to facilitate the use of a social
learning strategy over an asocial learning strategy (e.g. direct experience or trial
and error) and interpret laboratory data within the framework of human social
learning.
It seems clear that laboratory rats are able to socially acquire associative
learning about diet options, although whether this form of learning functions as a
means of adaptive survival or simply to increase variability in food options is not
entirely clear. In addition to foraging for food, rodents must be on the constant
look out for predators providing researchers with another biologically salient
means to study social learning.

1.2.2 History of Social Learning - Social Transmission of Fear
In primates and rats stressful situations can be alleviated, in part, by
positive social interactions amongst conspecifics. This phenomenon is termed
“social buffering” and is among the earliest examples of social factors potentially
influencing learning. This was first observed in cats (Masserman, 1943) that
displayed less fear of eating after observing a non-fearful cat eating. As early as
1955, Davitz and Mason noticed that fear conditioned rats expressed lower levels
of fear in the presence of non-fearful rats (Davitz and Mason, 1955).
Furthermore, in 1969, Latane and colleagues noted that rats, which are typically
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neophobic, had a less dramatic response to novelty when familiar conspecifics
were present (Latane, 1969). Research on social buffering marked the beginning
of studies on the possibility that emotional states could be transferred between
rodents. Although the influence of social buffering on behavior is most likely
attributable to a physiological effect caused by positive social interactions and not
necessarily a form of social learning, recent research provides compelling
evidence of the complex social functioning of rats. Not only can fear be reduced
by social interactions after fear conditioning (social buffering) (Kiyokawa et al.,
2004, Kikusui et al., 2006), but rats seemingly deliberately engage in prosocial
behavior with conspecifics sometimes at the perceived detriment to themselves
as evidenced by assisting rats in distress (Rice and Gainer, 1962, Bartal et al.,
2011, Silberberg et al., 2014, Márquez et al., 2015, Sato et al., 2015), even to
share a food reward (Bartal et al., 2011, Márquez et al., 2015, Sato et al., 2015).
Although tempting to describe this seemingly altruistic behavior as a form of
empathy, these behaviors can only be attributed to an empathic response if
motivation to gain a reward (e.g. social contact) or terminate or avoid an aversive
stimulus (e.g. distressed con-specific, alarm calls) can be ruled out and a
vicarious sharing of emotional state can be inferred (Eisenberg and Miller, 1987,
Decety et al., 2012, Vasconcelos et al., 2012).
Early experiments investigating social fear learning in rodents drew
inspiration from observations of emotional transference in other species
(Masserman, 1943). Davitz and Mason first investigated this in 1955 by paring
rats that had undergone Pavlovian fear conditioning to a blinking light (fearful
subjects) with rats that had undergone a set of unrelated experiments (nonfearful subjects) during a presentation of the conditioned stimulus (the blinking
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light). Freezing was measured in both fearful animals tested with non-fearful
animals and non-fearful animals tested with fearful animals and it was found that
the presence of a conspecific reduced freezing in fearful animals and this effect
was greater if the partner was non-fearful. At the time, these results were
discussed in the context of potential social distractions in fear expression as a
result of the introduction of unfamiliar rats. Over time, additional research has
extended on this idea of the social reduction of fear (Kiyokawa et al., 2004,
Guzmán et al., 2009) and stress (Latane, 1969, Patki et al., 2014) and termed
this effect “social buffering”. Social buffering occurs when a fearful animal
interacts socially with a conspecific and consequently expresses less fear (i.e.
the social experience buffers the fear response). Other groups have shown that
the emotional state of the partner further contributes to this phenomenon with the
presence of a non-fearful conspecific greatly reducing fear expressed when
rodents are placed in a novel context (Guzmán et al., 2009) or a fear conditioning
context (Kiyokawa et al., 2004) and the presence of a fearful rat increases
freezing in a fear conditioned animal (Atsak et al., 2011). When the
aforementioned conspecific is an animal that is not expressing fear, this social
phenomenon appears to resemble a form of emotional transference or emotional
contagion. In 2006, Knapska and colleagues delved into this idea and tested the
non-fearful animal. The logic was that if a fearful animal could learn from a nonfearful animal to interpret a situation as safe, then it stands to reason that the
non-fearful animal be able to take fear information away from this encounter as
well. Through a series of elegant studies, Knapska and colleagues developed a
model in which rats were housed in pairs, and one of the two was fear
conditioned to a context. After interacting with the conditioned cagemate, an
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otherwise naive rat showed increases in amygdala activity (as evidenced by
increased c-Fos labeling) (Knapska et al., 2006), interacted differently with its
cagemate, and showed enhanced subsequent fear learning (Knapska et al
2010).
Around the same time as this upswing in research on the idea of
emotional transfer between rodents, Kavaliers and colleagues (2005), were
publishing an ethological model of observational fear conditioning in deer mice
utilizing one of their natural predators: biting flies. In these experiments,
laboratory raised, naïve, deer mice observed a conspecific displaying defensive
burying, the instinctual response to predation in deer mice, in the presence of
surgically altered biting flies. These flies were not actually capable of biting
during the demonstration, but the demonstrator still displayed a fear response
based on previous biting experience with non-altered flies. When tested later, the
observer deer mice dug significantly more than animals that did not observe the
defensive responses to the flies. Additional experiments with this paradigm
revealed that many social factors, including familiarity, kinship, and dominance
status contributed to the potency of the socially acquired association (Kavaliers
et al 2005). In addition to the social modulation of fear responses, Langford and
colleagues (2006) found that pain sensitivity could be modulated socially with
mice displaying hyperalgesia while witnessing a cagemate writhing in pain
(Langford et al., 2006).
Together, these important findings demonstrate that 1) the emotional state
of one rat can influence the behavior and neural activity of another rat, although
the motivation behind this remains unknown, and 2) that rodents can learn a fear
association through observation alone. This opened the door for new research to
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begin to explore other methods of indirect fear learning, and more specifically,
associative fear to a cue or context similar to the CSs commonly used in direct
Pavlovian fear conditioning. Since the early 2000s, paradigms designed to
investigate indirect fear conditioning to neutral cues in laboratory rodents are
rapidly emerging in the literature, but variations in the design and execution of
each paradigm allows for drastically different interpretations of the results.
Until a consensus is reached on a standard social fear learning paradigm,
the development of new observational and social fear conditioning models is
essential to understand the boundaries of social fear learning in rats and its
relevance to vicarious fear learning in humans. It would appear that in the vast
majority of existing paradigms, design requirements inherent to the use of
rodents as a research model (e.g. physical barriers between animals, unknown
social status/relations between observers and demonstrators), hinder the
translational relevance of most observational fear learning paradigms as means
of investigating mechanisms of socially acquired fear in humans.
In a previous experiment from our lab, we sought to examine whether fear
could be socially transmitted in rats during retrieval of a discrete memory
(Bruchey et al., 2010). Specifically, we asked whether a specific cue (a tone)
could come to elicit fear expression simply by interacting with a conspecific, and
observing their conditioned response in the presence of an otherwise benign
stimulus. We demonstrated that some rats display conditioned responding (CR;
e.g. freezing) to a cue after interacting with a cage-mate during fear memory
retrieval (Bruchey et al. 2010). This “fear conditioning by proxy” (FCbP) paradigm
always makes use of rats housed in triads. On day 1, one rat of each triad is fear
conditioned to a cue paired with a foot-shock. On day 2, the fear-conditioned rat
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(FC rat) is returned to the fear-conditioning chamber accompanied by a cagemate (FCbP rat) and the tone is played in the absence of the foot-shock. The
third rat (No FC) remains in the home cage and on day 2 is allowed to freely
interact with the fear conditioned (FC) and fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP) rat
when they are returned after the fear conditioning by-proxy. The following day
(day 3), all rats (FC, FCbP, and No FC) are placed in the chambers alone and
tested for fear expression (freezing) to the CS (see Fig 1.1 for experimental
design).

Housed

Day 1
FC

Day 2
FCbP

Day 3
LTM
No FC Rat

FCbP Rat

FC Rat

Figure 1.1: FCbP paradigm design
Rats were housed in triads. On day 1, one rat of the triad was fear conditioned.
On day 2, the fear conditioned rat (FC) and a cage mate were returned to the
chamber and the CS was played. This session was called fear conditioning by
proxy (FCbP). On day 3, long term memory was tested by placing each rat in the
chamber individually, and presenting the CS.
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This paradigm is potentially advantageous in studying social fear learning
in that 1) rats freely interact with each other during the social learning session
allowing for physical interactions that others have demonstrated occur in fear
inducing situations (Latane, 1969) and 2) behavior can be observed both as a
pair, during training on day 2, and alone, during the follow up test on day 3.
Testing in the absence of the demonstrator is essential to determine if learning
has occurred. This paradigm rules out any motivational or social facilitatory
effects that can occur when animals are present in the same chamber.
After rats were exposed to their fearful cage mate during presentation of
the CS, the amount of freezing exhibited by this fear conditioned ‘by-proxy’ rat
the next day was positively correlated with the amount of time spent interacting
socially with the fear conditioned rat (Bruchey et al., 2010). We extended these
findings to show that retrieval of a cued fear memory can induce fear conditioning
in a cagemate observer.

When we tested whether this aforementioned

procedure would modulate a subsequent tone-shock pairing fear association
there was a clear impact on subsequent Pavlovian conditioning to a tone-CS. A
similar effect was previously found to occur with contextual fear conditioning
(Knapska et al 2010), strengthening the notion that observational learning
impacts subsequent behavior, which could play a role in the development of
anxiety-related disorders.

Together, these results may indicate that fear

conditioning by proxy recruits mechanisms that overlap with those engaged
during fear conditioning (e.g., the amygdala). The modest effect of the fear
conditioning by-proxy paradigm (approximately 50% of FCbP rats did not freeze
at all, see Fig 1.2 for dispersion of freezing at long term memory test in fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm) combined with research from other labs
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indicating that naïve rats do not display fear responses during observational fear
learning paradigms (Atsak et al., 2011, Pereira et al., 2012) leads to questions
about the mechanisms behind social fear learning, including possible individual
differences between rats, and how the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm fits in
with other observational fear learning paradigms that allow for interaction
between conspecifics.
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Figure 1.2: Day 3 freezing across several FCbP experiments
FCbP rats consistently show a wide range of freezing when tested to the cue 24
hours after interacting with a fearful conspecific when a CS is played.
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In the current set of experiments, I build upon this model of social fear
learning that resembles the types of interactions a person might have, whereby a
normal social experience might be impaired as a result of fearful behavior. In this
paradigm, a rat learns about fear by observing the fear response in another while
freely interacting with the fearful rat. I will further investigate this form of social
learning by determining which species-specific cues convey salient information
about social learning and what underlying neural circuits and hormonal regulators
are crucial to this specific form of learning. By manipulating isolated conditions
and examining learning within the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm we gain
information regarding both means of transmission as well as subject traits
(specifically sex, social status, and hormone levels) and their influence on fear
expression.
1.3 TARGETING FEAR
Essential to survival in the wild, once learned, fear memories are
extremely persistent. Reducing fear responses has thus proven a difficult task
both in the laboratory, in animal models of fear conditioning, and in clinical
settings (e.g., for anxiety and fear disorders, including post traumatic stress
disorder and specific phobias). Animal models of fear conditioning resemble
pathological fear and anxiety conditions seen in humans (Wolpe, 1981, Rosen
and Schulkin, 1998, Delgado et al., 2006b) and finding an effective method for
reducing fear in these models is critical to our efforts of understanding and
treating fear conditions in the clinic. This clinical need has led researchers to
extensively investigate the mechanisms and behavioral conditions necessary to
reduce fear responses using extinction, or exposure therapy, and methods that
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target the reconsolidation of fear memories in attempts to permanently reduce
the associated fear response and will be described in detail below.
1.3.1 Extinction
One of the oldest, most established, approaches to reduce fear is through
extinction or exposure therapy. In extinction, repeated presentation of the CS in
the absence of the US leads to a progressive decrease in expression of fear to
the stimulus (Pavlov, 1927, Rescorla and Heth, 1975a, Bouton and Bolles, 1979).
Extinction is effective in immediately reducing fear in a number of fear
conditioning paradigms. In classical conditioning, extinction can be induced by
repeatedly playing the CS without the accompanying US. For example, a rat that
had been previously shocked when a tone was played would be returned to the
conditioning chambers and hear repeated presentations of the tone without
getting a shock.
In Pavlov’s initial conditioning experiments in dogs, extinction of the
conditioned response (salivating) to the conditioned stimulus (a metronome) was
seen after just a handful of unreinforced presentations of the metronome.
Extinction outcomes have since been replicated extensively in fear inducing
paradigms both in animals and in humans using techniques not that different
from those used in Pavlov’s laboratory. The common theme in any extinction
paradigm in an animal model of fear learning, is that the animal is always
presented the CS in the absence of the aversive reinforcer that it had previously
learned to associate together and this unpairing, whether through explicitly
unpairing the two stimuli or repeated presentation of just the CS, leads to a
reduction in fear response.
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Unfortunately, as initially suggested by Pavlov, it was soon confirmed that
extinction procedures, although effective in reducing the conditioned response in
the short term, do not generally modify the original memory trace and instead
forms a new, separate, memory that is stored in parallel to the original memory of
the conditioning session (Pavlov, 1927, Bouton, 1993). In fear conditioning, this
is evident on the behavioral level when the fear response reliably returns through
the phenomena of spontaneous recovery (fear returns over time), reinstatement
(fear returns after an unsignalled stressor), and renewal (fear returns in a new
context). Research on neural mechanisms underlying extinction also suggest
that the extinction memory is processed differently than the original fear memory
and serves to inhibit responding to the original memory (Quirk et al., 2000, Milad
and Quirk, 2002, Quirk et al., 2006).
In spontaneous recovery, the fear response returns after the passage of
time (Pavlov, 1927, Estes, 1955, Burdick and James, 1970, Rescorla, 2004), and
was observed with the first extinction experiments performed by Pavlov with his
dogs (Pavlov, 1927). The critical component of spontaneous recovery is the
amount of time that is allowed to pass between extinction and retention tests.
Experiments in rats have shown that conditioned freezing after classical fear
conditioning can return to levels equivalent to that seen prior to the extinction
session as early as 10 days after the completion of extinction. However, when retrained in the same extinction paradigm 14 days after the first extinction, rats
show a faster rate of extinction than was seen in the first extinction session which
confirms that the animals do retain what they learned during extinction. The coexistence of complete spontaneous recovery and faster learning rate with further
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extinction training suggest that both the original fear conditioning memory and
the extinction memory remain intact (Quirk, 2002).
Pavlov also observed that exposing the animal to the US could lead to the
recovery of previously extinguished behavior. Reinstatement refers to the
recovery of fear expression in response to the CS after the animal is subjected to
an unsignaled US (footshock) or stressor (Rescorla and Heth, 1975b, Rescorla
and Cunningham, 1977, 1978). Rescorla and Heth (1975) postulated that the
decrease in fear responding observed during extinction could be the result of two
possible changes in associations for the animal: 1) it could be that the animal has
formed a new memory where it no longer associates the CS with the US or 2) the
animal may have formed a new representation of the US where the aversive
stimuli used as a US is no longer as aversive as it was during fear conditioning.
In a series of conditioned suppression experiments in rats, Rescorla and Heth
(1975) provide experimental evidence supporting the first hypothesis. They
showed that, after extinction, the presentation of an aversive stimulus resulted in
recovery of the extinguished fear response. Additionally, they found this to be the
case with the presentation of a US that was different than the one used in
conditioning.
This context specificity of extinction confirms that the original fear memory
is not erased during extinction in a new context and that the extinction memory
does not generalize as readily to new situations as the conditioning memory
does. When learned fear is extinguished in a context different than the one where
fear conditioning originally took place, the animal will show an increase in fear
response when it is returned to the original fear conditioning context or to a novel
context—a phenomenon referred to as renewal (Bouton and Bolles, 1979,
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Bouton and King, 1983, Bouton and Ricker, 1994). There are several different
ways in which renewal can be observed through a variety of different contextual
modifications. Three important ways that extinction experiments can lead to the
renewal of fear response in animal experiments are commonly referred to as
ABA, ABC, and AAB conditioning and each shows a renewal effect. These letters
represent the context for each stage of the experiment, in the following order:
conditioning, extinction, and retention. Each of these scenarios have shown that
if the rat is tested in a context different than the one it receives extinction in it will
show a rebound of the fear response providing further evidence that extinction is
context specific (see (Bouton, 1993, Bouton et al., 2006) for review).
In conditioning experiments, the term context usually refers to the physical
apparatus in which the animal is trained, however, it can also refer to emotional
state (including drug state if the animal has been injected with any
pharmacological agents), time of day, or any additional factors that may be
present during learning.
That extinction learning does not generalize to situations outside the
extinction session makes it a difficult candidate for permanent fear reduction. A
more recent approach to reducing the intensity of fear memories is through
reconsolidation update and blockade paradigms.

1.3.2 Reconsolidation Blockade
Applying reconsolidation update therapies to fear learning paradigms
provides a method of inducing amnesia for the fear inducing event or reducing
the fear response by targeting the memory while it is reactivated during this
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‘reconsolidation’ period. In fear conditioning studies these methods can be
observed by first creating a fear memory through any of the fear conditioning
paradigms described previously. The next day, the memory can be reactivated
by presenting the animal with a combination of cues present from the
conditioning session and is usually followed immediately with one of many
techniques shown to interrupt the reconsolidation process. Retention of the fear
memory is then quantified the following day by measuring either a conditioned
response to a CS (such as freezing), looking at the inhibition of either a
previously trained task (conditioned suppression), or counting latency to enter
into a dark chamber that had previously been the site of a foot-shock (inhibitory
avoidance). The permanent, long-lasting, impact of reconsolidation methods are
gauged in a manner similar to those of extinction, by looking at return of fear
through spontaneous recovery, renewal, or reinstatement tests.
When memory reactivation experiments were in their infancy, the most
prominent methods of inducing amnesia after a reactivation for previously
learned fear events involved administering electroconvulsive shock (ECS) or
hypothermia after a reactivation of the memory. These initial studies on
reconsolidation-based techniques proved effective in reducing fear to a
conditioned stimulus by targeting the original fear memory after a retrieval of the
memory. Misanin and his colleagues (Misanin et al., 1968) used a conditioned
suppression paradigm in rats trained to drink from a water-spout. Twenty-four
hours after Pavlovian fear conditioning, using a white noise CS and a footshock
for the US, the fear memory was reactivated by presenting the CS and the rats
immediately received ECS. A second group of rats received the ECS but were
not exposed to the CS reactivation. In this experiment, fear was measured as the
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rate at which the rats licked the water spout while the noise was playing, since
rats that were afraid of the noise would freeze instead of drink. Misanin et al.
found that if ECS was administered after a reactivation of the fear conditioning
session, rats showed significantly increased lick rate (less fear) than rats that did
not have the memory reactivated, and that this decrease in fear was equivalent
to that seen in rats that received ECS immediately following conditioning. This
retrograde amnesia for the fear conditioning memory was duplicated decades
later through a number of other animal paradigms, including surgery,
hypothermia, and pharmacological methods designed to block reconsolidation or
update the memory during the labile reconsolidation period.
Pharmacological agents injected after retrieval of the fear memory
provided the next big advance in reconsolidation research. These injections,
although not without risk, provide a less invasive alternative to the previously
mentioned therapies. Of important note is the use of propranolol, a betaadrenergic antagonist frequently used in humans for the treatment of
hypertension, to reduce fear responding. When administered systemically to rats
after exposure to the conditions where they were previously shocked, these rats
showed poor retention of the fear training previously received in an inhibitory
avoidance task when tested for retention 48 hours after the propranolol injection
(Przybyslawski et al., 1999). In classical fear conditioning, infusions of
propranolol into the lateral and basal nuclei of the amygdala as well as systemic
injections of propranolol after a reactivation of the fear memory through the
presentation of a single CS resulted in decreased freezing 48 hours after the
injections. This decrease in fear response was maintained when the rats were
tested again one month later (Dębiec and Ledoux, 2004). Other pharmacological
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agents effective in reducing fear during reconsolidation include inhibitors of
protein synthesis or kinase activity.
Anisomycin, which inhibits the protein synthesis required for the formation
of long-term memories (see (Davis and Squire, 1984) for review), can reduce the
fear response when infused into the basal lateral nuclei of the amygdala within
four hours of a reactivation of the original fear memory (Nader et al., 2000).
Judge and Quartermain (1982) were among the first to investigate ways to
reduce fear after a reactivation session using pharmacological agents (Judge
and Quartermain, 1982). In a series of experiments in mice, they used
subcutaneous injections of anisomycin to reduce fear after reactivation. They
observed that in the mice reactivated with the identical or similar context as the
one used to train, anisomycin injections resulted in a significant decrease in fear
response (latency to approach the water spout) compared to animals that
received the same reactivation preceding an injection of saline.
Decades later, Nader and colleagues (2000) performed an important study
where they showed that in fact when a memory is retrieved, it enters a
reconsolidation period where it requires new protein synthesis before becoming
recoded into long-term storage. When that protein synthesis is blocked, as it was
done through the infusion of anisomycin, freezing (the expression of fear) was
drastically reduced to the CS when tested the next day.

This procedure,

however, does not effect fear expression to the CS when tested for short-term
retention just four hours after injections. This was proven to be the case both for
newly acquired fear memories (training administered 24 hours before
reactivation) and for older fear memories (training administered 14 days before
reactivation). Additionally, Nader et al. showed that the amnesiac effect is
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sensitive to the time between reactivation and drug injection. When anisomycin
was injected immediately after the retrieval, freezing was reduced when tested to
the CS 24 hours later. However, when a delay of 6 hours was introduced
between the retrieval and injection, there was no significant reduction of freezing
during the test session the following day.
The long-term effectiveness of anisomycin after reactivation was
addressed by Duvarci and Nader (2004) by performing spontaneous recovery,
renewal, and reinstatement tests in the same manner as frequently performed
after extinction studies but instead were performed after the injection of
anisomycin after a retrieval (Duvarci and Nader, 2004). They found that
reconsolidation blockade with protein synthesis inhibitors such as anisomycin
can permanently reduce fear, as indicated by a lack of return of fear, by targeting
the original fear memory, in classical conditioning paradigms. Alternative protein
synthesis inhibitors, such as the drug cycloheximide (Duvarci et al., 2005), have
also been used in similar reconsolidation blockade procedures with identical
results in reducing fear in rats. However, the protein synthesis required for
reconsolidation may have a biochemical signature that differs than that seen after
initial learning (Hoeffer et al., 2011) and other learning paradigms have shown
that older memories are less receptive to reconsolidation blockade using protein
synthesis inhibitors. For example, Milekic and Alberini (2002), showed that in an
inhibitory avoidance task, memories showed little disruption if anisomycin was
administered after a reactivation if they were older than 14 days. These results
suggest that the strength or the age of the fear memory could influence the way
that reconsolidation paradigms are applied to reduce responding (see (Alberini,
2005), for review).
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Unfortunately, as effective as these drugs are in rodent studies of fear
reduction to a simple CS, anisomycin is toxic in humans and many of these
studies require injection of a substance directly into the brain. Therefore,
pharmacological reconsolidation blockade provides an excellent avenue to
understand the role of protein synthesis in reconsolidation of fear memories and
in developing animal models of fear reduction through reconsolidation blockade,
but their ability to translate into a clinical setting remains questionable and not
without risk.

1.3.3 Behavioral Reconsolidation Update
With extinction providing a practical but not permanently effective method
to reduce fear responding behaviorally, and reconsolidation blockade providing
an effective yet impractical method for targeting the original fear memory and
reducing fear, there is still a need for a behavioral technique that can reduce fear
in the long term. Monfils and colleagues (2009) addressed this issue by
combining the strengths of both reconsolidation and extinction methods into a
behavioral paradigm to permanently reduce fear. In this paradigm, they found
that providing a behavioral update using extinction training during the
reconsolidation window allows for a persistent updating and prevents the return
of fear.
In this experiment, rats were first fear conditioned to a tone paired with a
foot-shock. The following day rats were returned to the conditioning chambers
and exposed to a single presentation of the tone and then immediately returned
to their home cages in the animal colony for one hour. During this hour, the
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animals had free access to food and water and were left undisturbed by the
experimenter. This retrieval session, of just a single CS, served to initiate the
reconsolidation process, in the same manner as experimenters have done for
decades. However, if the rats were returned to the chambers for an extinction
session within the reconsolidation window after the CS retrieval they showed
reduced fear expression after the extinction, which was measured as the percent
of time spent freezing during the duration of the CS, that did not return when
tested in the classic return of fear phenomenon: renewal, reinstatement, and
spontaneous recovery.
Similar to previous experiments attempting to reduce fear after a
reactivation session, Monfils et al. found effectiveness of this paradigm restricted
to a specific temporal range between the retrieval and extinction session. This
retrieval + extinction procedure was equally effective in preventing the
spontaneous recovery of freezing if the reactivation and extinction session were
separated by 10 minutes or by 1 hours, however, it was not possible to prevent
spontaneous recovery if the retrieval and extinction session were separated by
more than 6 hours (this was tested at an interval of 6 hours and an interval of 24
hours). This window of update is consistent with the previous experiments on
reconsolidation where the lability window after retrieval is measured. Further
investigation of the neural underpinnings of this procedure showed that GluR1
glutamate receptors showed reduced phosphorylation, a technique that
represents a destabilization of the memory trace, if the interval between CS
presentations was one hour (representative of the retrieval + extinction paradigm
where the delay is introduced between the first and second CS presentation)
compared to a 3 minute interval between the two CSs that would represent a
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standard extinction session or if the measurement was taken 1 hour or 3 minutes
after just one CS presentation. This further confirms that the time interval
between the first and second CS presentation is the crucial step to targeting the
fear memory in this paradigm.
As has been previously addressed, one method to behaviorally determine
which memories are still available to the animal is to subject it to a reconditioning or re-extinction session. Twenty-four hours after retrieval +
extinction, rats were exposed to 5 tone-shock pairings (reconditioning). The rats
that had their fear response reduced through the retrieval + extinction paradigm
showed significantly reduced rate of re-acquiring the fear conditioning response
compared to rats that were only exposed to the context during retrieval (in the
absence of the CS) and rats that were being fear conditioned for the first time.
This provides further evidence that targeting the fear memory during
reconsolidation with an extinction session acts to update the original fear memory
as less threatening. If the rat were indeed just suppressing the original fear
memory with the extinction memory, as has been proven generally happens in
traditional extinction paradigms, it would be expected that a) the fear would
return after the passage of time or any of the other return of fear phenomena and
that b) when exposed to the CS-US pairing after retrieval+extinction, as it was
during the re-conditioning, the fear would rebound on levels equal to those seen
in the groups receiving fear conditioning for the first time or greater since it would
be again reactivating that same fear conditioned memory. In mice, this behavioral
manipulation has also been successfully applied to contextual fear conditioning
where mice who received an extinction session 2 hours after reactivation showed
a permanent reduction in freezing when tested 17 days later, compared to mice
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that weren’t exposed to the reactivation of the context prior to extinction (RaoRuiz et al., 2011).
This technique allows for a behavioral paradigm to permanently attenuate
fear expression to a conditioned CS in a way that does not involve drugs or
surgery by slightly modifying the timing between the first and second
presentation of the CS and has also seen success in human fear conditioning
(Schiller et al., 2010, Steinfurth et al., 2014).
However, recent studies also suggest there are a number of potential
constrictions of behavioral reconsolidation update that should be considered.
One critical factor is the age of the original memory. Clem and Huganir (2010)
examined this retrieval + extinction procedure in mice in a cued fear conditioning
setting, and interestingly show that this behavioral paradigm only permanently
reduces fear for newly acquired fear memories. A nearly identical paradigm as
described above, except with a 30 minute interval between the retrieval and
extinction sessions, was performed in mice where the retrieval followed by
extinction sessions occurred either one day or seven days after conditioning.
When a one day old fear conditioning memory was retrieved through a single
presentation of the CS and mice were allowed a 30 minute delay between
retrieval and extinction sessions, they maintained a reduction in freezing when
tested for renewal in a context different than the retrieval and extinction context.
However, in the 7 day post-conditioning group, the same retrieval + extinction
paradigm that worked to attenuate the return of fear response in memories that
were retrieved 24 hours after conditioning, showed a return of fear during
spontaneous recovery and renewal tests equal to that of the no retrieval groups
that underwent traditional extinction (Clem and Huganir, 2010). These results
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have since been replicated in both cued and contextual fear conditioning in mice,
with retrieval + extinction persistently attenuating the fear response to recently
acquired fear memories but not remote (30 day old) (Gräff et al., 2014).
Research in our own labs have found that complexity of the original memory
trace (Jones et al., 2013) as well as individual differences in conditioned orienting
responses (Olshavsky et al., 2013a) may influence the success of behaviorally
targeting fear memories during the reconsolidation phase.
It has been suggested that the reconsolidation period initiates a period of
lability in which the original fear memory is open to update (see Tronson &
Taylor, 2007, for review). If what happens during this period is indeed updating
the memory trace, then all activity that occurs between the retrieval and
extinction period must be closely monitored as the memory trace is now in a
highly sensitive state. In fact, some researchers have seen opposite results in
this retrieval + extinction paradigm with increased return of fear if extinction is
administered after a retrieval. Chan et al. (2010) performed a similar
retrieval+extinction experiment in rats using a 90-minute interval between the
retrieval and the extinction session where both retrieval and extinction were
conducted in a context different from the fear conditioning context. However, in
this experiment, the researchers found that when rats were returned to the fear
conditioning context and exposed to the CS, the fear response was not only
renewed, but that the groups that underwent retrieval 90 minutes prior to
extinction actually showed greater levels of freezing during renewal tests than the
rats that did not have a CS retrieval prior to extinction. This suggests that when
the memory is labile it is extremely fragile and depending on specific
circumstances, subtle changes in methodologies may be responsible for
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updating the memory as benign or re-encoded as more fearful, consistent with
experiments on pharmacological reconsolidation update (Tronson et al., 2006).
The circumstances that permit or inhibit either fear or other emotional memory
update with extinction during the reconsolidation period have been the focus of
many experiments in recent years (Redish et al., 2007, Monfils et al., 2009, Chan
et al., 2010, Clem and Huganir, 2010, Schiller et al., 2010, Costanzi et al., 2011,
Flavell et al., 2011, Rao-Ruiz et al., 2011, Ma et al., 2012, Xue et al., 2012,
Jones et al., 2013, Millan et al., 2013, Olshavsky et al., 2013a, Olshavsky et al.,
2013b, Gräff et al., 2014, Piñeyro et al., 2014, Sartor and Aston-Jones, 2014,
Steinfurth et al., 2014) and will be addressed tangentially in the current research.
Researchers are constantly looking for ways to reduce fear in animal
models outside of immediately targeting the memory during its acquisition: this
ranges from one day to several weeks after conditioning. These methods include
extinction as well and techniques that target the fear memory during the labile
reconsolidation period. In non-human animals, these methods can vary, from
non-imposing behavioral manipulations, to potentially toxic drug injections, to
extremely invasive surgical operations. Consequently, researchers are constantly
striving to identify practical ways to effectively reduce fear in animals in a manner
that is readily translatable to a human population. Targeting memories of different
developmental ages allows us to see how these elements (direct or indirect
targeting and memory age) interact to modulate both expression and later
acquisition of a fear response.
The clinical need for an effective fear reduction technique drives research
on the possible modulators of fear learning. These modulators may include:
mode of acquisition (direct or indirect), behavioral or social traits of the subjects,
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and previous experience or patient history.

Integrating our three day fear

conditioning by proxy paradigm into ongoing efforts to eliminate exaggerated fear
responses will allow us to broaden the scope of current research to compare
direct and indirect learning strategies and techniques within one experiment.
Additionally, the social nature of this vicarious fear conditioning design provides
us the opportunity to investigate details of the interrelationships that naturally
exist between rats and their influence on behavior in a fear setting.
1.4 SPECIFIC AIMS
In this dissertation, I will test three general hypotheses in an attempt to
understand when/why social learning strategies are recruited in fear learning by
the laboratory rat. Each of these hypotheses is tested using the fear conditioning
by proxy paradigm developed in our laboratory (Bruchey et al., 2010). The first
hypothesis is that social factors contribute to the magnitude of socially learned
fear, providing evidence that the learning that occurs in this paradigm is social by
nature. These social factors include familiarity as well as kinship (chapter 2:
experiments 1 and 2), social dominance (chapter 4), and social contact (chapters
2 and 4). The second is that previous fear experience, including experience as
adults (chapter 2: experiment 3; Chapter 3) as well as during sensitive
developmental periods (Chapter 3), increases the likelihood that a rat will learn
socially about fear at a later time point. An important subset of this second
hypothesis involves attempts to target and reduce fear during developmental
milestones (e.g. adolescence) using methods that typically lead to new learning
(extinction) as well as ways to target the original experience (reconsolidation
update and blockade) and later investigating the proclivity of the animal to learn
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socially or asocially about fear (Chapter 3). Finally, the third hypothesis is that the
neural mechanisms of social learning, although likely similar to direct fear
conditioning differ and recruit brain regions affiliated with social behaviors and
higher cognitive function (Chapter 5). By determining the species specific social
traits and experiences that shape both direct and indirect methods of fear
learning in the rat, the research presented here aims to provide perspective in
interpreting behavioral results from research on social animals and developing an
additional tool for measuring both fear behavior and strategies for learning in
general through the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm.
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Chapter 2: Familiarity and Previous Experience on the Social
Transmission of Pavlovian Fear in Female Rats
Significant portions of this chapter including all of the work reported in
experiment 1 and a portion of the introduction and discussion were previously
published in: Jones CE, Riha PD, Gore AC, and Monfils MH. (2014) Social
transmission of Pavlovian fear in related female rats, Animal Cognition, 17:827834. 10.1007/s10071-013-0711-2.
CEJ, ACG, and MHM determined the design of experiment 1. CEJ and
RPD tracked the estrous cycles of the female rats in experiment 1. CEJ, RPD,
ACG, and MHM contributed to discussions of data and approved portions of the
manuscript related to experiment 1. CEJ conducted behavioral tests, analyzed
data, and wrote the manuscript.
2.1 ABSTRACT
Pairing a previously neutral conditioned stimulus (CS; e.g., a tone) to an
aversive unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g., a foot-shock) leads to associative
learning such that the tone alone will elicit a conditioned response (e.g.,
freezing). Individuals can also acquire fear from a social context, such as through
observing the fear expression of a conspecific. In the current study, we examined
the influence of kinship/familiarity and previous fear experience on social
transmission of fear in female rats. Rats were tested as triads of either sisters or
non-related but cage-mates for 1-week females (non-sisters) or as sisters or nonrelated and unfamiliar females (strangers). One rat from each triad was fear
conditioned to a tone CS+shock US. On day two, the conditioned rat was
returned to the chamber accompanied by a conspecific. Both rats were allowed
to behave freely while the tone was played in the absence of the foot-shock. The
previously untrained rat is referred to as the fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP)
animal, as she would freeze based on observations of her cage-mate’s response
rather than due to direct personal experience with the foot-shock. The third rat
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served as a cage-mate control. The third day, long-term memory tests (LTM) to
the CS were performed. Consistent with our previous application of this paradigm
in male rats (Bruchey et al., 2010), our results revealed that social interactions
between the FC and FCbP rats on day two contributed to freezing displayed by
the FCbP rats on day three. In experiment 1, social behavior occurring at the
termination of the cue on day two was significantly greater between sisters than
their non-sister counterparts, and this behavior resulted in increased freezing on
day three. In experiment 2, stranger rats did display social contact upon meeting
for the first time but did not learn any associative fear behavior to the CS. These
results suggest that familiarity and/or kinship influence the social transmission of
fear in female rats. Finally, in accordance with other social fear transmission
paradigms, previous fear experience resulted in significantly more freezing in the
FCbP rats, both on day 2 and day 3.
2.2 INTRODUCTION
Acquiring information about stimuli that predict danger is crucial for
individuals’ ability to generate appropriate behaviors in response to threats. The
ability to learn about stimuli that directly predict fear has been extensively studied
in several species and the physiological pathways are well categorized (Maren,
2001a), as most animal models of fear learning focus on creating a CS-US
association through direct experience. Several studies have described vicarious
fear learning in both human (Hygge and Öhman, 1978, Olsson and Phelps, 2004,
Michael et al., 2005, Hooker et al., 2008) and non-human primates usually by
way of observational fear learning (Mineka et al., 1984b, Cook and Mineka, 1987,
Mineka and Cook, 1993, Koski and Sterck, 2009); yet, literature on rodents'
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ability to learn about danger indirectly through observing another’s reaction has
only recently started to gain traction (Kavaliers et al., 2003, Langford et al., 2006,
Bredy and Barad, 2009, Masuda et al., 2009, Bruchey et al., 2010, Jeon et al.,
2010, Kim et al., 2010, Knapska et al., 2010, Atsak et al., 2011, Pereira et al.,
2012, Jones et al., 2014)
For decades, researchers have observed a number of species of animals
socially transmit information relevant to their surroundings, including foraging and
choosing food, recognizing predators, choosing mates, and communicating with
conspecifics (see Shettleworth 2010 for review). In recent years, researchers
have developed a variety of social fear learning paradigms in rodents in an effort
to further investigate the social transmission of aversive information in the
laboratory (Kavaliers et al., 2005, Langford et al., 2006, Bredy and Barad, 2009,
Guzmán et al., 2009, Masuda et al., 2009, Bruchey et al., 2010, Jeon et al.,
2010, Kim et al., 2010, Knapska et al., 2010, Atsak et al., 2011, Pereira et al.,
2012). Kavaliers and colleagues (2003, 2005) demonstrated that deer mice
acquire defensive behaviors to biting flies through observation, the efficacy of
which depends on familiarity, kinship, and dominance relationships between the
observer-demonstrator pair. The importance of these social factors in Pavlovianbased fear conditioning is only just beginning to be investigated (Jeon et al.
2010). In order to better understand social transmission of fear, the possible
factors contributing to the social transmission need to be dissected.
Most of these experiments involve an animal that merely observes a fear
reaction in a conspecific (Kavaliers et al., 2003, Jeon et al., 2010, Kim et al.,
2010, Pereira et al., 2012). Jeon and colleagues (2010) performed an elegant set
of experiments where a mouse that observed another mouse receiving shock in
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a context showed fear when tested later in the same context. They found that
mice with social relations (10+ weeks as a couple or siblings who grew up
together) conditioned more strongly and that the response was driven largely (but
not entirely) by visual access to the conditioning procedure. However, these mice
were not allowed to interact with each other and the number, intensity, and
duration of shocks received by the demonstrator was very high (24, 2 second,
1mA shocks separated by 10 second intervals) (Jeon et al., 2010). Others have
indicated that auditory information is the essential element of social transmission
in fear paradigms (Kim et al., 2010, Pereira et al., 2012).
Recently, we demonstrated that some rats display conditioned responding
(CR; e.g. freezing) to a cue after interacting with a cage-mate during fear
memory retrieval (Bruchey et al. 2010). The amount of freezing exhibited by this
fear conditioned ‘by-proxy’ rat the next day was positively correlated with the
amount of time spent interacting socially with the fear conditioned rat (Bruchey et
al. 2010). However, as is the case with most social fear learning paradigms, this
research was only conducted in male animals (Bruchey et al. 2010; Jeon et al.
2010; Kavaliers et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2010; Knapska et al. 2010; Masuda and
Aou 2009; but see also Atsak et al. 2011). Because there are sexual
dimorphisms in the neurobiology and hormonal regulation of both fear
conditioning and social recognition (Bluthé and Dantzer, 1990), we thought it
important to examine our fear conditioning by-proxy (FCbP) paradigm in cycling
female rats. Previous research has shown that performance in some learning
tasks is modulated by estrous cycle state (Stackman et al., 1997, Warren and
Juraska, 1997, Pryce et al., 1999, Korol et al., 2004) but see also (Berry et al.,
1997)
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outperforming virgin females in olfactory social recognition tasks (Fleming et al.,
1994). In order to minimize possible confounding factors we chose to control for
the estrous state in the fear conditioned by proxy rat.
Expanding on the fear conditioning by-proxy procedure (Bruchey et al.
2010), we investigated the role of familiarity/kinship in female rats in socially
transmitting information about a previously fear conditioned cue. In experiment 1,
fear conditioning by proxy was examined in cohorts of sisters raised together vs.
non-sisters housed together in triads for one week. This design combines
familiarity with kinship since the sister rats are both genetically related littermates
and have shared a cage since weaning. In experiment 2, familiarity was
stretched to its limit by comparing sisters raised together vs. strangers who met
for the first time in the conditioning chamber. We predicted that there would be
differences in social interactions during the fear conditioning by-proxy session
(day 2) in female rats relative to what was previously observed in males, and
consistent with previous work (Jeon et al. 2010; Kavaliers et al. 2005), that
familiarity/kinship would affect freezing behavior after fear conditioning by proxy.
Finally, in experiment 3, we looked at the effect of previous fear experience on
the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm in order to provide perspective in
comparing results to other social learning paradigms that typically incorporate an
experienced observer animal.
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2.3 METHODS
2.3.1 Subjects
Sprague-Dawley rats (215-300g, Harlan) were used for breeding at The
University of Texas at Austin and the female offspring were used for behavioral
testing. 96 animals were used in experiment 1, 132 were used in experiment 2,
and 54 were used in experiment 3. Pups were weaned at 21 days of age into
triads of littermates and remained undisturbed (with the exception of routine
animal husbandry) until adulthood (average age at behavioral testing = 130
days). Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and were approved
by the University of Texas at Austin Animal Care and Use Committee.
2.3.2 Housing
Rats were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on a 12-hour
light/dark cycle (lights on at 0700h) with food and water provided ad libitum. In
experiment one, one week prior to testing, rats in the non-sister group were
rehoused in a triad that consisted of previously unfamiliar, unrelated female rats.
Rats in the sister group were given new cages but remained with the littermates
with which they had been raised. In experiments 2 and 3, all rats remained cagemates with their sisters.
2.3.3 Apparatus and Stimuli
All behavioral procedures took place in standard conditioning chambers
equipped with metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock
generator (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Chambers were enclosed in
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acoustic isolation boxes (Coulbourn Instruments) and lit with a red light. Behavior
was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The
chambers were wiped with soap and water between each session. Stimulus
delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments). In
each experiment, the conditioned stimuli used in the fear conditioning by-proxy
paradigm was a tone (5 kHz, 80 dB) 20 seconds in duration and the
unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.7 mA foot-shock 500 ms in duration. In
experiment 3, for the previous fear experience the CS was a light, 20 seconds in
duration, and the US was a 0.7 mA foot-shock 500 ms in duration.
2.3.4 Estrous cycle tracking
Vaginal smears were taken from each rat daily between 0930h and 1100h
for 3 weeks prior to starting the behavior in experiments 1 and 2 and for 1 week
prior to the start of behavior in experiment 3. Wet samples were observed under
a light microscope at 10x magnification and a description of their cytology
(nucleated, cornified, leukocytic) was recorded in order to classify the phase of
estrous (proestrus, estrus, diestrus 1, or diestrus 2) (Marcondes et al., 2002).

2.3.5 Behavioral Procedures
2.3.5.1 FCbP Experimental Design
In all three experiments, each triad of rats underwent the fear conditioning
by-proxy paradigm described below. Each triad consisted of one rat to be fear
conditioned (FC), one rat to be fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP), and one rat
that would not be conditioned (No FC control).
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Fear Conditioning (FC; Day 1)
On the fear-conditioning day, after a 10 minute habituation period, one rat
per triad received three presentations of the CS (duration= 20s; ITI = 180s
on average, variable), each co-terminating with the US (intensity= 0.7 mA;
duration= 500 ms). After fear conditioning, all rats were returned to their
home cages.

Fear Conditioning by Proxy (FCbP; Day 2)
One day after conditioning, the fear conditioned rat was returned to the
chamber accompanied by a previously naïve cage-mate. The rats were
allowed to interact with each other freely while the CS was presented
three times (variable ITI, mean = 180s). The third rat of the triad (no FC)
remained in the home cage.

Long-term Memory – Fear expression test (LTM; Day 3)
Twenty-four hours after fear conditioning by proxy, each rat (FC, FCbP,
and no FC) was placed in the chamber alone and received a long term
memory test (3 CS presentations, variable ITI = 180s) to assess fear
expression to the tone.
2.3.5.2 Experiment 1 Design: Familiarity - Sisters vs. Non-sisters
One week prior to behavioral testing, rats were rehoused into their
respective group assignments and counterbalanced by litter. Half of the rats were
put in new cages with the same, related, rats that they were caged with since
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weaning (sisters) and the other half were housed with unrelated rats (nonsisters). On day 1, one rat of each triad was fear conditioned to a tone paired
with a foot-shock. On day 2, the fear-conditioned rat (FC rat) was returned to the
fear-conditioning chamber accompanied by a cage-mate (FCbP rat) and the tone
was played in the absence of the foot-shock. The third rat (No FC) remained in
the home cage and on day 2 was allowed to freely interact with the fear
conditioned (FC) and fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP) rat when they were
returned after the fear conditioning by-proxy session on day 2. The following day
(day 3), all rats (FC, FCbP, and No FC) were placed in the chambers alone and
tested for fear expression (freezing) to the tone. The behavioral procedures were
timed in a manner that had the FCbP rats from both the sister and non-sister
groups undergoing long-term memory during the proestrus day of her estrous
cycle.
2.3.5.3 Experiment 2 Design: Familiarity – Sisters vs. Strangers
Rats were housed in triads with the siblings they were weaned with. Half
of the rats underwent the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm described above
with related cage-mates (sisters) and the other half underwent fear conditioning
by proxy with unrelated and unfamiliar conspecifics (strangers). Rats in the
stranger groups were separated in the colony by at least one cage but remained
cage-mates with littermates. The behavioral procedures were timed in a manner
that had the FCbP rats from both the sister and non-sister groups undergoing
long-term memory during the proestrus day of her estrous cycle. Stranger rats
interacted with each other for the first, and only, time in the fear conditioning
chamber at the start of the fear conditioning by proxy procedure on day 2.
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2.3.5.4 Experiment 3: Previous Fear Experience on FCbP
In the third experiment, half of the cages of rats were fear conditioned to a
light CS (previous FC) 4 weeks prior to the fear conditioning by-proxy paradigm
and half of the rats were exposed to the context (context A) for an equivalent
amount of time (no previous FC). All three rats in a cage were assigned to the
same previous fear condition and cages were counterbalanced by litter. The fear
conditioning procedure was identical to the one used in the FCbP paradigm
except that the CS was a white LED light located in the lower portion of the wall
panel. The two fear conditioning paradigms occurred in two different contexts.
Context A, used for the previous fear conditioning and context exposure,
consisted of two stainless steel walls and two clear walls with no additional scent
added. Context B, used for the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm, consisted of
two stainless steel walls and two striped walls in the left portion of a modified
shuttle box. Peppermint soap was added pans below the floors to introduce a
novel scent. It should be noted that the floors for both contexts were identical
given the necessity to administer electrical current for the foot-shock and both
chambers were illuminated with a red house light. In context B, the house light
was located in a different location in the chamber than in context A.

2.3.6 Scoring and Analysis
2.3.6.1 Freezing
Freezing was defined as the absence of any movement, excluding
breathing and whisker twitching. The total number of seconds spent freezing
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throughout the CS presentation is expressed as a percentage of CS duration (20
seconds).
2.3.6.2 Social Contact
Social contact was defined as any physical contact or interaction
(qualitatively defined below), excluding accidental contact made in passing,
measured as the percentage of time that the FCbP rat spent in contact with the
fear conditioned (FC) rat throughout the duration of each CS, and during the 20
seconds preceding the first CS presentation. This contact was subdivided into six
unique behavior types: grooming partner, paw contact, body contact, sniffing,
nose-to-nose contact, and play. ‘Grooming partner’ occurred when the FCbP rat
groomed the FC rat while the tone was playing. ‘Paw contact’ occurred when the
FCbP rat placed one or both of his paws on the FC rat excluding both accidental
contact from trying to get around the FC rat or using the FC rat as a support to
reach a different area of the chamber. ‘Body contact’ occurred when the FCbP
rat maintained close contact with the FC rat by either leaning against the FC rat
or huddling against him. ‘Sniffing’ occurred when the FCbP rat actively sniffed at
the FC rat while in the FC rat’s immediate vicinity. ‘Nose-to-nose contact’
occurred when the two rats touched noses while facing one another. ‘Play’
occurred when the two rats engaged in any mode of playful behavior, including
wrestling, pouncing, biting, or chasing. This contact was measured as the
percentage of time that the FCbP rat spent engaging in social contact with the
fear conditioned (FC) rat throughout either the duration of each CS or during the
immediate 20 seconds following the termination of each CS. This contact
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included any of the following behavior types: allogrooming, paw contact, body
contact, sniffing, nose to-nose contact, and play.

2.4 RESULTS
2.4.1 Experiment 1: Familiarity - Sisters vs. Non-sisters
Consistent with our previous application of the fear conditioning by-proxy
paradigm in male rats, during long term memory tests on day 3, a number of
female FCbP rats froze and a number did not. Our previous research in male rats
indicated a positive correlation between social contact during the CS
presentations of the fear conditioning by-proxy session on day 2 and freezing
displayed by the FCbP rat during the long term memory session on day 3. Here,
we investigated the role of social interactions during the fear conditioning by
proxy session on later freezing behavior during long term memory tests. In the
sister and non-sister rats, there was no significant contribution of social
interactions while the cue was played during the fear conditioning by-proxy
session on day 2 on long term memory freezing on day 3 (sisters: Pearson
r(17)=.29, P=.26; non-sisters: r(15)=.23, P=.41) (Fig. 2.2a). However, the FCbP
female rats were generally investigative towards the unfamiliar cue and at the
termination of the cue appeared to attend more to the freezing cage-mate.
Accordingly, we also measured the duration of social interactions between the
FCbP and FC rat in the 20 seconds immediately following the termination of each
CS during the fear conditioning by-proxy session. There was a positive
correlation between social interactions immediately post-cue and freezing
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displayed by the FCbP rat during long term memory for both sister rats
(r(17)=.83, P<.001) and non-sister cage-mates (r(15)=.67, P=.006) (Fig. 2.2b).
In order to further understand how either familiarity/kinship or social
contact that occurs on day 2, the fear conditioning by-proxy day, influences
freezing displayed by the FCbP rat during long term memory tests on day 3, the
role of familiarity/kinship in predicting social contact during the fear conditioning
by-proxy session was first analyzed. A one-way ANOVA was performed on the
FCbP animals with sister group (sisters (n=17) or non-sisters (n=15)) as the
between group factor and the post-cue social contact (average percentage of
time the animals were engaged in social interactions out of the three 20 second
time points occurring at the termination of the three cues) as the dependent
variable. There was a significant effect of sister group on post-cue social contact
(F(1,30)=4.21, P=.049) (Fig. 2.2c). After determining that familiarity/kinship
influenced social behavior on day 2 of the fear conditioning by-proxy paradigm, it
was necessary to investigate both the role of familiarity/kinship and social
interactions occurring on day 2 during the fear conditioning by-proxy session on
freezing displayed by the FCbP rats on day 3 during the long term memory tests.
An a priori planned comparison of the sister and non-sister FCbP rats conducted
with an independent samples t-test revealed a trend towards increased freezing
on day 3 in the sister rats (p=.08). Using long term memory freezing (average
percentage of time the animals were freezing over the 3 presentations of the
tone) displayed by the FCbP rats on day 3 as the dependent variable, an
ANCOVA with sister group and estrous cycle at time of LTM test (proestrus,
estrus, or diestrus) as the between subjects factors and day 2 post-cue contact
as the quantitative covariate revealed that there was neither a significant effect of
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familiarity/kinship (F(1,27)=.01, P=.92) nor a significant effect of estrous cycle
(F(2,27)=.46, P=.67) on long term memory freezing on day 3 but that there was a
significant effect of post-cue contact (F(1,27)=43.72, P<.01) (Fig. 2.2c inlet).
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Figure 2.2. Social contact during FCbP on LTM freezing
a) Social contact during cue presentation was not significantly correlated to
freezing (sisters: Pearson r(17)=.29, P=.26; non-sisters r(15)=.23, P=.41) during
LTM in the FCbP rat. b) Social contact immediately post cue during the fear
conditioning by-proxy session was significantly correlated to freezing during LTM
in the FCbP rat (sisters: r(17)=.83, P<.01; non-sisters: r(15)=.67, P=.01). c) Sister
rats engaged in social interactions significantly more than non-sister rats in 20
seconds post-cue presentation during the fear conditioning by-proxy session on
day 2 and these interactions resulted in a trend towards increased freezing on
day 3 (P=.08) in the sister rats (inlet).
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For the remaining rats in the triad, freezing during long term memory (see
Table 2.1 for freezing in all groups) was analyzed using a 2x2x3 ANOVA with
sister group (sisters or non-sisters), FC group (no FC or FC), and estrous cycle
at time of LTM test (proestrus, estrus, or diestrus) as the between subjects
factors. Between subjects analysis revealed a significant effect of FC group
(F(1,52)=369.89, P<.01) and no significant effect of sister group (F(1,52=1.27,
P=.27) (Fig. 2.3). There was no significant effect of estrous cycle (F(2,52)=.32,
P=.73) on long term memory freezing on day 3.

Table 2.1 Cued Freezing on Day 3
Percent freezing during long term memory tests on day 3 was averaged across
the three CS presentations for each group.
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Figure 2.3: LTM freezing in FC and No FC rats
Percent freezing during long term memory tests on day 3 is presented graphically
as the mean over 3 CS presentations. Both sister FC rats (n=17) and non-sister
FC rats (n=15) froze significantly more than all other rats (Ps<.01). There was no
effect of sister group on freezing (P=.27) in FC and No FC rats.

In order to disentangle contextual fear from cued fear, freezing during the
20 seconds immediately preceding the first cue presentation on day 3 was
measured for all rats. The overall ANOVA on context freezing with sister group
and fear conditioning group as the between subjects factors revealed a
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significant effect of both fear conditioning group (F(3,88)=130.62, P<.01) and
sister group (F(1,88)=7.11, P=01) (Table 2.2). However, because freezing levels
were so small (under 10%) for all groups, further follow up tests were not
conducted. To determine whether the FCbP rats (for both sisters and non-sisters)
displayed significantly more freezing to the cue than to the conditioning context, a
paired t-test was performed to compare the freezing during the 20 seconds
immediately preceding the first cue presentation with the freezing displayed
during the first cue of the long term memory test on day 3. In the FCbP animals,
there was a significant increase in freezing for both sisters (t(16)=3.56, P<.01)
and non-sisters (t(14)=2.54, P=.02) when the first cue came on during the long
term memory test on day 3 (Fig. 2.4).

Table 2.2 Pre Cue Freezing on Day 3
Percent freezing to the fear conditioning context during the 20 seconds preceding
the first cue during the long term memory test on day 3 was minimal in all rats.
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Figure 2.4: Contextual and cued fear in FCbP rats during LTM
Both sister FCbP (P<.01) and non-sister FCbP (P<.05) rats froze significantly
more to the first cue of the long term memory test on day 3 than to the
conditioning context measured in the 20 seconds before the first cue came on
during the long term memory session confirming that the FCbP rats learned to
freeze in response to the cue and not the context.
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2.4.2 Experiment 2: Familiarity - Sisters vs. Strangers
In experiment 2, the influence of familiarity and the role of social contact
during the fear conditioning by proxy session was extended to include a social
transmission pair that were completely unfamiliar with each other prior to
introduction inside the conditioning chamber on day 2, the fear conditioning by
proxy day (stranger group) in addition to a familiar and kin pair (sister group)
similar to the sister group described in experiment 1. In support of the findings
from experiment 1, FCbP rats introduced to a stranger FC rat for the first time in
conditioning chamber displayed almost no freezing when tested with the cue the
following day (all stranger FCbP rats froze less than 10% to the CSs) (Fig 2.5b).
Consistent with previous applications of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm
in more familiar rats (Experiment 1; see Bruchey et al., 2010), freezing displayed
by FCbP rats in the sister group during CS presentations on day 3 was widely
distributed and approximately 50% of the FCbP rats did not freeze at all (less
than 5%). Freezing in the FCbP rats did not meet the assumption of equal
variances (Levene’s F(42)=15.7, p<.001) on day 3 with rats in the sister FCbP
group displaying a wide spread of freezing during LTM not seen in the stranger
FCbP rats (Sister FCbP SD=.12, Stranger FCbP SD=.03) and degrees of
freedom for analysis were adjusted accordingly. As a group, the sister FCbP rats
froze significantly more than the stranger FCbP rats during long term memory
tests on day 3 (Fig 2.5b) (t(26)=3.24, p=.003) despite no differences in freezing
during CS presentations on day 2 (t(42)=.36, p=.73). (Fig 2.5a).
There was essentially no freezing displayed (<5%) by the No FC rat of the
triad when presented with the cues on day 3 and the social relationship between
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the FC and FCbP rat on day 2 did not influence freezing in the No FC rat as
determined by an independent samples t-test (t(42)=.03, p=.98). (Fig 2.5b).
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Figure 2.5: Cued freezing in sister and stranger rats
A) Freezing to the cues in FC and FCbP rats on day 2. B) Freezing to cues on
day 3 in all rats. FC rats in both groups froze more on day 3, when tested alone,
than on day 2, in the presence of a conspecific. FCbP rats paired with FC sisters
on day 2 froze more on day 3 than those paired with strangers as well as the No
FC rat of the triad.
Given the nature of this design and the emphasis given to the extent of
social interactions between rats, social interactions between all rats were
measured for the first 1 minute (in three 20-second bins) that the rats were
placed in the conditioning chamber together. Independent sample t-tests were
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performed on percent social contact displayed during both the first minute of
pairing in day 2 as well as the average percent of time spent engaged in social
contact during the 20 seconds following each cue. Homogeneity of variance
assumptions were not met for social contact occurring during the first minute
(sisters SD=.03; strangers SD=.07) (Levene’s F(42)=9.42, p=<01) and degrees
of freedom were adjusted accordingly. Perhaps unsurprisingly, stranger rats
spent a significantly greater percentage of time engaged in social interactions
than sister rats during the first minute of pairing on day 2 (t(28)=2.6, p=.014) (Fig
2.6a). In contrast with the results of experiment 1, there were no quantitative
differences in the amount of time spent engaged in social contact immediately
following termination of the cue between sister pairs and stranger pairs
(t(42)=.11, p=.91) (Fig 2.6a). Linear regressions revealed that, despite the social
interactions that occur between the stranger rats, there was only a positive linear
relationship between post-cue social contact between the FC and FCbP rats on
day 2 and freezing displayed by the FCbP rat on day 3 if the FC and FCbP pair in
the chamber were sisters, R(23)=.58, p=.004 (strangers: R(21)=.19, p=.42) (Fig
2.6b).
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Figure 2.6: Social contact between sister and stranger rats
A) Stranger rats displayed more social contact during the first minute of pairing
on day 2 than sister rats (p=.014) and there were no differences in social contact
occurring in the 20 seconds immediately following cue termination. B) Despite
equal amounts of post cue contact on day 2, this contact only predicted day 3
freezing in sister FCbP rats (R=58; p<.01).

In agreement with our previous application of the fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm in male rats (Bruchey et al., 2010), freezing displayed by the FC
rat to the CS during the fear conditioning by proxy session on day 2 was not
correlated with freezing displayed by the FCbP rat the following day in neither
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sisters (R(23)=.2, p=.36) nor strangers (R(21)=.3, p=.25) (Fig 2.7). A repeated
samples t-test revealed that rats did, however, freeze less to the CS in the
presence of a conspecific (day 2) than they did when tested alone the following
day (t(43)=9.46, p<.001) regardless of familiarity group and independent samples
t-test showed there are no familiarity group differences in freezing after direct
fear conditioning on day 2 (t(42)=.5, p=.62) or day 3 (t(42)=.46, p=.65) (Fig 2.5a),
a finding that aligns with earlier research on the social buffering of the fear
response.
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Figure 2.7: FC rat day 2 freezing on day 3 FCbP rat freezing
Freezing displayed by the demonstrator FC rat did not predict freezing displayed
by the FCbP rat during LTM tests the following day (both groups ps>.2).
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2.4.3 Experiment 3: Previous Fear Experience on FCbP
In the third experiment, the impact of previous fear experience on fear
conditioning by-proxy was examined. During day 1 of the fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm, rats that were previously fear conditioned to a light cue froze
significantly more to the first cue of tone fear conditioning than rats that were
exposed to a context only, t(16)=2.78, p=.013 but did not freeze significantly
more during the 20 seconds prior to the first CS (t(16)=1.59, p=.131). A repeated
measures ANOVA with fear conditioning cue as the within subjects factor and
previous fear experience as the between subjects factor revealed that both
groups showed an increase in freezing over the course of the fear conditioning
session on day 1 (F(2,32)=47.36, p<.001) and there was not a significant
between subjects effect on freezing during fear conditioning (F(1,16)=1.96,
p=.18) (Fig 2.8a). During the fear conditioning by proxy session, FCbP rats that
had previous fear experience froze significantly more than FCbP rats that were
exposed to context only (t(16)=3.89, p=.001) (Fig 2.8b).
A priori planned independent samples t-tests revealed that rats previously
fear conditioned to a light CS froze significantly more during the LTM test to a
tone after fear conditioning by proxy to the tone CS than rats that did not have
previous fear experience (t(16)=2.93, p=.01). However, regardless of previous
fear experience, FCbP rats froze significantly more than their respective No FC
group: previous fear conditioning: t(16)=2.11, p=.05; no previous fear
conditioning: t(9.8)=2.46, p=.03 (Fig 2.8c). In accordance with experiment 1,
freezing in the rats that were exposed to the context only did not meet the
assumption of equal variances (Levene’s F(16)=8.31, p=.01) with rats in the
FCbP group displaying a wide spread of freezing during LTM not seen in the No
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FC rats (FCbP SD=.16, No FC SD=.06) and degrees of freedom for analysis
were adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 2.8: Previous FC on cued freezing in FCbP paradigm
A) Freezing during fear conditioning to a tone CS on day 1 of fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm approximately 30 days after fear conditioning to either a light CS
(Previous FC) or context only exposure (No Previous FC). Rats with previous
fear experience froze more to the first cue (p<.05) but conditioned to equal levels
as rats with no prior fear experience. B) FCbP rats froze during cue presentations
on day 2 only if they had previous fear experience. C) On day 3, previous fear
experience resulted in increased freezing in the FCbP rat compared to No
Previous FC but both FCbP groups froze significantly more than their No FC
counterparts (p<.05).
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Fear generalization was assessed by comparing contextual freezing
during the 20 seconds immediately preceding the first CS presentation for each
day of testing. Prior to any fear conditioning to a tone, previous FC rats displayed
approximately 20% freezing to the context that was not significantly different than
rats that were not previously fear conditioned (t(16)=1.59, p=.131) (Fig 2.9a). Pre
CS freezing on day 2 was significantly higher in FCbP rats that were previously
fear conditioned (t(8.54)=2.416, p=.04) but did not quite reach significance in rats
that were directly fear conditioned three weeks after light fear conditioning
(t(9.52)=1.813, p=.1) (Fig 2.9b). Contextual freezing on day 3 followed a similar
pattern of results, with No FC rats with previous fear experience freezing
approximately 20% to the context before tone CS presentation which did not
reach statistical significance compared to rats that were not previously fear
conditioned (t(8.6)=2.154, p=.061) (Fig 2.9c). FC rats that were previously fear
conditioned froze significantly more to the context 48 hours after fear conditioning
to the tone than rats that were not originally fear conditioned to the light CS
(t(16)=2.725, p=.015) and there were no significant differences in contextual
freezing in FCbP rats on day 3 (t(16)=.689, p=.5). Despite significant group
differences in contextual freezing in FCbP rats on day 2 and FC rats on day 3, all
FC and FCbP rats on both days froze significantly more to the cues than in the
20 seconds preceding CS presentation (paired t-tests, all ps<.04). It is important
to note, however, that despite a statistically significant increase in freezing to the
cues on day 2 compared to the context in FCbP rats with no previous fear
experience, their mean cued freezing was extremely low (5.2%) and is not a
value consistent with a typical fear response. Neither previous fear experience
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nor previous context exposure caused the No FC rats to freeze significantly more
to the cues than to the context (paired t-tests, both ps>.5). There was no
significant effect of estrous cycle at time of long term memory test on freezing to
cues or context (both ps>.4) in any of the rats.
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Figure 2.9: Previous FC on pre CS freezing in FCbP paradigm
Previous fear experience resulted in some generalized contextual freezing on A)
day 1, B) day 2, and C) day 3 of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. This
increase in pre CS freezing was significant in FCbP rats on day 2 although levels
were extremely low (B) and FC rats on day 3 (C) with previous fear experience
causing rats to freeze a moderate amount to the context as measured in the 20
seconds immediately preceding the first CS presentation.
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2.5 DISCUSSION
2.5.1 Social Interactions
Female rats that interacted with a familiar sister expressing fear to a CS
displayed more social interactions during the time immediately following
exposure to the CS than those who experienced the CS in the company of a less
familiar, unrelated female rat. Although the sister rats showed a trend towards
increased fear conditioning by proxy in response to the CS the following day,
compared to non-sister rats, this freezing was driven by the post cue social
contact on day 2. We found that a number of female rats, like some male rats,
acquire fear to a previously neutral cue by observing, and freely interacting with,
a fear-conditioned cage-mate during presentation of a CS. Like male rats, social
interactions contribute to the expression of socially learned fear the following day,
but the specifics of this interaction in relation to the onset and offset of the cue
differ between sexes. Additionally, familiarity/kinship modulates the extent of
social interactions between the fear conditioned rat and the fear conditioned byproxy rat during the fear conditioning by-proxy session on day 2 and these
interactions determine the degree of fear that is socially transmitted between
female rats, as long as the rat is not novel.
In experiment 2, rats meeting for the first time displayed equal levels of
post-cue social contact compared to sister rats on day 2 but without the
corresponding relationship to freezing on day 3. These data suggest that social
contact only drives social learning if rats are familiar with each other to some
extent. As demonstrated in experiment 3, natural investigative social behavior
towards a new rat is not sufficient to induce learning.
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Previous research shows a sex difference in freezing behavior after
contextual fear conditioning, with males freezing more than females (Archer,
1975, Pryce et al., 1999, Gupta et al., 2001, Morgan and Pfaff, 2001) suggesting
that estrogens modulate freezing to contextual stimuli (Gupta et al. 2001).
Additionally, estradiol and progesterone both influence how female rats respond
in high anxiety situations (Valle, 1970, Nomikos and Spyraki, 1988, Mora et al.,
1996), and estradiol treatment in ovariectomized rats enhances social recognition
memory (Hliňáck, 1993). These sexual dimorphisms in both fear and social
behavior motivated us to explore the efficacy of fear conditioning by proxy in
female rats, and to assess possible influences of estrous cycle status, as ovarian
hormones fluctuate substantially depending upon cycle phase (Smith et al.,
1975). However, the lack of correlation of day of the cycle with the freezing
response suggests that at least in the short term, cyclic fluctuations in hormones
do not drive this sex difference. When the fear conditioning by-proxy paradigm
was previously performed in male rats, social contact during the cue presentation
in the fear conditioning by-proxy session was positively correlated with long term
memory freezing during day 3 by the FCbP rat (Bruchey et al. 2010).
In female rats, we found that rather than socially contacting the freezing
rat while the cue was playing, the FCbP females engaged in social interaction
behaviors only once the cue ended. It is important to note, however, that these
sex differences were detected across different experiments and it would be
beneficial to further investigate sex differences in fear conditioning by proxy by
conducting a single experiment where both males and females are tested in
parallel.
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2.5.2 Freezing
In experiment 2, it is interesting to note that despite reduced freezing in
the social setting (day 2), these same rats froze significantly more when
presented the CS in the absence of a conspecific. This suggests that the social
buffering observed here is not the result of a social experience modifying a fear
memory but instead possibly just a result of an increased desire to engage in
social behavior over fear expression, an explanation first posed by Davitz and
Mason in 1955 (Davitz and Mason, 1955). These results support the notion that
decreased fear expression in socially interacting rats is likely a result of social
facilitation of behavior and not social modulation of the memory trace itself, with
the presence of a conspecific facilitating the expression of social behavior over
fear behavior on day 2.
In experiment 3, consistent with previous work (Atsak et al., 2011; Kim
2010; Perierra et al 2012; Davitz and Mason, 1955) in similar paradigms of
socially acquired associative fear learning, rats with prior fear experience showed
increased ability to learn to express a fear response to a novel cue. One major
difference between the fear conditioning by-proxy paradigm presented here and
the observational learning paradigm explored by others is that our rats are tested
24 hours after social fear acquisition. The exclusion of a follow up test for
retention of this socially transmitted fear makes it difficult to differentiate
observed behavior as an emotional response to a conspecific in distress or the
acquisition of a fear memory to a social stimulus. Consistent with this previous
research, during day 2 of the fear conditioning by-proxy paradigm, we noticed
that previously naïve rats do not display any freezing while interacting with a
fearful cage-mate. By measuring freezing during long-term memory tests, we
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were able to examine retention of a fear memory after social acquisition and
found that a subset of FCbP rats froze in response to the cue on day 3. It may
be that the fear responses of the FC demonstrator rat are not inherently aversive
to the FCbP observer rat, since a fear response is not prompted during the
acquisition session. This idea is further supported by a lack of correlation
between freezing displayed by the FC rat and the freezing displayed during LTM
by it’s FCbP observer. It may also be that desire to engage the FC rat socially
overwhelms the desire to freeze when a conspecific is present. Taking into
consideration the importance of previous experience on social fear transmission,
breeding rats in our own colony allowed us to better control for prior life
experience.
In all three experiments presented here, fear conditioning by proxy
produced conditioned responding specific to the conditioned stimulus beyond a
generalized fear response to the context as evidenced by increased freezing
during cue presentation compared to the time period immediately preceding the
first cue.
The ability to learn about danger from conspecifics is potentially adaptive,
especially in animals living in social colonies in the wild where an individual can
learn to avoid a specific situation without the threat of immediate danger. It is
interesting to note that the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm described here
consistently reveals a subset of rats that do not appear to learn fear by proxy (as
evidenced by a complete lack of freezing on long term memory tests on day 3).
The factors that determine these individual differences are the subject of further
research but may be the result of differences of individual roles in the colony (or
in this case, the cage) (Blanchard et al. 1988; Kavaliers et al. 2005; Shettleworth
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2010) resulting in differences in either social interactions or social learning. In
purely observational fear conditioning paradigms, mice with social relations (10+
weeks as a mating pair or siblings raised together) displayed more freezing both
when observing a partner fear conditioned to a context and when tested in the
context the following day than mice lacking these relationships (Jeon et al. 2010).
Additionally, both familiarity and relatedness were significant contributors to deer
mice observing other deer mice responding defensively to a natural predator.
Mice with a genetic predisposition to increased sociability (B6 mice) condition
more strongly to a cue when pre-exposed to another mouse undergoing fear
conditioning to the same cue (Chen et al., 2009), further supporting the idea that
social factors are essential to observational fear learning. In each of these
paradigms, the mice were not allowed to interact with one another, thus
restricting potentially salient factors of social learning on observational learning
paradigms. In the fear conditioning by-proxy experiments performed here, we are
able to measure socially transmitted fear to a Pavlovian conditioned cue while
allowing the animals to freely interact socially.
2.5.3 General Discussion and Conclusions
By manipulating the familiarity and relatedness of the rats involved in this
social learning paradigm, we found that after a CS is presented, rats interact
more with a sister they had been raised with compared to a non-related, less
familiar cage-mate and this interaction leads to increased fear conditioning by
proxy. One limitation was our ability to tease apart the effects of familiarity vs.
kinship on freezing and social interactions. Future research can explore the
unique contributions of kinship and familiarity independently in the fear
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conditioning by-proxy paradigm by breeding with parent stock ordered from
different sources, thereby increasing genetic diversity and allowing us to
specifically investigate the role of familiarity by testing fear conditioning by proxy
in both littermate and non-littermate triads. Additionally, raising littermates apart
and looking at fear conditioning by proxy in sister rats that have not been housed
together since weaning could test the role of genetic relatedness.
Freezing is a natural response to threat in the rodent. As such, freezing
displayed by the observer rat during the FCbP session may not indicate a
learned fear behavior but may instead be a response facilitated by the presence
of a freezing conspecific. This contagion, where instinctive behavior is triggered
merely by another animal performing the same behavior, does not require any
prior learning (Thorpe, 1963). Because rats without previous fear conditioning
experience do not freeze on day 2 of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm, we
can conclude that the freezing response alone is not subject to the influence of
contagion (e.g. naïve rats do not freeze simply because another rat is freezing).
Interestingly, a subset of these rats do freeze when tested alone the following
day, albeit at only moderate levels. These results suggest that some rats socially
learn an associative fear response to a cue. These results further support that
the presence of a conspecific can influence fear behavior to a conditioned cue.
This “social buffering” results in less freezing in fear conditioned rats when tested
with non-fearful con-specifics compared to freezing displayed when tested in
isolation. This effect may additionally contribute to the low levels of freezing seen
in observer rats during the FCbP session when another animal is present.
The freezing displayed by the FCbP rats during long term memory tests is
not likely a result of imitation as higher levels of social interaction predict later
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freezing and not increased display of the target behavior by the demonstrator
(freezing). It is possible that the increased social interactions during the fear
conditioning by proxy session enhance stimulus properties affiliated with either
the CS or the conditioned behavior of the demonstrator FC rat, thereby exposing
the associative relationship to the observer.
The spectrum of social behavior in the rat involves both social
relationships and social interactions, and until now, these had not been
systematically investigated in a Pavlovian fear conditioning setting. Here, we
demonstrate that Sprague Dawley rats acquire more fear information about a
conditioned cue from a familiar and related conspecific and that, in female rats,
social interactions immediately following cue termination modulate the degree of
freezing during test. The fact that there are gender specific responses to a novel
cue further underscores the importance of studying how gender and sex
hormones factor into fear transmission. These results further our understanding
of social transmission of Pavlovian fear in laboratory bred Sprague Dawley rats,
thereby opening the door to investigate the neural substrates involved in the fear
conditioning by-proxy paradigm as well as examining conditioning by proxy in
other strains of rats or even other species of research animals.
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Chapter 3: Early Life Fear Conditioning in Rats Increases Social
Transmission of Fear in Adults: Targeting Juvenile Fear
Memories During Reconsolidation in Adolescents

3.1 ABSTRACT
Aversive early life experience can contribute to the development of
depression and anxiety disorders in adolescence and young adulthood. In young
rats exposed to fear or stress, alterations in neural development can lead to
enduring behavioral abnormalities despite an inability to explicitly recall
associations learned as juveniles. Here, we used behavioral (retrieval +
extinction) and pharmacological (retrieval + propranolol) interventions during
reconsolidation at p45 to target auditory Pavlovian fear memories acquired as
juveniles (p17 and p25). The effects of adolescent intervention were examined by
assessing freezing as adults during both reconditioning and the social
transmission of fear from a cagemate. Rats underwent testing or training at 3
time points across development: juvenile (p17 or p25), adolescent (p45), and
adult (p100). P45 extinction during the reconsolidation window (retrieval +
extinction) of p17 memories did not affect freezing after reconditioning in
adulthood but did reduce freezing displayed after the social transmission of fear
and prevented the spontaneous recovery of freezing of p25 memories as adults.
Propranolol administration at p45 resulted in a general decrease in freezing after
both reconditioning and social fear acquisition in adulthood.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
Fear conditioning models in rodents have been extensively studied, owing,
in great part, to their potential translational relevance for anxiety-related
disorders. Anxiety and phobias, however, do not always originate from direct
experience with a fear-inducing aversive stimulus. Much of the appeal of
vicarious fear learning in rodents, thus, stems from their translational relevance
to

circumstances

in

which

fear

may

be

acquired

through

social

experience/context. It has been estimated that the majority of cases of adult
pathological anxiety met criteria for these diagnoses at a much younger age
(Kim-Cohen et al., 2003). In a clinical setting, learned associations encountered
throughout the span of a person’s life must be considered when recommending
treatment or evaluating subsequent learning ability. Another appeal for using
indirect/socially transmitted fear learning paradigms, thus, is that they may
provide an additional, more sensitive route to examine the impact of
developmental insult on adult behavior.
Adolescence is a time of rapid developmental change that encompasses
the period of both puberty and the transition out of childhood towards sexual
maturity. In humans, adolescence marks a sensitive time frame where the risk of
depression as well as other psychopathologies increases dramatically compared
to childhood (Hankin et al., 1998, Kessler et al., 2001, Nemeroff et al., 2006) and
is nearly double that seen in adulthood. Although not always the case, the
occurrence of childhood trauma in adolescent clinical cases of depression
(Nemeroff et al., 2006) (Gunnar, 2003) and anti-social behavior (Jonson-Reid et
al., 2010, Perepletchikova and Kaufman, 2010) (Haller et al., 2014) is high and
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treatment efficacy in depressed individuals with childhood trauma differs from
those without early life trauma experience (Nemeroff et al., 2003).
In the laboratory setting, Pavlovian fear conditioning is a frequently used
animal model of fear learning. The neural circuitry necessary for associating a
previously neutral conditioned stimulus (CS) with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US) is well understood and these pathways overlap greatly with those
involved in anxiety disorders, emotional learning, and the stress response in
general. The extended developmental trajectory of these pathways (Spear, 2000,
Gogtay et al., 2004, Suzuki et al., 2005) makes them especially sensitive to
environmental disruption across development (Lupien et al., 2009, Tottenham,
2014). The functional development of the amygdala is delayed until animals
begin to become independent of their mother (Moriceau and Sullivan, 2006,
Thompson et al., 2008) and stressors early in life result in later life dysfunction
(Huang and Lin, 2006, Sevelinges et al., 2007, Kuramochi and Nakamura, 2009,
Moriceau et al., 2009, Raineki et al., 2012). Connectivity between the prefrontal
cortex and the amygdala isn’t refined until late in adolescence (Cunningham et
al., 2002, Cressman et al., 2010, Koss et al., 2014). These connections are
essential for emotion regulation and it is believed that this synaptic pruning may
be responsible for unmasking psychopathologies during adolescence (Feinberg,
1982, Andersen and Teicher, 2008, Cressman et al., 2010). Early life adversity
can also influence the developmental trajectory of the hippocampus (Andersen
and Teicher, 2004, Blaise et al., 2008), a structure essential for the contextual
control of fear situations, and the HPA axis (Viau et al., 1993, Levine, 1994,
Romeo and McEwen, 2006), which is responsible for the stress response in
mammals.
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Fear memories acquired very early in life are typically subject to infantile
amnesia (Wetzler and Sweeney, 1986) and forgotten within a matter of days
(Campbell and Campbell, 1962, Callaghan and Richardson, 2012). Rats fear
conditioned at post-natal day 17 (p17) show expected fear responses to the
conditioned stimulus (e.g. freezing; vocalizing) but do not retain the information
for longer than 10 days after fear conditioning (Callaghan and Richardson, 2012).
Despite the inability to explicitly remember the previously learned fear
association, enduring changes in the fear circuitry are still observed as the
animal ages (Li and Richardson, 2013). As young rats are weaned from their
mother they begin to transition to a more adult like pattern of learning. In a
natural setting, this weaning happens gradually starting around postnatal day 1517 with most rats eating solid food by p21 after which point they begin to forage
for food on their own (Rosenblatt and Lehrman, 1963, Bolles and Woods, 1964,
Galef, 1971, Levin and Stern, 1975). In a laboratory setting, rats are usually
weaned by experimenters at postnatal day 21. Rats fear conditioned at post-natal
day 24, form explicit fear associations that are remembered into adulthood
(Akers et al., 2012).
Generally speaking, once learned, the fear response is extremely
persistent. Reducing fear with techniques thought to target the reconsolidation
process of a reactivated memory (Przybyslawski et al., 1999) show promise in
both the laboratory (Misanin et al., 1968, Land et al., 2000, Nader et al., 2000,
Sara, 2000, Rao-Ruiz et al., 2011) and clinical setting (Brunet et al., 2008). Each
of these techniques requires activation of a previously acquired CS-US
association and consequently disrupting the cellular mechanisms necessary for
long term potentiation including: blocking neurotransmitter systems, disruption of
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protein kinase signally, and preventing new protein synthesis within the region of
interest (usually the amygdala for Pavlovian fear memories) (see Tronson and
Taylor (2007) for review). Behaviorally, the repeated presentation of the feared
cue during the time that the memory is reactivated (retrieval+extinction) has been
shown to attenuate both fear and other emotional responses in the long-term in
rodents (Monfils et al., 2009, Clem and Huganir, 2010, Rao-Ruiz et al., 2011,
Xue et al., 2012, Gräff et al., 2014, Sartor and Aston-Jones, 2014) (but see also:
(Chan et al., 2010)) and humans (Schiller et al., 2010, Agren et al., 2012, Xue et
al., 2012, Steinfurth et al., 2014). Older, or stronger memories, however, are
more difficult to disrupt than recently formed memories (Milekic and Alberini,
2002, Suzuki et al., 2004, Wang et al., 2009, Robinson and Franklin, 2010) and
this retrieval+extinction protocol alone does not seem to target more remote (30
day old) fear memories acquired during adulthood (Costanzi et al., 2011, Gräff et
al., 2014). Pharmacologically, systemic administration of the beta-blocker
propranolol after the reactivation of a fear memory (retrieval+propranolol) can
persistently reduce fear responding to the cue by blocking the nor-adrenergic
signaling necessary for the successful reconsolidation of both recent and remote
fear memories in rats (Dębiec and Ledoux, 2004, Muravieva and Alberini, 2010)
as well as both conditioned fear (Kindt et al., 2009) and episodic memories in
humans (Schwabe et al., 2012) including those of trauma in PTSD patients
(Brunet et al., 2008) and phobias (Soeter and Kindt, 2015). Limitations exist here
as well (see (Lonergan et al., 2013) for review) with not all fear learning
paradigms responding equally (Muravieva and Alberini, 2010) and declarative
memory remaining largely in tact (Kindt et al., 2009, Soeter and Kindt, 2011)
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indicating that possibly only the emotionally arousing aspect of the memory is
targeted.
Here we attempt to target specific fear memories acquired early in life
(p17 or p25) during late adolescence (p45) using reconsolidation-based methods
typically used in adults. The reconsolidation window is presumably initiated by a
single retrieval trial where the CS used in fear conditioning is presented in the
absence of the US. In two separate experiments, we examine the efficacy of
behavioral (retrieval + extinction) and pharmacological (retrieval + propranolol)
intervention thought to target the reconsolidation of fear memories on adult fear
learning. Fear learning in adulthood is measured through both direct Pavlovian
fear conditioning and through a socially transmitted fear paradigm (fear
conditioning by-proxy) previously shown to produce a wider range of behavioral
responses and freezing that doesn’t reach a maximum level (Bruchey et al.,
2010, Jones et al., 2014).

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.3.1 Subjects
3.3.1.1 Developmental Experiments: 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2
Male Sprague Dawley rats (275-300g, Harlan) were paired with female
Sprague Dawley rats (215-275g; from either Harlan or retained from previous
breeding). Approximately 2 weeks after pairing, the males were removed from
the cage and females were checked daily for the presence of newborns. Rats
were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle
(lights on at 0700h) with food (standard rat chow) and water provided ad libitum.
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On postnatal day 21 (p21) rats were weaned into same sex triads with littermates
assigned to the same behavioral treatment group. Procedures were conducted in
compliance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Experimental Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at The University of Texas at Austin. 82 rats were used in
experiment 1.1, 107 rats were used in experiment 1.2, 168 rats were used in
experiment 2.1, and 210 rats were used in experiment 2.2.
3.3.1.2 Adult Experiments: 1.3, 2.3
Male Sprague Dawley rats (275-300g, Harlan) were housed in pairs for 1
week prior to experimental testing to allow rats to acclimate to the colony. Rats
were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle
(lights on at 0700h) with food (standard rat chow) and water provided ad libitum.
Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National Institutes of Health
Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The University of Texas at
Austin. 26 rats were used in experiment 1.3 and 24 were used in experiment 2.3.
3.3.2 Apparatus and stimuli
Juvenile fear conditioning took place on p17 or p25 in standard
conditioning chambers equipped with two metal walls, two plexiglass walls, and
stainless-steel rod floors designed for mice connected to a shock generator
(Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Chambers were enclosed in acoustic
isolation boxes (Coulbourn Instruments) and illuminated with a red light. Behavior
was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The
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chambers were wiped with water between each session. Stimulus delivery was
controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments). The
conditioned stimulus (CS) was a white noise (80 DB) 20 seconds in duration and
the unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.6 mA foot-shock, 500 ms in duration. In
experiment 2, all adolescent and adult procedures took place in these same
boxes (AAA design).
In experiment 1, adolescent and adult fear conditioning procedures took
place in the left portion of a closed shuttle box chamber equipped with two metal
walls, two black and white striped walls, stainless-steel rod floors (designed for
rats) connected to a shock generator and enclosed in acoustic isolation boxes
(Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Light peppermint scent was added to
the pans below the floors to further change the context compared to the juvenile
fear conditioning (ABB design). Behavior was recorded using digital cameras
mounted on the top of each unit. Stimulus delivery was controlled using Graphic
State 2 software (Coulbourn Instruments). The CS and US were identical to
those used during the juvenile fear conditioning.
3.3.3 Behavioral Design
Rats underwent behavioral manipulations at three different time points: as
juveniles (either p17 or p25), as adolescents (p45), and as adults (~p100).
Juvenile rats were either fear conditioned (FC) or removed from their mother (for
p17 rats) and wheeled into the behavior room for several minutes before
returning to their home cage (naïve). They were then left undisturbed (except for
p17 animals who were weaned into related triads at p21) until p45. At p45, rats
underwent either behavioral (experiment 1) or pharmacological (experiment 2)
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manipulations to target the previously learned fear memory. Control experiments
performed entirely in adult animals (1.3 and 2.3) were conducted following the
same timeline as the p25 juvenile fear conditioned animals to compare if
observed effects on direct fear conditioning were due to passage of time or
developmental age (see Fig 3.1 for experimental timelines).
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(A) Across Development – Experiments 1.1 (p17 FC) and 1.2 (p25 FC)

p45 Ret+Ext
p45 Ext-Only

p17 or
p25 FC

~45-55 days

Adult Day 1:
FC

1 day

Adult Day 2:
FCbP

1 day

Adult Day 3:
LTM

p45 No Ext

p17 or p25
Naïve

(B) Adults Only – Experiment 1.3
Day 25 FC

20 days

Day 45 Ret+Ext

1 day

Day 45 Ext-Only
Naïve

Day 46
LTM

45+ days

Day 90
retention test

1 day

Day 91 1 day
FC

Day 92
LTM

21 days

(C) Across Development – Experiments 2.1 (p17 FC) and 2.2 (p25 FC)
p17 or
p25 FC
p17 or p25
Naïve

p45 Ret+Prop
p45 No Ret+Prop
p45 Ret+Sal
p45 No Ret+Sal

1 day

p46 LTM

~45-55 days

Adult Day 1:
FC

1 day

Adult Day 2:
FCbP

1 day

Adult Day 3:
LTM

p45 No Ret+Sal

(D) Adults Only – Experiment 2.3
Day 45 Ret + Propranolol
Day 25 FC 20 days
Day 45 Ret + Saline
Naïve

1 day

Day 46
LTM

45+ days

Day 90
retention
test

1 day

Day 91
FC

1 day

Day 92
LTM

21 days

Figure 3.1 Developmental and adult controls experimental timeline
Red outline indicates behavioral methods to target fear and blue outline indicates
pharmacological targeting with propranolol A) Rats were either fear conditioned
or left Naïve as juveniles (p17 or p25) and underwent behavioral interventions at
p45 aimed at targeting the reconsolidation of the juvenile fear memory. Rats
received retrieval+extinction, extinction only, or had no extinction of the same
CS. As adults (approximately p100), each triad underwent the fear conditioning
by proxy paradigm. B) Experiment 1.3 followed an identical timeline except all
procedures were performed as adults and instead of fear conditioning by proxy
all rats were re-conditioned directly. C) Rats were either fear conditioned or left
Naïve as juveniles. At p45 propranolol or saline was administered systemically
either immediately (no ret) or after a retrieval of the CS used at p17 (ret). The
next day all rats that received an injection were tested for long-term memory to
the CS. As adults, each triad underwent the FCbP paradigm. D) Experiment 2.3
followed an identical timeline except all procedures were performed as adults
and instead of fear conditioning by proxy all rats were re-conditioned directly.
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Although researchers don’t generally agree on the boundaries of
adolescence in rats, an inclusive definition would comprise p28-p54 in rodents
and about 12-17 years of age in humans, with sex and onset of puberty playing
major roles in the large span of this developmental period. This conservative
definition of adolescence would suggest that early-mid adolescence falls
between post-natal day 28 (p30) and p39, where late adolescence occurs
between p40 and p54 (Odell, 1990, Gabriel et al., 1992, Gomez et al., 2004). In
male rats, preputial separation occurs between p39-45 with circulating
testosterone levels increasing exponentially from the time of preputial separation
until it peaks between p55-p65 (Korenbrot et al., 1977, Moger, 1977). In this set
of experiments, intervention will occur during late adolescence, at p45, in order to
assure that all rats have begun puberty while also allowing for an extended
period of time to pass between the p25 early life fear conditioning time point and
the intervention during late adolescence. At p45, the rats will be undergoing a
period of increasing testosterone levels that occurs during puberty before sexual
maturation. The first mature sperm can be found at p49 with spermatogenesis
completed in most male rats by p63 (Swerdloff et al., 1971).
3.3.3.1 Experiments 1.1, 1.2 – Behavioral Intervention
In experiments 1.1 and 1.2, naïve animals remained in the home colony
(naïve-naïve) and fear conditioned animals were either exposed to a
retrieval+extinction of the CS (FC-Ret+Ext), extinction only (FC-Ext Only), or
remained in the colony (FC-No Ext).
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3.3.3.2 Experiments 2.1, 2.2 – Pharmacological Intervention
In experiments 2.1 and 2.2, a subset of naïve animals remained in the
home colony (naïve-naïve) and the remaining received a single injection of saline
(naïve-no ret+saline). The animals fear conditioned as juveniles (p17 in
experiment 2.1 or p25 in experiment 2.2) were either exposed to a single
presentation of the CS (retrieval) immediately followed by an IP injection of either
propranolol (FC-Ret+Prop) or saline (FC-Ret+Sal), or were simply taken to the
injection room and injected with either propranolol (FC-No Ret+Prop) or saline
(FC-No Ret+Sal). All rats that received an injection underwent a long-term
memory test to the CS 24 hours after their p45 treatment.
3.3.4 Behavioral Methods
As adults, each triad of rats underwent a social fear learning paradigm
described in detail in Bruchey et al., 2010 and Jones et al., 2014. All cages of
rats were divided into a directly fear conditioned animal (denoted as juvenile
treatment-p45 treatment-FC), a fear conditioned by-proxy animal who was
allowed to interact with the FC animal during CS presentation the day after adult
fear conditioning (denoted as juvenile treatment-p45 treatment-FCbP), and an
animal that was only tested for freezing to the CS as an adult without any
additional fear conditioning (denoted as juvenile treatment-p45 treatment-No FC).
In experiments 1.1 and 1.2, this resulted in 12 total groups for each of the two
juvenile fear conditioning ages. In experiments 2.1 and 2.2, this resulted in 18
total groups for each of the two juvenile fear conditioning ages.
On day 1, one rat of each triad was fear conditioned to a tone paired with
a foot-shock. On day 2, the fear-conditioned rat (FC rat) was returned to the fear	
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conditioning chamber accompanied by a cage-mate (FCbP rat) and the tone was
played in the absence of the foot-shock. The third rat (No FC) remained in the
home cage and on day 2 was allowed to freely interact with the fear conditioned
(FC) and fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP) rat when they were returned after the
fear conditioning by-proxy session on day 2. The following day (day 3), all rats
(FC, FCbP, and No FC) were placed in the chambers alone and tested for fear
expression (freezing) to the tone.
In each experiment, triads of rats were distributed across groups in such a
way that no group had more than one rat from each litter.
3.3.4.1 p17 or p25 Fear Conditioning
Juvenile Fear Conditioning (Experiments 1.1 and 2.1): On p17 or p25, rats
were removed from their mother and placed in an identical, but clean,
cage lined with cedar chips transported to the fear conditioning room. After
a 10-minute habituation period each juvenile rat received four 20 second
presentations of an 80dB white noise CS each coterminating with a 500
ms 0.6mA foot-shock.

Juvenile Naïve (Experiments 1.1 and 2.1): On p17 or p25, rats in the naïve
group were removed from their mother, placed in a clean cage and
transported to the behavioral rooms where they remained in the
transportation cage for the same amount of time as a fear conditioning
session before being returned to their mothers. A small amount of vanilla
extract was dabbed on the mother’s nose before returning the pups that
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were removed to prevent changes in maternal behavior towards pups that
were handled.
3.3.4.2 p45 Treatment - Behavioral Intervention:
For experiment 1 behavioral tests were performed in a different context
(context B) than the juvenile fear-conditioning context (context A) as described
above.
P45 Retrieval + extinction (FC - Ret+Ext): On p45, rats in the FC-Ret+Ext
group received a single retrieval of the CS (20 sec, 80dB WN) after a 2minute habituation period and were promptly removed from the chambers
and returned to the home colony for 1 hour. Care was taken to avoid
disruption during this 1-hour period (cage changes, room entries etc). The
rats were then returned to the chambers where they received 18 CS
presentations (variable ITI, mean= 120s).

P45 Extinction Only (Ext-Only): Rats in the FC-Ext-Only group were
exposed to 19 non-reinforced CS presentations (to equate for CS
exposure) (variable ITI, mean=120s) on p45.

P45 No Extinction (No Ext): Rats in the FC-No Ext group were not
disturbed and remained in their home cage on p45.
3.3.4.3 p45 Treatment - Pharmacological Intervention
P45 Injections: All rats (including Naïve-Naïve) were weighed on p45.
Propranolol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in 0.9% saline
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(10mg/kg). Depending on group assignment, either propranolol or 0.9%
saline vehicle was injected intraperitoneally (ip) in a volume of 1ml/kg.

P45 Retrieval + Propranolol: Rats in the FC-Ret+Prop group received a
single retrieval of the CS in the same chambers used for juvenile FC and
were promptly removed and transported to an adjacent room to undergo a
single injection of propranolol before returning to the home colony.

P45 No Retrieval + Propranolol: Rats in the FC-No Ret+Prop group were
taken to the injection room and immediately injected with propranolol
before returning to the home colony.

P45 Retrieval + Saline: Rats in the FC-Ret+Sal group received a single
retrieval of the CS and were promptly taken to an adjacent room and
injected with saline before returning to the home colony.

P45 No Retrieval + Saline: Both FC-No Ret+Sal and Naïve-No Ret+Sal
rats were taken directly to the injection room on p45 and injected with a
single IP injection of saline before returning to the home colony.

P45 Naïve: Naïve-Naïve rats remained undisturbed in the home colony.

P46 Long Term Memory Tests: On p46, all rats except the Naïve-Naïve
rats were presented with 3 CS presentations to assess freezing to the CS
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24 hours after intervention (5 minute habituation, variable ITI mean=120
sec)

3.3.4.4 Adult Fear Conditioning by Proxy
In experiments 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2, adult behavioral tests were identical
between experiments except that the adult procedures performed in experiment
2 were in the same context as juvenile and adolescent behavioral procedures
(AAA design) and the context was changed between juvenile and adolescent
behavioral procedures in experiment 1 (ABB design).

Fear conditioning (FC; Adult Day 1): On the fear-conditioning day, after a
7-minute habituation period, one rat per triad received three presentations
of

the

CS

(duration=20s,

ITI=90s

on

average,

variable),

each

coterminating with the US (intensity = 0.6mA; duration = 500ms).

Fear Conditioning by Proxy (FCbP; Adult Day 2): One day after
conditioning, the fear conditioned rat was returned to the chamber
accompanied by a previously naïve cage-mate (now termed the FCbP
rat). The rats were allowed to freely interact while the CS was presented
three times. The third rat of the triad (No FC rat) remained in the home
cage.

Long-term Memory Test (LTM; Adult Day 3): Twenty-four hours after fear
conditioning by proxy, each rat (FC, FCbP, and No FC) was placed in the
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chamber alone and received 3 presentations of the CS to determine fear
to the noise (ITI=120s on average, variable).
3.3.5 Adult intervention on remote memories acquired as adults
(Experiments 1.3 and 2.3)
This set of experiments was designed to mimic the time course of fear
conditioning and intervention present in the developmental experiments but
restrained to only one developmental age: young adulthood.
3.3.5.1 Day 25 Fear Conditioning (initial FC)
Rats were fear conditioned to an 20 second, 80dB white noise CS, coterminating with a 0.6mA, 500ms footshock following the same protocol as the
juvenile fear conditioning procedure conducted in experiments 1.2 and 2.2. Rats
in the naïve group were wheeled to the behavior room and returned to the animal
colony after approximately 10 minutes, similar to the experience of the juvenile
naïve animals.
3.3.5.2 Experiment 1.3 – Adult Day 45 Behavioral Intervention
Day 45 Intervention: Twenty days after the initial fear conditioning rats
underwent an intervention similar to the treatment applied during adolescence in
the prior experiments.

Day 45 Retrieval + extinction (FC - Ret+Ext): On p45, rats in the FCRet+Ext group received a single retrieval of the CS (20 sec, 80dB WN)
after a 2-minute habituation period and were promptly removed from the
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chambers and returned to the home colony for 1 hour. Care was taken to
avoid disruption during this 1-hour period (cage changes, room entries
etc). The rats were then returned to the chambers where they received 18
CS presentations (variable ITI, mean= 120s).

Day 45 Extinction Only (Ext-Only): Rats in the FC-Ext-Only group were
exposed to 19 non-reinforced CS presentations (to equate for CS
exposure) (variable ITI, mean=120s) on p45.

Day 45 No Extinction (No Ext): Rats in the FC-No Ext group were not
disturbed and remained in their home cage.
3.3.5.3 Experiment 2.3 – Adult Day 45 Pharmacological Intervention
Day 45 Intervention: Twenty days after the initial fear conditioning rats
underwent an intervention similar to the treatment applied during adolescence in
the prior experiments. All rats (including Naïve-Naïve) were weighed one day
prior to injection. Propranolol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in
0.9% saline (10mg/kg). Depending on group assignment, either propranolol or
0.9% saline vehicle was injected intraperitoneally (ip) in a volume of 1ml/kg.
Day 45 Retrieval + Propranolol: Rats in the FC-Ret+Prop group received a
single retrieval of the CS in the same chambers used for juvenile FC and
were promptly removed and transported to an adjacent room to undergo a
single injection of propranolol before returning to the home colony.
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Day 45 Retrieval + Saline: Rats in the FC-Ret+Sal group received a
single retrieval of the CS and were promptly taken to an adjacent room
and injected with saline before returning to the home colony.

Day 45 Naïve: Naïve-Naïve rats remained undisturbed in the home
colony.

Day 46 Long Term Memory Test: On day 46, all rats were presented with
3 CS presentations to assess freezing to the CS 24 hours after
intervention (5 minute habituation, variable ITI mean=120 sec).

3.3.5.4 Experiment 1.3, 2.3 – Adult Retention and Re-conditioning
Day 90 Retention Test: On day 90, all rats were presented with 2 CS
presentations to determine extent, if any, of spontaneous recovery 44
days after treatment intervention (5 minute habituation, variable ITI
mean=120 sec).

Day 91 Fear Conditioning: On the fear-conditioning day, after a 7-minute
habituation period, each rat received three presentations of the CS
(duration=20 s, ITI=90s on average, variable), each coterminating with the
US (intensity = 0.6mA; duration = 500ms). This fear-conditioning paradigm
was identical to the adult fear conditioning performed during day 1 of the
FCbP paradigm in the earlier studies.
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Day 92 Long Term Memory Test: Twenty-four hours after fear
conditioning, each rat was placed in the chamber and received 3
presentations of the CS to determine fear to the noise (ITI=120s on
average, variable).
3.3.6 Data Scoring and Analysis
Freezing was defined as the absence of any movement, excluding
breathing and whisker twitching. The total number of seconds spent freezing
throughout the CS presentation is expressed as a percentage of CS duration (20
seconds). Freezing during the three cues of the long term memory tests was
averaged together for both analysis and graphical representation. ANOVAs were
performed on each adult fear conditioning group (FC, FCbP, or No FC) using
juvenile-adolescent treatment (e.g. for experiment 1.1 and 1.2: FC-Ret+Ext, FCExt Only, FC-No Ext, Naïve-Naïve) as the between subjects factor. Significant
main effects were followed up with post-hoc mean comparisons where
appropriate. Freezing during adult fear conditioning was analyzed with a
repeated measures ANOVA (since the occurrence of the footshock after each
cue makes averaging values inappropriate) with fear conditioning cue as the
between subjects factor and juvenile-adolescent treatment as the between
subjects factor. All analysis were conducted on SPSS 22 for Mac.
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3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Experiment 1 – p45 Behavioral Intervention
3.4.1.1 Experiment 1.1 – p45 behavioral intervention on p17 fear memories
Adolescent Extinction or Retrieval+Extinction: During adolescence,
freezing during both extinction only and retrieval+extinction was low for all rats. A
repeated measures ANOVA with p45 treatment group (Ext-Only or Ret+Ext) as
the between subjects factor and extinction cue as the within subjects factor
revealed a significant within subjects effect (F(17,731)=13.25, p<.001) confirming
that rats did significantly reduce their freezing over the course of the extinction
session and all rats were freezing at less than 5% by the end of extinction,
regardless of treatment (Fig 3.2a). There was no significant between subjects
effect (F(1,43)=2.58, p=.115) on freezing during extinction.
Adult FC (Adult Day 1): Fear conditioning during adulthood was analyzed
with a repeated factor ANOVA using fear conditioning cue as the within-subjects
factor and adolescent treatment group as the between subjects factor. There was
a significant within subjects effect of fear conditioning cue (F(2,46)=86.134,
p<.001) confirming that rats showed increased freezing over the fear conditioning
session. There was not a significant fear conditioning cue x adolescent treatment
group interaction (F(6,46)=.919, p=.49). There was a significant between
subjects effect of adolescent treatment group (F(3,23)=4.839, p=.009). Follow up
Tukey HSD mean comparisons revealed that the Naïve-Naïve rats that had
never been fear conditioned prior to adulthood froze significantly less than the
FC-Ext Only (p=.017) and FC-No Ext (p=.023) (Fig 3.2b).
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In this paradigm, freezing to each cue of fear conditioning, although
influenced by the immediate threat of the US, provides important information.
Freezing during the very first cue of the adult fear conditioning session provides a
measure of what information the animal has retained from the p17 fear
conditioning (since this is the last time the rat was conditioned) as well as
provides an indicator of long term (~50 days) efficacy of the adolescent
intervention. In this experiment, there were no differences in freezing to the first
cue of adult fear conditioning (F(3,23)=1.03, p=.4). However, by the third and
final cue of adult fear conditioning there was a significant effect of p45 treatment
group on freezing to the cue (F(3,23)=4.8, p=.01). Post-hoc Tukey mean
comparisons revealed that the naïve-naïve-FC animals froze less than both the
FC-Ext-Only-FC (p=.04) and the FC-No Ext-FC (p<.05) animals. There was a
trend towards a decrease in freezing in the FC-Ret+Ext-FC animals compared to
both the FC-Ext-Only-FC and FC-No Ext-FC animals that did not reach
significance (both ps=.08) (Fig 3.2b).
Adult LTM (Adult Day 3): FC Rats: By the time that adult fear conditioned
rats were tested for LTM (48 hours after conditioning), there was no significant
effect of adolescent treatment group on LTM freezing (F(3,23)=.422, p=.739) (Fig
3.2c).
FCbP Rats: There was a significant effect of adolescent treatment group
on LTM freezing in the FCbP rats (F(3,23)=7.787, p=.001). Follow up Tukey HSD
mean comparisons showed that Ret+ext at p45 significantly reduced the amount
of freezing acquired through the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm compared
to Ext Only (p=.032) and No ext (p=.002) and was not significantly different than
animals that had never been fear conditioned (p=.963). FCbP rats that were fear
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conditioned at p17 and had no treatment at p45 (FC-No Ext-FCbP) froze
significantly more than naïve rats (p=.008) (Fig 3.2c).
No FC Rats: There were no significant effects of treatment group on rats
that were not fear conditioned as adults (F(3,23)=1.1, p=.37).
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Figure 3.2: Experiment 1.1 freezing during behavioral tests in adolescence (A)
and adulthood (B and C).
A) p45 extinction following either a retrieval (FC-Ret+Ext) no retrieval (FC-ExtOnly) in rats that were fear conditioned to the same cue at p17 showed very little
freezing to the cue that decreased to <5% in all rats. B) Freezing during fear
conditioning performed on 1 rat of each triad during adulthood. Ext-Only or No
Ext at p45 resulted in higher freezing at the end of the adult fear conditioning
session compared to the Naïve-Naïve rats that were fear conditioned as adults
(p<.05) and a trend towards an increase compared to rats that received the
Ret+Ext at p45 (p=.08). C) Freezing during long-term memory tests in adulthood
revealed no differences in freezing in the animals that were fear conditioned
directly as adults. There was a significant increase in freezing following the adult
fear conditioning by-proxy session in animals that were fear conditioned as
juveniles and then underwent either Ext-Only (FC-Ext-Only-FCbP) or No Ext (FCNo Ext-FCbP) as adolescents compared to animals that were fear conditioned at
p17 and then underwent Ret+Ext at p45 (FC-Ret-Ext-FCbP) (both ps <.05) and
there was a significant increase in freezing in rats that were fear conditioned at
p17 but got no intervention at p45 before undergoing fear conditioning by-proxy
(FC-No Ext-FCbP) compared to animals that were naïve before the fear
conditioning by-proxy (Naïve-Naïve-FCbP) (p<.05). There were no significant
differences in freezing between rats that were not fear conditioned as adults.
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3.4.1.2 Experiment 1.2 – p45 behavioral intervention on p25 fear memories
Adolescent Extinction or Retrieval+Extinction: Freezing to the first cues of
extinction or retrieval+extinction during adolescence after p25 fear conditioning
was high for both groups (>60%). A repeated measures ANOVA with p45
treatment group (Ext-Only or Ret+Ext) as the between subjects factor and
extinction cue as the within subjects factor revealed a significant within subjects
effect (F(17,918)=20.38, p<.001) confirming that rats did significantly reduce their
freezing over the course of the extinction session. The between subjects effect
did not quite reach significance (F(1,54)=3.8, p=.056). (Fig 3.3a)
Adult FC (Adult Day 1): Fear conditioning during adulthood was analyzed
with a repeated factor ANOVA using fear conditioning cue as the within-subjects
factor and juvenile-adolescent treatment group as the between subjects factor
(FC-Ret+Ext, FC-Ext Only, FC-No Ext, Naïve-Naïve). There was a significant
within subjects effect of the fear conditioning cue (F(2,68)=122.15, p<.001)
confirming that rats significantly increased freezing over the fear conditioning
session as well as a fear conditioning cue x treatment group interaction
(F(6,68)=3.54, p=.004). There was significant between subjects effect of
treatment group (F(3,34)=5.63, p=.003) with post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons
revealing that this difference was driven by significant differences in freezing
between the Naïve-naïve rats and both the FC-Ext Only (p=.004) and FC-No Ext
(p=.007) during the fear conditioning session of adulthood (Fig 3.3b).
Freezing during the first cue of adult fear conditioning provides a measure
of the amount of fear retained from the p25 fear conditioning (FC-No Ext) as well
as an indicator of the long term effectiveness of the p45 treatment (Ext Only or
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Ret+Ext). An ANOVA with freezing during the first cue of adult fear conditioning
as the dependent variable and juvenile-adolescent treatment group as the
between subjects factors (FC-Ret+Ext, FC-Ext Only, FC-No Ext, Naïve-Naïve)
revealed a significant effect of juvenile-adolescent treatment on freezing
(F(3,34)=8.86, p<.001). Follow up Tukey mean comparisons confirmed that rats
that were fear conditioned at p25 and then underwent retrieval + extinction at p45
froze significantly less than rats that were also fear conditioned at p25 but only
exposed to extinction (p=.006) as well as rats that received no extinction at all
(p=.021) and were not significantly different than naïve rats in their freezing to the
first cue of adult fear conditioning (p=.945). Naïve-Naïve rats froze significantly
less than both FC-Ext Only (p=.001) and FC-No Ext (p=.005). There were no
differences in freezing to the first fear conditioning cue in rats that were exposed
to extinction only during adolescence (FC-Ext Only) or nothing at all (FC-No Ext)
(p=.956) (Fig 3.3b).
Spontaneous recovery of freezing was determined with a paired samples
t-test comparing freezing during the last 4 cues of p45 extinction or ret+ext with
freezing during the first cue of adult fear conditioning. There was no significant
increase in freezing in the ret+ext rats between the end of adolescent extinction
performed after a retrieval and freezing to the first CS presentation of adult fear
conditioning (t(8)=.872, p=.409). There was spontaneous recovery of freezing in
the rats that were fear conditioned at p25 and underwent ext-only at p45 between
the end of extinction and the first cue of fear conditioning (t(9)=-2.43, p=.038).
However, by the second cue of fear conditioning, all rats that had been
fear conditioned as juveniles (regardless of p45 treatment) froze at equivalent
levels that were significantly more than the naïve-naïve rats (all ps<.05) as
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evident by post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons performed after an ANOVA on FC
Cue 2 revealed a significant effect of treatment group (F(3,34)=4.27, p=.012).
There were no longer any group differences in freezing by the third and final cue
of adult fear conditioning (F(3,34)=1.273, p=.299).
Adult LTM (Adult Day 3): One way ANOVAs with juvenile-adolescent
treatment group as the between subjects factors were performed on the average
LTM freezing across the 3 cues of the LTM test for each adult behavior group.
Significant main effects were followed up with Tukey mean comparisons.
FC Rats (Day 3): There were no significant differences in LTM freezing
between groups (F(3,33)=.481, p=.697) in rats that were fear conditioned directly
as adults.
FCbP Rats (Day 3): There was a significant effect of treatment group on
freezing displayed by the FCbP rat during LTM tests (F(3,32)=5.713, p=.003).
Pos-hoc Tukey mean comparisons revealed FC-Ret+Ext rats froze less after
FCbP than FC-Ext Only rats (p=.041) and FC-No Ext rats (p=.003). Naïve rats
that underwent FCbP as adults were not statistically different than either the FCRet+Ext rats (p=.715) nor the FC-Ext-Only rats (p=.383) and only approached
significance compared to the FC-No Ext rats (p=.059) (Fig 3.3c).
No FC Rats (Day 3): There was a significant effect of treatment group on
freezing displayed by the No FC rat during LTM tests (F(3,28)=8.447, p<.001).
Follow up Tukey mean comparisons revealed that both the FC-Ret+Ext and
Naïve-Naïve rats who were not fear conditioned as adults froze significantly less
than both FC-No Ext and FC-Ext Only rats (all ps<.03) (Fig 3.3c).
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Figure 3.3: Experiment 1.2 freezing after p45 behavioral intervention of p25 fear
memories
Freezing was measured during cue presentation during adolescence (A) and
adulthood (B and C) after p25 fear conditioning. A) Freezing during extinctiononly or retrieval+extinction at p45. B) Retrieval+extinction at p45 targeting p25
fear memories prevented the spontaneous recovery of freezing during the first
cue of adult fear conditioning. C) Long term memory tests in adulthood revealed
no differences in freezing after direct fear conditioning but retrieval+extinction at
p45 prevented return of fear after exposure to a fearful conspecific during FCbP
(FCbP rat) as well as over time (No FC rat).
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3.4.1.3 Experiment 1.3: Adult Behavioral Intervention of Remote Fear
Memories
Adult Day 45 Extinction: A repeated measures ANOVA with
freezing during each extinction cue as the within subjects factor and treatment
group (Ret+Ext or Ext Only) as the between subjects factor revealed a significant
within subjects effect of extinction cue (F(17,204)=13.861, p<.001) and a
significant extinction cue x treatment group interactions (F(17,204)=1.731,
p=.04). There was not a significant between subjects effect of treatment group
(F(1,12)=1.974, p=.185) (Fig 3.4a).
Adult Day 46 Long Term Memory Test: One Way ANOVA with freezing
averaged across the three CS presentations of the day 46 long-term memory test
as the dependent variable and treatment group (FC-Ret+Ext, FC-Ext Only, FCNo Ext, Naïve-Naïve) as the between subjects factor revealed a significant effect
of treatment group (F(3,22)=18.521, p<.001).

Follow up Tukey mean

comparisons confirmed that the No Ext group froze significantly more than all
other groups (all ps<.001). The effect size was moderate (f=.613) and individual
analysis of freezing to each LTM cue revealed a significant difference present in
only the last cue (F(3,22)=6.831, p=.002) (Fig 3.4b).
Adult Day 90 Retention Test: One way ANOVA with freezing averaged
across the two CS presentations of the day 90 retention test as the dependent
variable and treatment group as the between subjects factor revealed a
significant effect of treatment group (F(3,17)=11.054, p<.001). Tukey’s post hoc
mean comparisons revealed that the Naïve group froze significantly less than all
other groups (all ps<.01) and no significant differences between rats that were
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fear conditioned earlier in adulthood, regardless of behavioral treatment (all
ps>.2).
Paired samples t-tests were performed for each treatment group to
compare freezing during the day 46 LTM test to day 90 LTM test in order to test
for spontaneous recovery of freezing. There was a significant increase in freezing
between tests, indicating that spontaneous recovery occurred, for both FCRet+Ext (t(7)=4.685, p=.002) and FC-Ext Only (t(5)=6.167, p=.002) (Fig 3.4b).
Adult Day 91 Fear Conditioning: Repeated measures ANOVA with fear
conditioning cue as the within subjects factor and treatment group as the
between subjects factor revealed a significant within subjects effect of fear
conditioning cue (F(2,44)=21.584, p<.001). The cue x treatment interaction did
not quite reach significance (F(6,44)=2.097, p=.073) and there was no between
subjects effect of treatment group (F(3,22)=.385, p=.765) (Fig 3.4c).
Adult Day 92 Long Term Memory Test: Freezing during the 3 cues of the
LTM test the day following fear conditioning was analyzed using a one way
ANOVA with treatment group as the between subjects factor. There was a
significant effect of treatment group on LTM freezing F(3,22)=4.205, p=.017.
Follow up Tukey mean comparisons revealed that FC-Ret+Ext froze less than
FC-No Ext rats after fear re-conditioning (p=.03) and approached significance
when compared to FC-Ext Only rats (p=.087) as well as Naïve-Naïve rats
(p=.058) (Fig 3.4d). This was driven by a more rapid decrease in freezing to the
cues of long term memory in FC-Ret+Ext rats as evidence by less freezing to the
3rd and final cue of LTM (F(3,22)=6.83, p=.002) in FC-Ret+Ext rats that was
significant compared to both FC-No Ext and Naïve-Naïve (both ps<.01) rats and
approached significance when compared to FC-Ext Only rats (p=.057) (Fig 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Experiment 1.3 freezing after ret+ext on remote fear memories
formed as adults.
A) Freezing during retrieval+extinction and extinction only on 20 day old
memories. B) Long-term memory tests 24 hours after extinction indicate that both
ret+ext and ext only reduce freezing in the short term, however, 45 days later all
groups exhibited spontaneous recovery of freezing. C) freezing during re-fear
conditioning approximately 45 days after extinction. D) Freezing during long-term
memory tests 24 hours after re-fear conditioning indicate less retention of the
fear memory after ret+ext. * indicates p<.05
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Figure 3.5: Experiment 1.3 freezing to cues of LTM of adult fear
Retrieval+extinction of a remote cued fear memory in adults caused rapid
extinction after re-conditioning. By only the third CS presentation in LTM tests,
adult rats that underwent retrieval+extinction approximately 40 days prior to fear
re-conditioning, froze less than rats that had only been conditioned once, 24
hours prior to LTM tests (Naïve-Naïve) as well as rats that were fear conditioned
twice to the same cue but several weeks apart (FC-No Ext).
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3.4.2 Experiment 2: Pharmacological Intervention on Juvenile Fear
Memories
3.4.2.1 Experiment 2.1: p45 Propranolol on p17 Fear Memories
Adolescent Retrieval and LTM: Freezing during the retrieval session at
p45 was minimal (<12%) and there were no significant differences between
groups (p=.65). There was a significant effect of adolescent treatment group at
p45 on freezing during the LTM test on p46 (F(4,136)=12.89, p<.001). Post-hoc
Tukey mean comparisons revealed that the FC-Ret+Propranolol rats froze
significantly more than FC-No Ret+Propranolol (p<.01), FC-No Ret+Saline
(p<.01), and Naïve-No Ret+Saline (p<.01). The Naïve-No Ret+Saline rats froze
significantly less than all other groups (p<.02) except the FC-No Ret+Propranolol
(p=.138). In rats fear conditioned at p17, there was a significant effect of retrieval
at p45 on freezing displayed during the LTM test on p46 regardless of drug
injected (F(1,115)=15.54, p<.001) with rats exposed to a single retrieval trial the
day before freezing significantly more than rats that were just injected without a
retrieval cue. Paired t-tests comparing freezing during the retrieval session at p45
and average freezing during the 3 cues of p46 LTM for each of the retrieval
groups revealed a significant increase in freezing to the CS for both the
retrieval+propranolol rats (t(32)=7.9, p<.001) and the retrieval+saline rats
(t(26)=6.2, p<.001) (Fig 3.6a).
Adult FC (Adult Day 1): A repeated measures ANOVA on freezing
displayed to each cue during fear conditioning in adulthood with adolescent
treatment group as the between subjects factor and fear conditioning cue as the
within subjects factor revealed no significant differences in freezing between any
of the groups (F(3,42)=.26, p=.86) (Fig 3.6b).
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Adult LTM (Adult Day 3): FC Rats: Freezing during LTM tests was
analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with adolescent treatment group as the
between subjects factor. There was a significant effect of adolescent treatment
group on freezing during LTM tests (F(5,50)=5.83, p<.01). Post-hoc Tukey mean
comparisons revealed that FC-Retrieval+Propranolol-FC rats froze significantly
less than the Naïve-Naïve rats (p<.01). No Ret+Propranolol-FC rats froze
significantly less than FC-Ret+Saline-FC (p=.03), FC-no ret+saline-FC (p=.02),
and naïve-naïve-FC (p<.01). In rats that were fear conditioned at p17 and again
as adults, there was a significant effect of drug (regardless of retrieval) on LTM
freezing 48 hours after re-conditioning with rats injected with propranolol freezing
significantly less than rats injected with saline on p45 (F(1,37)=14.18, p=.001)
(Fig 3.6c).
FCbP Rats (Adult Day 3): Freezing during the LTM test amongst the rats
that were fear conditioned by proxy was analyzed with a one way ANOVA with
adolescent treatment group as the between subjects factor and LTM freezing as
the dependent variable. There was a significant effect of adolescent treatment
group on freezing during LTM tests (F(5,50)=5.74, p<.01). Post-hoc Tukey mean
comparisons

revealed

that

FC-Retrieval+Propranolol-FCbP

rats

froze

significantly less than FC-Retrieval+Saline-FCbP rats during LTM tests (p=.044)
and there was a trend towards significance compared to the FC-No
Retrieval+Saline-FCbP rats (p=.065). Rats that did not receive a retrieval during
p45

treatment

but

did

get

an

injection

of

propranolol

(FC-No

Retrieval+Propranolol-FCbP) froze significantly less than both groups of rats that
were fear conditioned as juveniles and then received an injection of saline,
regardless of retrieval (FC-Ret+Saline-FCbP: p=.018; FC-No Retrieval+Saline	
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FCbP: p=.026). Rats that were not fear conditioned at p17 but did receive and
injection of saline at p45 (Naïve-No Retrieval+Saline-FCbP) froze significantly
less than FC-Retrieval+Saline-FCbP (p=.003) and FC-No Retrieval+Saline-FCbP
(p=.004). Similar to the rats that were fear conditioned directly as adults, there
was a significant effect of drug injected at p45 on adult freezing after the fear
conditioning by proxy session with rats injected with propranolol freezing
significantly less than the rats injected with saline at p45 (F(1,37)=17.74, p<.001)
(Fig 3.6c).
No FC Rats (Adult Day 3): There were no significant differences in
freezing between the rats that were not fear conditioned as adults (F(5,50)=1.36,
p=.26) (Fig 3.6c).
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Figure 3.6: Experiment 2.1 freezing after p45 propranolol treatment of p17 fear
memories.
A) Freezing during p45 retrieval and p46 LTM tests. 24 hours after treatment with
either propranolol or saline following either a single retrieval or no retrieval FCRet+Prop, FC-Ret+Sal, and FC-No Ret+Sal rats all froze significantly more than
the Naïve-No Ret+Sal rats (ps<.05) and rats in the FC-Ret+Prop group froze
significantly more than rats in the FC-No Ret+Prop group (p<.05). Both groups
that received a retrieval at p45 froze significantly more during LTM tests 24 hours
later. B) Freezing during adult fear conditioning. When one rat per triad was fear
conditioned to the same cue used during juvenile fear conditioning there were no
significant differences in freezing between any of the groups (all ps>.1). C)
Freezing during adult LTM tests on day 3 of the FCbP paradigm. When rats were
directly fear conditioned as adults, regardless of retrieval, those treated with
propranolol on p45 froze significantly less than naïve-naïve-FC rats (ps<.05). FCNo Ret+Prop-FC rats froze significantly less than both FC-No Ret+Sal-FC and
FC-Ret+Sal-FC (p<.05). Propranolol also reduced the freezing response
acquired by the FCbP animal. FC-Ret+Prop-FCbP rats froze significantly less
than FC-Ret+Sal-FCbP rats (p<.05) and FC-No Ret+Prop-FCbP rats froze
significantly less than both saline groups that were fear conditioned at p17
(ps<.05). Interestingly, p17 fear conditioning followed by an injection of saline at
p45 (regardless of retrieval) increased the amount of freezing displayed by the
FCbP compared to the Naïve-No Ret+Sal rats (ps<.05). There were no
differences in freezing in rats that were not fear conditioned as adults.
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3.4.2.2 Experiment 2.2: p45 Propranolol on Fear Memories Acquired at p25
Adolescent Retrieval and LTM: Freezing during the retrieval session at
p45 was high (>65%) indicating substantial fear to the CS from the p25 fear
conditioning session. There were no differences in freezing during retrieval
between rats that were subsequently injected with saline or propranolol
t(73)=.469, p=.641.
Freezing during p46 LTM tests was analyzed with one-way ANOVA with
juvenile-adolescent treatment group as the between subjects factor (FCret+propranolol, FC-no ret+propranolol, FC-ret+saline, FC-no ret+saline, Naïveno ret+saline). There was a significant effect of treatment group on p46 LTM
freezing (F(4,166)=128.213, p<.001). Post hoc tukey mean comparisons
revealed that FC-ret+propranolol rats froze significantly more than all of the no
retrieval groups (all ps<.02) and were not significantly different than freezing
displayed by FC-ret+saline rats (p=1.0). Similarly, FC-Ret+saline rats froze
significantly more than all other no ret groups (all ps<.02). Naïve-No ret+saline
rats froze significantly less than all rats that were fear conditioned at p25 (all
ps<.001) (Fig 3.7a).
Paired sample t-tests comparing freezing during p46 LTM with freezing
during the p45 retrieval revealed that rats actually froze significantly more during
p46 LTM tests after injection that was paired with retrieval on p45, regardless of
drug group (ret+propranolol t(35)=2.749, p=.009; ret+saline t(35)=2.775, p=.009).
Effect size calculations using cohen’s d revealed a moderate effect size
(ret+propranolol d=.46; ret+saline d=.48) (Fig 3.7a).
Adult FC (Adult Day 1): A repeated measures ANOVA with fear
conditioning cue as the within subjects factor and juvenile-adolescent treatment
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group

as

the

between

subjects

factors

(FC-ret+propranolol,

FC-no

ret+propranolol, FC-ret+saline, FC-no ret+saline, Naïve-no ret+saline, NaïveNaïve) revealed a significant within subjects effect of fear conditioning cue
(F(2,128)=191.843, p<.001) and a significant fear conditioning cue x treatment
group interaction (F(10,128)=10.942, p<.001). There was a significant between
subjects effect of treatment group (F(5,64)=6.764, p<.001). Follow up Tukey
mean comparisons revealed FC-Ret+propranolol rats froze significantly less
during adult fear conditioning than FC-ret+saline (p=.025) as well as FC-No
ret+saline (p=.04). Additionally, both saline groups regardless of retrieval (FCret+saline, FC-no ret+saline) froze significantly more during adult fear
conditioning than both Naïve groups (ps<.01) and approached significance
compared to the FC-no ret+propranolol rats (FC-No ret+saline p=.083; FCret+saline p=.057) (Fig 3.7b).
Adult LTM (Adult Day 3): One way ANOVAs with juvenile-adolescent
treatment group as the between subjects factors were performed on the average
LTM freezing across the 3 cues of the LTM test for each adult behavior group.
Significant main effects were followed up with Tukey mean comparisons.
FC Rats (Adult Day 3): There was a significant effect of treatment group
on freezing displayed during LTM tests by the rats that were re-fear conditioned
as adults (F(5,64)=5.282, p<.001) with FC-Ret+propranolol rats freezing
significantly less than FC-No ret+saline rats (p=.014) as well as Naïve-Naïve rats
(p<.001). FC-No ret+propranolol rats did not reach a significant reduction in
freezing compared to Naïve-Naïve rats (p=.089). There were no other significant
differences in freezing during LTM after re-fear conditioning as adults (all ps>.18)
(Fig 3.7c).
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FCbP Rats (Adult Day 3): There was a significant effect of treatment group
on freezing displayed during LTM tests by rats that underwent FCbP as adults
(F(5,64)=4.992, p=.001). Post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons revealed that FCRet+propranolol FCbP rats froze significantly less that FC-Ret+saline FCbP rats
(p=.038) and FC-Ret+saline rats froze significantly more than both of the Naïve
groups (both ps<.03) (Fig 3.7c).
No FC Rats (Adult Day 3): There was a significant effect of treatment
group on freezing displayed during LTM tests by rats that were not fear
conditioned as adults (F(5,64)=13.685, p<.001). Post-hoc Tukey mean
comparisons revealed that FC-Ret+propranolol rats not fear conditioned again as
adults froze significantly less than FC-Ret+saline-No FC rats (p=.017) but
significantly more than Naïve-No ret+saline rats (p=.046) and approached
significance in Naïve-Naïve rats (p=.098). With the exception of the previously
mentioned Naïve-Naïve comparison to FC-Ret+Prop, which approached
significance at p=.098, both Naïve groups (Naïve-Naïve and Naïve-No
ret+saline) froze significantly less than any of the groups that were fear
conditioned (all ps<.05) (Fig 3.7c).
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Figure 3.7: Experiment 2.2 freezing after p45 propranolol of p25 fear
Freezing during adolescence (A) and adulthood (B and C) after p25 fear
conditioning and p45 propranolol intervention. A) Freezing during retrieval and
during long term memory tests the following day. Systemic propranolol at p45 did
not reduce freezing to the cue during adolescence. B) Freezing during re-fear
conditioning in adults. A delayed fear reducing effect of p45 propranolol was
observed during adult re-fear conditioning. C) Freezing during long-term memory
tests as adults. Adolescent retrieval+propranolol attenuated acquisition of
freezing after fear re-conditioning (FC rats) and fear conditioning by proxy (FCbP
rats) as adults.
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3.4.2.3 Experiment 2.3: Adult Pharmacological Intervention of Remote Fear
Memories
Adult Day 45 Retrieval: Freezing during the retrieval session at day 45
was high (>60%) indicating substantial fear to the CS from the day 25 fear
conditioning session. There were no differences in freezing during retrieval
between rats that were subsequently injected with saline or propranolol
t(13)=.469, p=.647 (Fig 3.8a).
Adult Day 46 Long Term Memory Test: An ANOVA with treatment group
(FC-ret+propranolol, FC-ret+saline, Naïve-Naïve) as the between subjects factor
and freezing averaged across three cues of adult day 46 LTM test revealed a
significant effect of treatment group (F(2,21)=18.617, p<.001). Follow up Tukey
mean comparisons revealed that FC-ret+saline rats froze significantly more
during day 46 LTM tests than either FC-Ret+propranolol or Naïve-Naïve rats
(both ps<.001). Additionally, paired t-tests on freezing displayed by FCRet+propranolol rats during day 45 retrieval and day 46 LTM revealed a
significant decrease in freezing on day 46 (t(7)=4.022, p=.005) where no such
change in freezing was present in the FC-Ret+saline rats (t(6)=.765, p=.473) (Fig
3.8a).
Adult Day 90 Retention Test: An ANOVA with treatment group (FCret+propranolol, FC-ret+saline, Naïve-Naïve) as the between subjects factor and
freezing averaged across two cues of adult day 90 retention test revealed a
significant effect of treatment group (F(2,21)=22.988, p<.001). Follow up Tukey
mean comparisons revealed that FC-ret+saline rats froze significantly more
during day 46 LTM tests than either FC-Ret+propranolol or Naïve-Naïve rats
(both ps<.001). Paired t-tests on freezing displayed by the FC-Ret+propranolol
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rats during day 46 LTM tests and day 90 retention tests revealed no significant
increase in freezing to the previously fear conditioned cue (t(7)=.886, p=.405)
and freezing remained low (~25%). There was no additional recovery in freezing
in FC-Ret+saline rats between day 46 LTM tests and day 90 retention tests
(t(7)=.357, p=.731) (Fig 3.8a).
Adult Day 91 Fear Conditioning: A repeated measures ANOVA with
freezing during the fear conditioning cue as the within subjects factor and
treatment group as the between subjects factor (FC-Ret+Propranolol, FCRet+Saline,

Naïve-Naïve)

revealed

a

significant

within

subjects

effect

(F(2,42)=13.997, p<.001) and a significant fear conditioning cue x treatment
group interaction (F(4,42)=5.187, p=.002). A significant between subjects effect
(F(2,21)=8.163, p=.002) resulted in follow up Tukey mean comparisons that
revealed that the FC-ret+saline rats froze significantly more during re-fear
conditioning than both the FC-Ret+propranolol group (p=.002) and the NaïveNaïve group (p=.024). There were no significant differences in freezing during
day 91 fear conditioning between Naïve-Naïve rats and FC-Ret+propranolol rats
(p=.559) (Fig 3.8b).
Adult Day 92 Long Term Memory Test: A one way ANOVA on freezing
displayed across the 3 cues of the LTM test following re-fear conditioning using
treatment group as the between subjects factor (FC-Ret+Propranolol, FCRet+Saline, Naïve-Naïve) revealed a significant effect of treatment on LTM
freezing (F(2,21)=5.295, p=.014). Follow up post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons
revealed that FC-Ret+propranolol rats that were re-fear conditioned froze
significantly less during LTM tests than Naïve-Naïve rats that were fear
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conditioned (p=.011) but not less than FC-Ret+Saline rats that were re-fear
conditioned (p=.115) (Fig 3.8c).
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Figure 3.8: Experiment 2.3 Freezing after retrieval+propranolol of remote fear
memories in adults.
A) Freezing during retrieval prior to systemic injection of either propranolol or
saline was followed 24 hours later by a long-term memory test and 45 days later
by a retention test for spontaneous recovery. Retrieval+propranolol of a 20 day
old fear memory persistently attenuated freezing to the cue. B) Freezing during
fear re-conditioning approximately 45 days after injection. Retrieval+propranolol
prevented re-acquistion of the fear memory after 3 noise-shock pairings. C)
Freezing during long-term memory tests after fear re-conditioning.
Retrieval+propranolol reduced fear retention after re-acquisition.
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3.5 DISCUSSION
Our results show that reconsolidation based behavioral intervention during
adolescence can target fear memories acquired early in life and adolescent
treatment with propranolol can reduce the fear response after reconditioning in
adults. Additionally, fear memories acquired so early in life that they are not
explicitly remembered as either adolescents or adults (such as those formed
during p17 fear conditioning) are still associated with increased social fear
learning in adulthood as tested using the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm.
3.5.1 Adolescent Retention of Juvenile Fear Memories Mirrors Adult
Retention Without Intervention
When the cue was first presented at p45, very little freezing was displayed
by rats fear conditioned at p17 in both experiments suggesting that an explicit
CS-US association was not maintained into adolescence. These results are
consistent with research on infantile amnesia where preweanling rats learn a fear
association as expected but are unable to retain the memory beyond a few days
(Campbell and Campbell, 1962, Feigley and Spear, 1970, Coulter et al., 1976,
Spear and Smith, 1978, Richardson et al., 1986, Kim et al., 2006). Consistent
with multiple lines of research on juvenile memory formation (Spear and Parsons,
1976, Akers et al., 2012), when rats were fear conditioned at p25, an explicit
memory for the CS-US association was maintained into adolescence. In both
experiments involving fear conditioning at p25, presentation of the CS at p45
elicited a substantial freezing response indicative of an explicit fear memory of
the CS.
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Overall, after fear conditioning at p17, rats froze very little to the CS when
first presented in adulthood, with no significant differences between groups. This
is apparent during the first cue of fear conditioning in adults as well as the
freezing displayed during LTM tests in the No FC rats. Consistent with the low
levels of freezing seen during adolescence, there was very little retention of the
CS-US association when first tested as adults and the levels of freezing were
similar to the levels displayed during adolescence.
In experiment 1, all groups showed within session extinction despite very
low initial freezing after p17 fear conditioning. Interestingly, in experiment 2, after
p17 fear conditioning some freezing was recovered during adolescence by
administering an IP injection after the CS retrieval. This increase in freezing
during the p46 LTM test in rats that had a retrieval at p45 prior to an injection
suggests that the injection may have been aversive enough to reinstate the
juvenile fear memory. In line with this idea, Spear and Parsons (1976)
demonstrate that the infantile amnesia seen with fear memories acquired at p16
can be reversed by the administration of a single footshock prior to testing. This
suggests that the juvenile fear memory may not actually be forgotten but simply
unavailable for retrieval in the current set of conditions (Li et al., 2014).
3.5.2 Adolescent Retrieval + Extinction Prevents Spontaneous Recovery of
p25 Fear Memories
Retrieval+extinction during late adolescence targeting fear memories
acquired at p25 prevented the spontaneous recovery of freezing when first tested
to the cue as adults. This effect is apparent both during the first cue of adult fear
conditioning (the first time the adult rats that get re-fear conditioned are exposed
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as adults) as well as during long term memory tests of adulthood in the No FC
rats. Not only do retrieval+extinction rats freeze significantly less than traditional
extinction-only rats, who exhibit the typical spontaneous recovery affiliated with
extinction, but their freezing as adults is reduced to the same level as naïve rats
who were never fear conditioned. The implications of these results are discussed
further in the general discussion.
3.5.3 Context Determines if Juvenile FC Potentiates Acquisition of Adult FC
In experiment 1.1, despite overall low levels of freezing to the CS when
first presented during adulthood after p17 fear conditioning, rats that had not
been fear conditioned as juveniles froze significantly less during the fear
conditioning session (when the shock was present within the session) than rats
that had been fear conditioned as juveniles and underwent either ext only or no
extinction at p45. Given that rats explicitly remember fear conditioning at p25, it is
not surprising that the same overall potentiation of adult fear conditioning was
also present in rats that were fear conditioned initially at p25 in experiment 1.2.
Interestingly, p45 retrieval+extinction prevented spontaneous recovery of
freezing during the first cue of adult fear conditioning, but upon introduction of the
footshock, freezing immediately rose to that of the ext-only and no-ext rats. This
may suggest that p45 retrieval+extinction of p25 fear memories do not entirely
update the fear memory with a new “safe” meaning but rather cause this low fear
association to be more readily retrieved upon later CS presentation. Despite the
significant differences in freezing during the second cue of adult fear
conditioning, by the third noise-shock pairing all rats display substantial freezing
to the cue and there are no differences in groups when the shock is not present
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during LTM tests the following day.

Both the acquisition of Pavlovian fear

conditioning and the expression of freezing are mediated by the nuclei of the
amygdala with the lateral nucleus of the amygdala serving as the convergence
point for CS and US information (LeDoux et al., 1990) and the central nucleus of
the amygdala controlling the behavioral and autonomic response to fear (LeDoux
et al., 1988). Raineki et al (2012) found that early life fear experience can result
in enduring changes in amygdala activity (in both the lateral and central nuclei)
providing a possible explanation for this increase in freezing seen in experiment
1.1. However, in experiment 2.1, there were no group differences in freezing
during the fear conditioning session. It is possible that procedural differences
between the two experiments may account for the lack of group differences since
freezing during fear conditioning in the naïve group is already approaching 100%
making detection of an increase in fear behavior impossible. In experiment 2.1,
all fear conditioning procedures across development took place in the same
context (AAA design) possibly accounting for some differences in freezing
between the two naïve-naïve-FC groups in experiments 1 and 2.
The differences in freezing observed during adult fear conditioning after
behavioral intervention, in both experiment 1.1 and 1.2, disappeared when the
rats were tested for freezing to the cue on subsequent days suggesting that
either differences in fear acquisition in the presence of a threat (US) not in fear
expression to the CS itself, or the final US administration was sufficient to abolish
any group differences in freezing during acquisition.
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3.5.4 Systemic Propranolol During Adolescence Has Delayed Onset of Fear
Reduction
Of particular interest is the lack of immediate fear reduction in rats that
were fear conditioned at p25 and received retrieval + propranolol at p45. When
tested the following day, none of these rats showed a decrease in freezing, and
in fact displayed significantly more freezing to the cue than they had the previous
day during the retrieval although the effect size was modest. These results are
similar to the freezing increase observed in the rats that were fear conditioned at
p17 in experiment 2.1 but in clear contrast to the results of experiment 2.3
performed in adult rats as well as previous research demonstrating significant
fear reduction following the administration of systemic propranolol after memory
retrieval in adult rats (Debiec and LeDoux, 2004; Muravieva and Alberini, 2010).
This divergence indicates a unique interaction of drug treatment with
propranolol with developmental timeline. When tested as adults, these rats had
notable reductions in freezing to the cue indicating a delayed effect of the
retrieval + propranolol treatment during adolescence to persistently attenuate the
learned fear response. In developmental research, it is not uncommon for
behavioral tests performed during adolescence to yield seemingly opposing
effects when tested immediately compared to testing as adults (Makinodan et al.,
2009), especially when stress is involved (Isgor et al., 2004) and delays in the
emergence of behaviors are apparent at earlier developmental time points as
well (Pattwell et al., 2011). Specific to fear conditioning, there is a suppression in
both fear expression and synaptic potentiation immediately following contextual
fear conditioning that occurs as mice begin adolescence, a time when exploration
of new environments without the mother becomes necessary in the wild, that
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doesn’t emerge until several days later (Pattwell et al., 2011). These results
highlight the importance of examining the long-term impact behavioral
interventions have during this time of rapid neural development.

3.5.5 Adolescent Propranolol Inhibits Retention of Adult FC
Fear conditioning at p25, resulted in significantly higher levels of freezing
in rats that did not undergo reconsolidation based methods of fear reduction
compared to those that received either behavioral update in the form of retrieval
+ extinction or pharmacological blockade through retrieval + propranolol injection.
Interestingly, despite a lack of immediate effect of retrieval+propranolol during
adolescence after juvenile fear conditioning in either experiment 2.1 or
experiment 2.2, adolescent propranolol after memory reactivation of a p25 fear
memory (experiment 2.2) resulted in a long-term reduction of fear. This was
apparent in the first cue of fear conditioning as adults (FC rat) as well as in the
No FC rats compared to saline controls when tested during long term memory on
day 3 of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. Despite reduced freezing,
retrieval+propranolol during adolescence did not reduce freezing to the levels of
naïve controls indicating that some fear to the CS conditioned as juveniles
remained intact.
Propranolol administered at p45 after p17 fear conditioning (experiment
2.1), attenuated fear recall after adult fear re-conditioning despite normal levels
of freezing during the acquisition session. This effect does not seem to be due to
reconsolidation blockade as a CS retrieval prior to propranolol injection was not
necessary to reduce freezing at LTM. This may be due to the developmental
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trajectory of the amygdala and related structures and the blockade of
noradrenergic signaling by propranolol during this sensitive period of
adolescence may result in an enduring change in function of the fear circuitry.
In experiment 2.2, rats that were fear conditioned at p25 and received
retrieval+propranolol at p45 froze less than saline injected controls during
acquisition and showed poor retention of adult fear conditioning during LTM tests
despite displaying no reduction in fear immediately surrounding the time of
injection. In contrast to the results obtained in experiment 2.1, p45 propranolol
after p25 fear conditioning does depend on the reactivation of the fear memory to
effectively reduce freezing in the long term. This is likely reliant on the full
reactivation of an explicit fear memory, since p17 fear conditioning does not
result in a memory that is explicitly retained into adolescence or adulthood.
Additional research is necessary to establish the role of single propranolol
administration during development and the ability to block reconsolidation during
adolescence. Targeting a remote fear memory acquired in adulthood with
retrieval+propranolol in adult rats (experiement 2.3) resulted in an immediate
decrease in fear responding when measured the following day and this reduction
was maintained for several weeks. This suggests a delayed effect of noradrenergic blockade after memory retrieval, but only if administered during
adolescence. Together these results provide evidence that propranolol
administration during adolescence has a unique influence on memories of fear
conditioning. Additional research is required to determine the role of propranolol
in blocking reconsolidation during adolescence specifically.
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3.5.6 Developmental Age is Key
In order to begin to disentangle the role of developmental age of the
memory or intervention from overall age of the memory (time between
interventions and tests) on the observed effects of adolescent intervention on
adult reconditioning, two control experiments were performed in adult animals
(experiments 1.3 and 2.3). The timing between interventions remained
unchanged from the p25 developmental experiments (experiments 1.2 and 2.2)
however all fear conditioning and interventions occurred in adult animals. In
experiment 1.3, we found that both retrieval+extinction as well as extinction only
of 20 day old fear memories reduced freezing in the short term (when tested the
next day), however in both cases spontaneous recovery of fear occurred when
tested for freezing 45 days later. These results are in line with other research on
the efficacy of retrieval+extinction on remotely acquired fear memories (Graff et
al., 2014; Clem and Huganir, 2010). Interestingly, when tested for long-term
memory after fear re-acquisition, retrieval + extinction provided some resistance
retention of this reaquired fear memory. However, this effect size was moderate
(f=.613) and seems to be driven by more rapid extinction over the three cues in
retrieval+extinction rats. This rapid extinction during long term memory can be
interpreted in two ways: 1) retrieval+extinction destabilized the memory trace
enough to prevent full retention of the re-acquisition but not enough to update the
memory as entirely safe or 2) retrieval+extinction did not target the original
memory trace but instead allows the animal to better discriminate between fear
conditioning and extinction scenarios (Millan et al., 2013).
Contrary to adolescent retrieval + propranolol, systemic injection of
propranolol after retrieval of a 20 day old memory in adult rats resulted in
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significantly reduced freezing when tested the following day and prevented the
spontaneous

recovery

of

fear

45

days

later.

Similar

to

adolescent

retrieval+propranolol, later re-fear conditioning in adults was attenuated by
retrieval + propranolol approximately 45 days prior and fear retention was low
when tested after re-acquisition. Together, these results support a possible longterm effect of propranolol on fear conditioning.
3.5.7 Infantile “amnesia” of p17 FC reversed by FCbP
Behavioral intervention during the reconsolidation window (ret+ext) at p45
prevented potentiation of social fear acquisition triggered by fear conditioning at
p17. In experiment 1.1, rats that were fear conditioned at p17 and then
underwent ret+ext at p45 did not display much freezing after exposure to a cagemate expressing fear to a CS and froze significantly less than rats that got extonly or no ext at p45. Similarly, in experiment 2.1, rats that received an injection
of propranolol at p45 froze significantly less during LTM tests after fear
conditioning by proxy than rats that were injected with saline at p45. Taken
together, these results support the idea that amnesia of events occurring at p17
can be alleviated by exposure to an aversive event. In this case, interacting with
a sibling displaying a fear response to the CS was enough to cause increased
freezing to the CS by the FCbP rat. Consistent with this idea, our results show
very low fear expression to a CS conditioned at p17 when first presented as
adults. However, after a mildly aversive event such as an IP injection,
reconditioning, or exposure to a fear expressing conspecific, these rats show
enhanced fear responses to the CS. An alternative explanation is that, changes
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in the amygdala circuitry induced by p17 fear conditioning could be responsible
for the increased freezing acquired during fear conditioning by proxy.
3.5.8 Behavioral and Pharmacological Targeting of Reconsolidation of
Juvenile FC Prevents reinstatement from FCbP
Despite lower levels of freezing at the end of fear conditioning, adolescent
retrieval+extinction does not prevent retention of direct adult re-fear conditioning,
but does prevent the more subtle acquisition of socially transmitted fear. In rats
that underwent retrieval + extinction during adolescence, fear conditioning by
proxy did not reverse infantile amnesia of p17 fear conditioning nor did it
reinstate

fear

to

a

CS

fear

conditioned

directly

at

p25.

Therefore,

retrieval+extinction during adolescence prevented both the spontaneous
recovery of fear during adulthood and reinstatement of that fear after exposure to
a fear conditioned cagemate but did not attenuate re-learning the CS-US
association through direct experience.
Administration of propranolol at p45 also prevented fear conditioning by
proxy in rats that were fear conditioned at p17, although this may be a result of
overall decreased amygdala function as all rats that received propranolol at p45
froze at lower levels than those that were injected with saline. In rats that were
originally fear conditioned at p25, adolescent retrieval+propranolol did result in
decreased freezing after fear conditioning by proxy compared to rats injected
with saline after a retrieval during adolescence putting them at the same fear
conditioning by proxy levels as naïve controls.
The basal and lateral nuclei of the amygdala are traditionally the most
extensively recruited amygdaloid regions in Pavlovian fear conditioning.
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However, the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) is implicated not just in fear
output but also in anxiety and social behaviors (Bamshad et al., 1997, Márquez
et al., 2013). Changes in central amygdala function have been observed in rats
exposed to stress or fear experience earlier in life with exposure to peripubertal
stressors altering gene expression in the central nucleus of the amygdala of adult
rats (Tzanoulinou et al., 2014). Abnormal CeA functioning in rats fear conditioned
as juveniles could influence the social interpretation of fear displayed by a
conspecific and possibly account for the increased fear response after social fear
acquisition in rats fear conditioned so early in life that they don’t have an explicit
CS-US representation available for retrieval as adults.
Chronic propranolol (without retrievals) has been reported to successfully
reduce angry outbursts in adolescent children (Williams et al., 1982, Kuperman
and Stewart, 1987) and although some studies find it useful in reducing anxiety in
adults (Kathol et al., 1989) others report depression as a side effect of chronic
use (Waal, 1967) making chronic administration less than ideal. One time
administration of propranolol has shown efficacy in reducing anxiety associated
with public speaking in anxious individuals (Hartley et al., 1983) possibly due to
peripheral relief provided by beta-blockers from the somatic side effects present
with high anxiety levels (i.e. heart palpitations). In rats, a single systemic injection
of propranolol reduces the firing rate of neurons in the prelimbic cortex
(Rodriguez-Romaguera et al., 2009)

a portion of the prefrontol cortex

undergoing rapid synaptic remodeling during adolescence. The observed
dampening of the adult fear response in rats administered a single dose of
propranolol at p45 could be a result of either propranolol’s peripheral action on
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autonomic function coupled with arousal of noradrenergic blockade within the
central nervous system and requires further investigation.
Additional research is required to determine if p45 ret+ext is altering the
developmental trajectory of the fear circuitry in rats fear conditioned as juveniles
or if it is simply persistently targeting and reducing fear to the previously
conditioned stimulus. Experiments in adult rats will help determine whether this
effect is specific to the key points of development or not.
3.5.9 General Discussion
The current sets of experiments provide unique insight into the boundary
conditions of the retrieval+extinction paradigm and are interpretable in the
context of reconsolidation blockade with of systemic propranolol injection after
retrieval. Twenty day-old explicit fear-conditioning memories can be targeted by
retrieval+extinction only during adolescence and not during adulthood. The
results of experiment 1.2 confirm that adolescent retrieval+extinction prevented
spontaneous recovery of freezing of p25 fear memories but in experiment 1.3 we
demonstrate that adult retrieval+extinction targeting adult fear memories of the
same age (20 days) does not prevent long term fear recovery, consistent with
previous work applying this paradigm to remote memories (Clem and Huganir,
2010; Graff et al., 2014). Additional experiments are necessary to determine if
the key difference in these two experiments is the developmental age of the
original fear memory (p25 vs. ~p70), the developmental time point of the
retrieval+extinction intervention (p45 vs. p90), or a combination of the two and
are beyond the scope of the research conducted here.
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Adolescent propranolol administered after p17 and p25 fear conditioning
resulted in a long-term attenuation of fear, however in rats fear conditioned at
p17, these results were independent of reconsolidation blockade. Given that
retrieval of a p17 fear association during adolescence or adulthood, leads to no
measurable indicator that a fear memory is even present, it is not especially
surprising that retrieval of a p17 fear memory may not be sufficient to induce
reconsolidation, thereby producing only general effects of systemic propranolol
administered during adolescence. Noradrenergic blockade with systemic
propranolol may work to reduce fear in two main ways: 1) through central and
peripheral general reductions of fear and arousal (Nakano and Kuskari, 1966;
Rodriguez-Romaguera et al 2009) and 2) by centrally blocking noradrenergic
cascade in the amygdala necessary for reconsolidation of emotional memories
after retrieval of the memory (Soeter and Kindt, 2011; Debiec and LeDoux 2004).
In human subjects, the use of beta blockers to target the noradrenergic signaling
cascade triggered by emotional memory retrieval only decreases the associated
arousal and fear response affiliated with the fear cue without altering cognitive
recall and other declarative aspects of the memory (Van Stegeren et al., 2002;
Soeter and Kindt, 2011; Kindt et al., 2009).
Systemic propranolol (without retrieval) can reduce fear to a cue (as
measured by both freezing and suppression) and reduces spontaneous neuronal
firing rate in the prelimibc portion of the prefronal cortex (PRL) (RodriguezRomaguera et al., 2009) and may block nor-epinephrine induced activity
increases in the BLA (Buffalari and Grace, 2007) . This may indicate an overall
reduction in the excitability of the PrL, which plays a crucial role in the expression
of conditioned fear (Blum et al., 2006, Corcoran and Quirk, 2007). In humans,
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retrieval + propranolol of one CS has a long-term effect on fear generalization by
reducing fear acquisition to similar CS (Soeter and Kindt, 2011). The authors
suggest that oral propranolol administered after a retrieval of conditioned cue
suppresses synaptic plasticity, beyond general reduction of arousal, in a way that
leaves the remaining memory trace so weak that generalization to categorically
similar cues is not possible (Soeter and Kindt, 2011). Consistent with this idea, in
the current set of experiments, retrieval of the CS fear conditioned at p25
followed by systemic injection of propranolol reduced fear even after reaquisition
as adults without erasing it entirely.
Fear conditioning by proxy was sufficient to reinstate fear to juvenile fear
memories in rats that did not undergo reconsolidation based fear reduction
methods (retrieval+extinction or retrieval+propranolol) during adolescence. On
the other hand, direct fear conditioning in adult hood was sufficient to reinstate or
re-learn fear after all extinction based behavioral interventions, but not
propranolol interventions, during adolescence. This provides further insight into
the role of direct and vicarious fear experience that occurs after directly targeting
a previously learned CS-US association and suggests the mechanisms
underlying fear reduction via retrieval+extinction and retrieval+propranolol do not
entirely overlap.
The

neural

mechanisms

involved

in

extinction,

and

perhaps

reconsolidation update or blockade, depend on the stage of development.
Successful extinction of conditioned fear responses in adults is dependent on
inhibition of the amygdala by the infralimbic cortex (Phelps et al., 2004, Quirk et
al., 2006). During repeated CS exposure, animals form a new memory of the CS
for extinction that is context dependent and expression is modulated by the
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hippocampus. During reconsolidation, it is presumed that the retrieval of a
memory initiates a period of lability during which time the memory trace can be
updated, strengthened, or blocked. Auditory fear memories are thought to
undergo reconsolidation in the amygdala (Nader et al., 2000, Ben Mamou et al.,
2006, Wang et al., 2009, Maddox and Schafe, 2011) where contextual fear
memories reconsolidate in the amygdala, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate
region of the prefrontal cortex (Debiec et al., 2002, Gafford et al., 2011, Jarome
et al., 2011, Einarsson and Nader, 2012). This is relevant from a developmental
viewpoint because this circuitry in particular has an especially protracted
developmental timeline. Unfortunately, at this time, very little work has been done
on reconsolidation across development.
The extended development of the regions involved in fear conditioning
and extinction, and the connections between them are the focus of most early life
Pavlovian fear conditioning research. Preweanling rats, for example, still have
an underdeveloped medial prefrontal cortex, an area repeatedly shown to be
essential for extinction in of learned fear memories in adults (Phelps 2004; Quirk
et al., 2006), but still manage to extinguish sucessfully (Kim and Richardson,
2010). In fact, rats fear conditioned at p17 and extinguished at p18 not only show
the expected decrease in freezing after repeated CS presentation but fail to show
any return of fear in tests of renewal or reinstatement (Kim and Richardson,
2010). If fear conditioned and extinguished just a week later, at p24 and p25,
respectively, juvenile rats display adult like extinction with typical manifestations
of return of fear (Kim and Richardson, 2010).
In a healthy, non-stressed environment, medial prefrontal cortical
projections to the basal amygdala are pruned by approximately 50% in late
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adolescence (after p45) (Cressman et al., 2010). In humans, adolescence
corresponds with a reduction in gray matter volume in the prefrontal cortex due in
part to this synaptic pruning and partly to an increase in white matter as
connections within this region are myelinated (reviewed in (Paus et al., 2008,
Sturman and Moghaddam, 2011)). The morphology (both volume and
myelination) of both the hippocampus (Suzuki et al., 2005) and amygdala
(Neufang et al., 2009, Rubinow and Juraska, 2009, Hu et al., 2013, Scherf et al.,
2013, Saul et al., 2014), particularly in males, changes over the course of
adolescence (Suzuki et al., 2005). Cell proliferation in the amygdala increases
approximately 5 fold in adolescent rats compared to adult rats (Saul et al 2013).
In humans, larger volumes are observed in males and females right around the
peak of adolescence, with smaller amygdala volumes present in the younger and
older subjects (Hu et al., 2013) and amygdala growth possibly following the
trajectory of puberty and circulating testosterone levels (Neufang et al., 2009).
Although the developmental changes occurring in the prefrontal cortex typically
garner the most attention when investigating behavior during adolescence due to
it’s slow maturation compared to sub cortical structures, the transient increase in
amygdala activity prevailing during adolescence may be a key factor in
understanding how the rapidly changing connections between the PFC and
amygdala contribute to behavioral fluctuations observed during adolescence.
Inverse connectivity within the mPFC-amygdalar circuitry is essential for
regulation of the extinction of conditioned fear and consolidation of extinction
memories (Phelps et al., 2004, Quirk et al., 2006). Adolescent animals of multiple
species, including humans, display extinction deficits as evidenced by both poor
within session extinction (Hefner and Holmes, 2007, Johnson and Casey, 2015)
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as well as later retention (McCallum et al., 2010, Kim et al., 2011, Pattwell et al.,
2012, Baker et al., 2013). It has been postulated that the adolescent pruning of
prefrontal synapses combined with the temporary increase in amygdala activity
results in an inability of the prefrontal cortex, specifically the infralimbic cortex, to
exert the necessary inhibitory control over the amygdala that leads to successful
extinction (reviewed in Baker et al. (2014)).
Adolescent rats do not exhibit the same increase in IL activation induced
by extinction in adult or juvenile rats (Kim et al., 2011) nor do they display
synaptic plasticity in the IL affiliated with successful extinction (Pattwell et al.,
2012). When extinction procedures are manipulated, this impairment can be
overcome. Kim et al (2011) (Kim et al., 2011) found that doubling the extinction
training for adolescent rats resulted in adult like retention of extinction the
following day. Baker et al (2013) (Baker et al., 2013) found that targeting a
recently acquired fear memory with variations of this retrieval+extinction
paradigm resulted in a more effective reduction of fear in adolescent rats (p34p37) compared to extinction paradigms that have no retrieval session. Johnson
and

Casey

(2015),

also

found

that

extinction

presented

during

the

reconsolidation window in adolescent humans helped to overcome the extinction
deficit typically present during adolescence. The results of the current experiment
are in line with this research on adolescent extinction, however the results
presented here are unique in that they target fear memories acquired earlier in
development and go on to examine the long-term consequence of extinction and
fear reduction during adolescence. One major constraint of the adolescent
extinction or retrieval+extinction sessions performed here is the lack of a test for
extinction retention shortly after extinction (on p46). Although this leaves us in the
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dark about the immediate effectiveness of the fear reducing procedures, longterm effects in adulthood were investigated providing perhaps a better measure
of fear reduction. Additionally, the studies presented here investigate other
methods of fear reduction, including beta-adrenergic blockade, and find similar
deficits in adolescent fear reduction capability but long lasting fear reduction into
adulthood.
It is especially interesting that adolescent retrieval+extinction would
prevent spontaneous recovery of juvenile fears when adult retrieval+extinction on
fear memories of similar temporal age fails to attenuate fear (Graff 2014, Clem
and Huganir 2010). In imaging studies in humans, it as been found that extinction
during the reconsolidation window in adult humans does not involve the
prefrontal cortex (Schiller et al., 2013) and the reduction of fear that follows
retrieval+extinction is affiliated with decreased amygdala activity that is not
coupled with the extinction typical increase in prefrontal activity (Agren et al.,
2012). Consistent with the seemingly permanent nature of extinction observed in
pre-weanling animals, it may be that extinction mechanisms (either extinction
before weaning or retrieval+extinction) that don’t engage the prefrontal cortex
more efficiently target fear memories. This theory doesn’t fit, however, with the
repeated failure to retain extinction memories during adolescence, a time where
the prefrontal cortex is also not appropriately involved. One possibility is that the
permanent extinction observed in very young rats is unique partly due to the
delayed development of the infralimbic cortex, which at p17 is markedly
underdeveloped (Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) and partly due to other synaptic
and molecular differences in extinction (Kim and Richardson, 2010). The failure
of typical extinction during adolescence could then be a result of poor mPFC	
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amygdala connectivity due to the combination of a hyperactive amygdala in the
presence of fearful stimuli and a hypoactive PFC (Baker et al., 2014).
In contrast to the human imaging studies of retrieval+extinction on
conditioned fear, Xue and colleagues (2012) found that extinction of a drug cue
increased activation of PKM zeta, indicated in the long term maintenance of
emotional memories, in the IL and decreased activation in the BLA and that
retrieval+extinction of these cues significantly increased these activation changes
in both regions suggesting the IL is involved in retrieval+extinction of drug cues to
an even greater extent than in traditional extinction without a retrieval session
(Xue et al., 2012). At the molecular level, retrieval+extinction of a fear memory
targets synaptic plasticity within the lateral amygdala where it is hypothesized to
destabilize the original memory trace (Monfils et al., 2009, Clem and Huganir,
2010) and induces reconsolidation like process in the LA, IL, and PRL (Tedesco
et al., 2014). This suggests that successful fear reduction with the
retrieval+extinction procedure requires destabilization of the memory trace in the
LA paired with the incorporation of new information from the PFC. It stands to
reason that if retrieval+extinction of an auditory CS relies mostly on the
functioning of the amygdala, the transient increase in volume/activity that is
specific to adolescence may allow for enhanced targeting of the fear memory
unique to adolescence. Complimenting this idea, increases in the coupling of
PFC-BLA activity specific to retrieval+extinction (Xue et al., 2012; Tedesco et al.,
2014) may serve to further potentiate extinction-like fear reduction, including
retrieval+extinction, during adolescence, when the circuitry is undergoing
extensive synaptic remodeling, that update the previous fear memory as safe. It
is also important to consider the possibility that retrieval+extinction of a fragile,
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juvenile, memory is sufficient to prevent spontaneous recovery regardless of
when the intervention occurs simply due to young age of the animal at the time of
initial acquisition. The neural mechanisms of ret+ext in developing rats are, at the
current time, entirely unknown.
There is debate within the field of learning and memory about the
theoretical mechanisms that underlie the retrieval+extinction paradigm and
whether this behavioral manipulation represents a true method of reconsolidation
update. These debates are mainly driven by seemingly minor procedural
alterations that result in drastic changes in behavioral outcome (Chan et al.,
2010, Flavell et al., 2011, Ma et al., 2012, Piñeyro et al., 2014). One possible
explanation of these differences is to reason that the retrieval session must be
salient enough to fully retrieve the memory, thus allowing destabilization of the
entire memory trace (reviewed in (Auber et al., 2013, Piñeyro et al., 2014)).
Under this assumption, a single CS presentation of an older or stronger memory
(Graff et al., 2014; Clem and Huganir, 2010); a partial presentation of compound
cue (Jones et al., 2013); duration of retrieval: either too short of a retrieval
session (Pineyro et al., 2014) or too long of a retrieval session (Ishii et al., 2015);
or even the context of the retrieval session or method of animal housing (Chan et
al., 2010) may not allow for a complete retrieval of the memory trace, thus
undermining the efficacy of behavioral update during reconsolidation. During
periods of increased amygdala activity, such as during adolescence, CS
presentation of a remote memory that may not typically induce reconsolidation
might show enhanced ability to retrieve and target an otherwise impenetrable
memory trace.
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In addition to potential systems level contributions to the effectiveness of
reconsolidation update during adolescence, behavioral changes unrelated to fear
conditioning may contribute to the current results. Olshavsky et al (2013b)
investigated individual differences in conditioned orienting in appetitive
conditioning

within

the

retrieval+extinction

framework.

In

an

appetitive

conditioning paradigm where a light cue signals a food reward, they found that a
subset of rats display increased conditioned orienting to the light cue (Orienters)
and that these same rats were able to persistently attenuate their food cup
approach (the CR in this paradigm) after retrieval+extinction where the
NonOrienters showed the expected spontaneous recovery of the CR associated
with traditional extinction (Olshavsky et al 2013). One hypothesis is that rats
classified as Orienters reflect an individual difference in cue processing resulting
in varying incentive values of the light cue compared to the food cup, similar to
other individual differences in “goal tracking” and “sign tracking” found in many
appetitive tasks (Flagel et al., 2007, Mahler and Berridge, 2009). These rats may
therefore interpret the light cue as having a higher salience compared to Non
Orienter rats that quickly attribute more incentive value to the food cup itself. In a
separate study, they found that these same Orienter rats had an increased
tendency to engage in impulsive and risk-taking behavior (Olshavsky et al.,
2014). It is interesting to note that, in both humans and rodents, adolescence is a
time marked by increased risk taking as well as enhanced sensitivity to
emotionally salient cues compared to adults (reviewed in (Somerville et al.,
2010)); behaviors that are remarkably similar to those observed in adult rats
classified as Orienters (Olshavsky et al., 2014). One possibility in the current
data is that retrieval+extinction during adolescence more effectively targets older
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memories compared to adulthood because adolescent rats attribute more
incentive value to the cue thereby resulting in a more complete retrieval of the
memory trace.
In interpreting the data from the current set of experiments, it is important
to consider the extent of stress experienced by the developing rat. In seeming
opposition to our current results, stress experienced prior to weaning, either in
the form of maternal separation (Kosten et al., 2005, Kosten et al., 2006) or fear
conditioning that extends over multiple days (Sevelinges et al., 2007) has been
shown to actually impair adult fear conditioning. The fear conditioning paradigm
described here involves only one removal from the dam that totals less than 15
minutes. The enhanced fear learning displayed by rats that were fear conditioned
in this paradigm at p17 suggest that the results seen here are likely not due to
generalized early life stress effects but rather specific effects of a mild early life
trauma on CS-US association and development of the fear circuitry.
Importantly, multiple lines of research have found that early life stress can
result in delayed functional and morphological changes in brain regions involved
in fear learning. In animals, early life stress exposure reduces hippocampal
synaptic density in young adults (p40-p60) (Andersen and Teicher, 2004) and
some studies in humans find reduced hippocampal volume in adults exposed to
early trauma early in life (Bremner et al., 1997, Stein et al., 1997). Early life
stress has been shown to alter hippocampal development in a progressive
manner not apparent until early adulthood (between p40 and p60) (Andersen and
Teicher, 2004). Unstressed rats show an increased production of hippocampal
synapses (CA1 and CA3) starting at p40 that peak at p60 and are then pruned
back to slightly at/below childhood levels. Rats that were isolated before weaning
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for 4 hours a day between p2-20 had mostly normal (albeit slightly lowered)
synapse density until between p40-60 where they then showed a decrease
(instead of the expected increase) (Andersen and Teicher, 2004). Perhaps if
intervention is applied early enough (before deficits in hippocampal function are
apparent), long lasting effects of early life fear experience can be avoided.
Alternatively, targeting the stress event during this critical period of synaptic
pruning may result in a more sensitive and effective method of fear reduction
than when targeted outside of the period of heightened synaptic plasticity. Stress
shortly after weaning but before puberty onset has been found to impair cued
fear extinction, a task that requires the prefrontal cortex, in male rats (ToledoRodriguez and Sandi, 2007)

supporting the idea that early life stress may

impede the proper development of the prefrontal cortex. Raineki et al (2012)
(Raineki et al., 2012) found that early life stress or repeated odor fear
conditioning resulted in both childhood and adolescent social deficits but only
resulted in depressive behavior in rats as they transitioned through adolescence
(p45). They also demonstrated a delayed effect of adversity on amygdala
development with p45 rats showing increased c-Fos activation in the basal,
lateral, and central amygdaloid complexes (Raineki et al., 2012) further
supporting the relevance of this amygdala dependent intervention during the late
adolescent time period and the need to investigate the influence of early life
events on the trajectory of fear circuitry development.
Further research is needed to determine the boundaries of the
developmental timeline that are applicable to this method of fear reduction as
developmental differences in amygdala, hippocampal, and mPFC function could
account for variations in the effectiveness of targeted methods of fear reduction
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during reconsolidation of older memories during either adolescence or adulthood.
The specific brain regions recruited when an adolescent undergoes the ret+ext or
ext-only of a fear memory acquired early in life and how these are related to the
developmental age at which the memory was first acquired remain largely
unknown. The current set of experiments only look at targeting fear memories
acquired at two specific time points in development (p17, 4 days before pups are
weaned from their mother and p25, 4 days after weaning). Memories formed
either earlier or later in life may be subject to different constraints. Additionally,
the definition of adolescence is a broad one and is subject to a number of
confounding factors. Individual differences in hormonal and neural development
are not taken into account here and despite attempts to perform all intervention
at the same postnatal time point, there is no guarantee that all rats were at the
same point in their development.
One possible interpretation of the current set of experiments is that
heightened amygdala activity during adolescence results in a more effective
reconsolidation update mechanisms that rely on neuronal activity in the
amygdala. Targeting early life experience during adolescence, amidst dramatic
neuronal remodeling, may allow fear reduction techniques to more effectively
target labile amygdala-prefrontal connections resulting in persistent modifications
to the developing fear circuitry and possibly preventing some of the later
emerging problems associated with early life fear experience.
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Chapter 4: Play Behavior Characterization of Social Dominance
Relationships Predict Behavioral and Physiological Responses
to Social Fear Transmission in Rats.

4.1 ABSTRACT
Many species living as a group develop social hierarchies amongst
themselves that promote the overall fitness of the group. In the laboratory
environment, research subjects are commonly group housed but the specifics of
the social relationship within a cage are usually ignored. Previous research on
social learning suggests that the social status of animals can modulate their
ability to learn about fear cues through observation (Kavaliers et al., 2005). Here
we investigate the role of social dominance in the social transmission of fear to a
conditioned cue using the “fear conditioning by proxy” paradigm previously
developed in our lab (Bruchey et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2014). We found that 1)
the majority of standard lab cages had an easily identifiable social hierarchy and
2) subordinate rats learned to freeze more when observing and interacting with a
more dominant animal, 3) play fighting indices of the social relationship
contribute to both the amount of social learning and the occurrence of ultrasonic
vocalizations during social transmission sessions, and 4) dominance status and
fear

conditioning

method

(direct

or

social)

interact

neuroendocrine response to conditioned cue presentation.
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to

influence

the

4.2 INTRODUCTION
4.2.1 Social Roles in Group Living
Dominance hierarchies in wild animals living as a group tend to emerge
out of necessity as a way for animals to coexist in an environment where threats
are constant and resources (e.g. food, water, mates, shelter) are limited. In pack
animals, such as wolves, an alpha male balances the risk affiliated with his role
as primary defender of his pack against intruders with the benefit of having first
access to food and mates. Subordinate males benefit from obtaining the alpha
male’s leftovers and are typically exposed to less immediate danger from
intruders (Mech, 1970, Moran, 1982, Scherf et al., 2013). As a group, members
have access to more resources than they could obtain as an individual and can
better defend their territory from threat. Acceptance of the dominance hierarchy
roles allows animals to live together, mostly harmoniously, thereby reducing
aggression and consequently injurious fighting within the group (van Kreveld,
1970). This maximizes the efficient use of resources and presumably insures
survival of the colony lineage even if at the cost of an occasional individual
animal.
In prey animals, the benefits of group living are even more pronounced
with isolated individuals having almost no chance of survival on their own. In
flocks of chickens, a “pecking order” can be readily determined and in most
instances remains stable over time (Masure and Allee, 1934). The strongest
defense of most large ungulates, in addition to the exceptional size and strength
of any individual animal, is their herd behavior (e.g. synchronization of
movements) with dominance gradients contributing to grazing patterns and
travelling directions (Dumont et al., 2005). In these animals, coordinated behavior
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is determined by a couple of individual dominants, or leaders, with more
dominant individuals contributing a greater amount to herd decisions (Reinhardt
et al., 1986, Bennett and Holmes, 1987). Unlike the ungulates, smaller prey
animals, are able to hide from predators in underground burrows but have no
size advantage if confronted directly. When forced out of the safety of the burrow,
such as to forage for food, these animals are now extremely vulnerable to
predation and must be able to respond to potential threats appropriately. As
such, fear paradigms provide an ideal model to examine the influence of
conventional social relationships on behavior within this natural framework.
In the rodent colony, the nature of the social relationship between animals
can determine behavioral actions in potentially uncertain situations. Male mice
are less likely to cannibalize young pups if previously given the opportunity to
mate with the dam, regardless of genetic relationship to the pups born (Huck et
al., 1982, Vom Saal and Howard, 1982, Soroker and Terkel, 1988). Intrusion
from unfamiliar conspecifics is typically met with aggression in many rodent
species (Marler, 1976, Adams, 1980). In multiple species, including the rat, alpha
males tend to take responsibility for initiating offensive action against potential
threats (Barnett, 1958, Blanchard et al., 1977, Blanchard et al., 1984) and are
allowed first access to food and mates.
The potential individual differences responsible for the manifestation of
various social roles in the wild rodent are difficult to study in controlled
experiments and remain largely overlooked in most laboratory research.
Incorporating an ethological view of the rodent subject as part of a social
relationship into interpretations of outcomes obtained in a laboratory setting may
especially benefit behavioral research or translational work with a relevant social
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aspect. Despite extensive knowledge of the etiology of play behavior, social
interactions, and social recognition in laboratory rodents (Meaney and Stewart,
1981, Panksepp, 1981, Thor and Holloway, 1982, Meaney and McEwen, 1986,
Pellis et al., 1992, Popik et al., 1992, Vanderschuren et al., 1997, Ferguson et al.,
2001) these relationships are usually ignored or treated as nuisance variables.
The fear conditioning by proxy procedure, as a measure of socially
transmitted fear to a conditioned stimulus, has demonstrated sensitivity to the
familiarity facet of the social relationship between two female rats (Jones et al.,
2014). However, despite an increase in socially transmitted fear between familiar
and related female rats, many rats (approximately 50%) still display essentially
no fear response to the conditioned cue after observing and interacting with a
related cagemate expressing fear. Given that familiarity and kinship are only two
of the possible factors responsible for determining the social relationship
between rats, we hypothesize that fear learning through the fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm may be sensitive to other ethologically relevant social factors,
specifically social dominance.

4.2.2 Dominance Hierarchies in Laboratory Rats
When rats live together in a colony, aggressive asymmetries in behavior
can emerge over time, with some rats favoring offensive attacks towards other
colony members and others showing mostly defensive or avoidant behaviors
(Barnett, 1958, Grant and Chance, 1958, Blanchard et al., 1977, Adams and
Boice, 1989). Once this skewed aggressive behavior emerges, it tends to remain
stable (Raab et al., 1986, Blanchard et al., 1988). In rats, this polarization of
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offense and defense can be measured both within an established group and by
introducing an ‘intruder’ to the home colony to provoke an attack and generally
corresponds to agonistic behavior towards colony members as well (Blanchard et
al 1977, but see also Adams and Boice, 1989). Intraspecific offensive fighting
amongst rats usually involved targeting the back, rump, or flanks with defensive
responses ranging from flight, attempts to counter the attack, or rotating to
supine to protect the back and prevent contact (Blanchard et al., 1977, Koolhaas
et al., 1980, Meaney and Stewart, 1981, Blanchard et al., 1985, Pellis and Pellis,
1987). When these behaviors are measured within an established group, notable
asymmetries in agonistic offense and defense can be used as a measure of the
social relationships within the colony.
Determining dominance status in the laboratory rat can be a convoluted
process. This is in part due to inconsistencies amongst scientists in both defining
and testing dominance and in part due to the domestication of the animal in a
non-naturalistic laboratory setting. For the purpose of the social analysis
performed in this set of experiments, dominance will be defined here as an
asymmetry in agonistic behavior between familiar rats (Bernstein, 1981, Adams
and Boice, 1989) that functions to prioritize access to resources when they are
limited. It is important to point out, that even in more aggressive strains of
laboratory rats, true agonistic behavior constitutes a relatively rare event with
even very long sampling intervals of behavior indicating that less than 0.5% of
the time in the colony is spent engaged in any true offensive fighting behavior
(Blanchard et al., 1988; Blanchard et al., 1990, Adams and Boice, 1989) and is
likely the biggest reason researchers fumble with methods of determining
dominance in laboratory animals.
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Most methods of determining dominance focus either the agonistic social
behavior or access to resources through competition. Attempts to align this social
definition of dominance with an exclusively operational definition determined
solely by priority access to resources are met with mixed results. Competitive
dominance measures oftentimes fail to correlate with each other and only some
times correlate with aggressive dominance ((Lindzey et al., 1966, Ruskin and
Corman, 1971) but see also (Baenninger, 1970, Drews and Wulczyn, 1975)).
There is also some degree of circular logic involved in defining dominance by it’s
ultimate function (e.g. access to recourses) especially when resources are not
limited in their day to day environment and allocation is not necessary. In the
context of interpreting the relationship between familiar individuals that is
hypothesized to be of most relevance to the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm
used here, we spend the remainder of this chapter focusing mostly on a social
definition of dominance that relies on asymmetries in the social behaviors of a
group.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Blanchards and their colleagues
took extensive measures to observe and categorize a wide range of social
behaviors, both towards familiar and intruder rats, in semi-natural colonies with
the ability to create burrow systems in 18 inches of dirt (Blanchard and
Blanchard, 1988) as well as large open bin laboratory colonies (Blanchard et al.,
1990). The most naturalistic observations came from their “visible burrow
system”, an elaborate set up that involved large habitats of networked tunnels
that permitted video recording of behavior between mixed sex colony members
(Blanchard et al., 1988; Blanchard and Blanchard 1989; Blanchard et al., 1990).
They found that most, but importantly, not all, of these colonies eventually
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developed dominance hierarchies determined by asymmetrical displays of
aggressive behavior towards both male colony members and intruders that
coincided with sexual behavior towards females in the colony. In colonies with
these asymmetries, the dominant male initiated a disproportionate amount of
attacks against other male colony members, was more likely to investigate the
presence of a predator, and was more sexually active with females (Blanchard et
al., 1990; Blanchard et al., 1988). This dominant rat also tended to “warn” the
other colony members when a predator (cat) was present with low frequency
ultrasonic calls, if there was opportunity to escape the situation (Blanchard et al.,
1991). This observed combination of behaviors corresponds nicely with the
aforementioned descriptions of alpha male behavior in wild animals.
The Blanchard laboratory also noted interesting patterns of behavior
amongst subordinate rats, consistent with other work in both wild (Barnett, 1958)
and laboratory raised rats (Adams and Boice, 1989) observed in these large
semi-natural settings. Within a group of rats there tended to be two unique
behavior patterns displayed by subordinates. One type of subordinate was
consistently avoidant of the dominant and frequently the target of aggressive
attacks. This same rat typically showed early mortality and reduced sexual
behavior compared to the other subordinate (Blanchard et al., 1990). This
avoidant behavior seems to be less pronounced in less natural settings (i.e.
colonies without the ability to create burrows) but is consistent with early
observations of wild rats (Barnett, 1958). In wild rats brought into a colony
setting, Barnett observed (1958) that one of the subordinates, who he called the
“omega” rat, was especially avoidant in his behavior, the disproportionate target
of aggressive attacks, and when left undisturbed by experimenters, would usually
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die. This subordination stress, attributed in part to the experience of chronic
social defeat, has since been documented extensively and is accompanied by
increased corticosterone levels, weight loss, and immune dysfunction not
associated with lack of food (Luciano and Lore, 1975, Raab et al., 1986, Adams
and Boice, 1989).

Neuroendocrine changes associated with domination and

subordination in rodent colonies reflect the complicated interaction between
social behavior and physiological systems.
In contrast to the avoidant omega rats, another type of subordinate rat,
termed the “beta” by Barnett (1958), and also observed in the Blanchard lab,
although clearly subordinate to the alpha (as evidenced by disproportionate
displays of defensive behavior) did not die early and instead of avoiding the
alpha rat, kept in close proximity with him. This frequently included sleeping and
resting next to the dominant or “alpha” rat (Barnett, 1958, Blanchard and
Blanchard, 1990).
In a large semi-natural colony environment, as rats age, they transition
from their juvenile form of rough and tumble play fighting to aggressive fighting
that can result in injuries (Adams and Boice, 1989; Pellis and Pellis, 1987).
Although a sharp decrease in play fighting frequency occurs after sexual
maturity, play fights continue until approximately 130-150 days of age, at which
point most colonies transition almost entirely to serious displays of aggression
with clear dominant (fight initiation) and subordinate (avoidance/defense)
displays of behavior (Adams and Bolce, 1989). This asymmetry in agonistic
behavior towards familiar conspecifics is necessary to define a dominantsubordinate relationship beyond simply categorizing rats based on general
aggression. Most adult male rats, regardless of their social role in a colony, will
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display aggressive tendencies towards intruders (Marler, 1976, Adams, 1980)
even when a dominant rat may, in some instances, take on a disproportionate
share of these attacks (Adams and Bolce, 1983; Blanchard et al., 1984; Barnett
1958; but see also Adams and Boice, 1989).
In a series of longitudinal studies of rats in a large semi-natural colony
environment, Adams and Boice (1989) noted skewedness in play fighting
between young adult rats that developed into agonistic dominance hierarchies as
the rats aged. Males that aggressively attack other males in the colony at 140
days of age were observed only displaying threatening behavior in response to
play solicitation by other males when younger, although not necessarily initiating
the most playful attacks. These same rats also tended to receive more affiliative
contact than other rats in the colony and spent more time engaged in copulatory
activity with female rats (Adams and Boice, 1989) suggesting that aggressive
social dominance apparent as rats age is reflected in play behavior in younger
adults. Other labs have also observed continuity in play behavior over extended
periods of time in established groups of rats consistent with a dominance
hierarchy that aligns with other forms of dominance determination such as priority
rights in accessing desirable items (specifically mates) and fulfilling alpha
responsibilities (territory defense) (Panskepp et al., 1984; Takahasi and Lore
1983; Taylor 1980). Even in observations of dominance in chimpanzees, as
measured by food access, subordinate animals are more likely to initiate
grooming of the dominant animal (Crawford, 1942, van Lawick-Goodall, 1973)
suggesting that directing affiliative behavior toward dominant members is a
submissive behavior that is conserved, at least in part, across species.
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As noted earlier, in the more traditional laboratory environment, consisting
of small cages, unlimited access to food and water, and essentially no access to
females, serious aggressive encounters between familiar cagemates are
extremely uncommon. In these situations, dominance can be assessed by
observing play behavior and asymmetries in the initiation of friendly play and
methods of defense. Pellis and colleagues exploited these asymmetries of
affiliative behavior in order to measure dominance and also found that one rat in
the group received a disproportionate amount of friendly social contact (Pellis
and Pellis, 1991, Pellis et al., 1993). Our current studies in laboratory rats sample
from a relatively amicable population where aggressive social conflict does not
occur at nearly the same frequency or intensity as conflicts in the wild as
resources are not limited and females are not available. Additionally, circulating
levels of testosterone and corticosterone can still provide information about both
the social relationships between rats in a cage as well as the impact the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm may have on the sensitive, mutually inhibitive
feedback loop between the HPA and HPG axis with corticosterone and
testosterone as the endpoints of each of these axes, respectively. Recent
research suggests a mutually antagonistic interaction between testosterone and
corticosteroids in the regulation of social aggression in humans. Higher basal
ratio of testosterone to cortisol are more predictive of aggressive behaviors
(Terburg et al., 2009, Van Honk et al., 2010) and, importantly, potentiate activity
in the neural circuitry involved in fear learning and expression, specifically the
amygdala-hypothalamus-PAG system (Hermans et al., 2008).
When dominance status is included in the interpretation of the fear
conditioning by proxy method of social fear transmission, we hypothesize that, in
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agreement with their natural social roles, subordinate rats will learn more from
the dominant animal. Additionally, ultrasonic vocalizations and circulating
hormone levels may have important mediating roles on either the acquisition
phase of social learning or the expression of such fear.

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.3.1 Subjects
Subjects were male Sprague Dawley rats weighing approximately 400500g at time of behavioral test. All animals were bred at the University of Texas
at Austin using males acquired from Harlan (275-300g at arrival) and females
(225-275g at arrival) acquired from Charles River in an attempt to diversify
genetic lines. Breeder adult males were removed before the birth of the litter and
pups were weaned into same sex triads with littermates at post-natal day 21
(p21). No group had more than one cage of rats from a single litter and 279 total
animals were used. Rats were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on
12-hour light/dark cycle with lights on at 0700h. Standard rat chow and water
were provided ad libitum. Procedures were conducted in compliance with the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals
and were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Animal Care and Use
Committee.
Six cohorts of animals were run resulting in some variation in age at test
(mean age=120 days) and amount of data collected for each cohort. Final data
analysis included groups with subjects that were counterbalanced across
cohorts.
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4.3.2. Dominance Determination
Dominance within each triad of males raised together was assessed and
used for group assignment, approximately two weeks prior to adult behavioral
testing (fear conditioning by-proxy). Dominance tests were performed according
to the methods of Pellis and colleagues (Pellis and Pellis, 1992; Pellis et al.,
1993) in order to obtain behavior data in freely behaving animals. In this
paradigm, play behavior was recorded in 12-minute sessions during the first 4
hours of the animal’s dark cycle starting when the animals are approximately 8090 days old.
To encourage playfulness, males housed in triads were isolated for 24
hours (Panksepp and Beatty, 1980) in cages identical to their home cage. After
24 hours of single housing, the original three rats from the triad were repaired in
a clear plastic bin with cedar chips as flooring (similar to, but larger than their
home cages) and allowed to freely interact for 12 minutes under red light
illumination.
After 12 minutes of recording, the triad was housed together as a group
for at least another 24 hours; they are then isolated for another 24 hours and a
new play session was recorded at the completion of the isolation period. This
was repeated until 3 play sessions were recorded. Rats were not housed
individually for longer than 24 hours at a time and throughout their lives did not
spend more than 72 cumulative hours in social isolation. Rats were marked with
a Sharpie marker for identification and allowed to habituate to the bin used for
play behavior for 10 minutes 72 hours before the first rehousing (prior to any
single housing).
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4.3.3 Behavioral Testing
4.3.3.1 Apparatus and Stimuli
All behavioral procedures took place in standard conditioning chambers
equipped with metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock
generator (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Chambers were enclosed in
acoustic isolation boxes (Coulbourn Instruments) and lit with a red light. Behavior
was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The
chambers were wiped with soap and water between each session. Stimulus
delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments).
The conditioned stimuli (CS) was a tone (5 kHz, 80 dB) 20 seconds in duration
and the unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.7 mA foot-shock 500 ms in
duration.
4.3.3.2 FCbP Design
On day 1, one rat of each triad was fear conditioned to a tone paired with
a foot-shock. On day 2, the fear-conditioned rat (FC rat) was returned to the fearconditioning chamber accompanied by a cage-mate (FCbP rat) and the tone was
played in the absence of the foot-shock. The third rat (No FC) remained in the
home cage and on day 2 was allowed to freely interact with the fear conditioned
(FC) and fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP) rat when they were returned after the
fear conditioning by-proxy session on day 2. The following day (day 3), all rats
(FC, FCbP, and No FC) were placed in the chambers alone and tested for fear
expression (freezing) to the tone. For analysis of behavior, rats were divided into
groups based on the dominance status of both the FC rat and the FCbP rat.
Fear Conditioning (FC; Day 1)
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On the fear-conditioning day, after a 10 minute habituation period, one rat
per triad received three presentations of the CS (duration= 20s; ITI = 180s
on average, variable), each co-terminating with the US (intensity= 0.7 mA;
duration= 500 ms). After fear conditioning, all rats were returned to their
home cages.

Fear Conditioning by Proxy (FCbP; Day 2)
One day after conditioning, the fear conditioned rat was returned to the
chamber accompanied by a previously naïve cage-mate. The rats were
allowed to interact with each other freely while the CS was presented
three times (variable ITI, mean = 180s). The third rat of the triad (no FC)
remained in the home cage.

Long-term Memory Test (LTM; Day 3)
Twenty-four hours after fear conditioning by proxy, each rat (FC, FCbP,
and no FC) was placed in the chamber alone and received a long-term
memory test (3 CS presentations, variable ITI = 180s) to assess fear
expression to the tone.
4.3.3.3 Serum Collection
Rats were euthanized 30 minutes following long-term memory tests (Day
3) with a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital (Euthasol) and immediately
decapitated. Trunk blood was collected and allowed to clot for approximately 2030 minutes at room temperature. Serum was separated via centrifugation (1500g
for 10 min) and stored at -80C until assays. There was an error in blood
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collection for one of the cohorts resulting in approximately 30 rats that are
included in the behavioral analysis but were without serum.
4.3.4 Behavioral Analysis
4.3.4.1 Determination of Social Dominance
Play behavior was combined for the three sessions, resulting in a 36
minute sample of play behavior occurring over 3 different time points. This play
session was recorded and scored for both offensive behaviors (nape contacts)
and defensive behaviors (withdrawal of the nape: evasion or facing defense).
Trained observers watched videos in slow motion to distinguish which rat of the
triad initiated each contact and the response of the target animal to the initiated
contact. Nape contacts were counted when one rat brought his snout within
approximately 1cm of the nape of another rat. If the target animal responded to
the nape contact, the response was scored as either: evasion (target animal runs
away or pulls nape away from attacker) or any of the following forms of facing
defense: counterattack (target animal turns to face attacker and launches an
attack of his own; boxing was included in this if it was in response to a nape
contact), full rotate to supine (target animal rotates along his longitudinal axis to
supine position, blocking access to the nape), or half rotate (target animal rotates
laterally to block nape contact but feet remain planted).
Dominant status (D) was assigned to rats that both received the majority
of play soliciting nape contacts within the cage and responded to nape contacts
mostly with either counter attacks or evasion. Subordinate rats, were more likely
to respond to nape contacts with rotation, and were divided based on nape
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contacts initiated by the dominant rats with subordinate 1 rats (S1) receiving
more nape contacts than the subordinate 2 (S2). Rats were assigned to fear
conditioning groups based on dominance assignment. All possible combinations
of dominance assignment and FC-FCbP pairings were performed. This resulted
in several different methods of grouping animals for analysis: by fear conditioning
group within the triad (FC, FCbP, No FC), by dominance assignment (D, S1, S2),
and when relevant, by dominance assignment of the FC rat (D, S1, S2).
After assignment into a dominance group (dominant, subordinate 1, or
subordinate 2), freezing was analyzed between rats based on the dominance
assignment of the fear conditioned rat of the cage as well as the behavioral
group assignment within the FCbP paradigm. This resulted in 5 possible
behavioral groups for each dominance assignment (see Table 4.1).
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Cage Combo 1
Cage Combo 2
Cage Combo 3
Cage Combo 4
Cage Combo 5
Cage Combo 6

FCbP Rat
D
D
S1
S1
S2
S2

FC Rat
S1
S2
D
S2
D
S1

No FC Rat
S2
S1
S2
D
S1
D

Table 4.1 Possible Cages for Each Dominance Combination
Rats from each cage combination are identified by indicating dominance status of
the rat in question immediately followed by the rats fear conditioning assignment,
the dominance of the FC rat in the cage comes after a dash (e.g. “D FCbP-S1
FC” refers to the FCbP rat in cage combo 1 in the first cell).
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4.3.4.2 Freezing
Freezing was defined as the absence of any movement, excluding
breathing and whisker twitching. The total number of seconds spent freezing
throughout the CS presentation is expressed as a percentage of CS duration (20
seconds). Freezing was analyzed for each day of the fear conditioning by proxy
paradigm.
4.3.4.3 Social Contact
Social contact was defined as any physical contact or interaction
(described in Bruchey et al. 2010), excluding accidental contact made in passing.
This contact was measured as the percentage of time that the FCbP rat spent
engaging in social contact with the fear conditioned (FC) rat throughout either the
duration of each CS or during the immediate 20 seconds following the
termination of each CS. This contact included any of the following behavior
types: allogrooming, paw contact, body contact, sniffing, nose to-nose contact,
and play.
4.3.4.4 Ultrasonic Vocalizations
WAV files were recorded from the chambers on each day using Avisoftrecorder (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin) with a sampling rate of 250 kHz. Clips
were imported for analysis to Avisoft SASLab Pro (Version 5.2, Avisoft
Bioacoustics). Ultrasonic vocalization (USV) detection was performed on the
spectrograms by a trained observer blind to experimental condition. Duration,
frequency, and peak amplitudes were measured for each call along with
occurrence before, after, or during CS presentation. Calls were categorized
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according to their frequency range with 18-30kHz calls (22kHz calls) indicating
negative affect and 40-90kHz calls (50kHz frequency range) indicating positive
affect. There were equipment malfunctions in USV collection for 2 cohorts. This
resulted in approximately 30 animals without any USV data and another 30
animals that did not have data for frequencies above 35kHz.

4.3.5 Serum Hormone Assays
Concentration of serum hormones were measured using Enzyme
Immunoassays (EIA) kits for corticosterone and testosterone (Cayman
Chemicals) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All samples were run in
duplicate at two dilutions when possible (corticosterone: 1:400 and 1:800;
testosterone: 1:50 and 1:100) in order to insure concentrations that fell within the
linear range of the standard provided. Ten corticosterone assays were run and
16 testosterone assays were run.
The assay sensitivity for the testosterone assay was 32 pg/ml and intraassay variability was between 0.7-14.3% (only 3 plates had an intra-assay %CV
>10% for concentrations that fell within the linear range of the assay). Serum
from a control animal was included on every plate to determine inter-assay
reliability. The high number of plates necessitated serums from two control
animals. As a result, inter-assay variability was assessed as two cohorts. The
coefficient of variation (%CV) for cohort 1 was 8.0% (n=30) and 8.5% for cohort 2
(n=114). Animals from a single cage were run on one plate and cage/group
assignments were balanced across plates. Samples that yielded a CV greater
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than 10% were rerun when possible. Final subject data had a mean %CV of
5.4% and 10 samples had a final %CV of 10.0-11.0%.
The corticosterone EIAs had an assay sensitivity of 150pg/mL. The mean
intra-assay variability for all samples on the plate were each less than 5%. The
inter-assay variability was 10.2% and groups were distributed across plates.
Sample values were not included in analysis if the %CV associated with that
sample value was greater than 10%. Three values were discarded for this
reason.
4.3.6 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics version 22.0
for Mac. Unless otherwise noted, group differences for a dependent variable of
interest were determined using ANOVA with fear conditioning group (FC, FCbP,
or No FC), dominance assignment (D, S1, or S2) as the between subject factors
and significant results main effects were followed up with post-hoc Tukey mean
comparisons. Results were considered significant at p<.05. When applicable, a
priori planned comparisons were performed with two tailed independent samples
t-tests, these tests are specifically noted. Relationships between variables were
analyzed using linear regression with pre-determined predictor variables entered
into the model. With the necessity of more in depth analyses, the steps to
analysis are described in the results section.
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4.4 RESULTS
4.4.1 Social Dominance Determination
Nape contacts and defense response was counted for individual rats in
each triad during the play behavior tests in order to determine if the cage
possessed a dominant (D), subordinate 1 (S1), and subordinate 2 (S2) rat as
described in Pellis et al., 1993. Not all cages had a clear asymmetry in play
behavior at the time of dominance tests with only approximately 64% of cages
tested displaying such an asymmetry between the three rats (Fig 4.1).
Approximately 20% of the cages tested initiated nape contacts equally to all
cage-mates. Of these cages, all rats tended to display equal rates of
counterattacks and complete rotations to supine in response to nape contacts. A
small portion of the cages tested (<10%) had 2 rats that were equally contacted
and both of these rats counter attacked both each other and the subordinate at
high rates. The third rat was clearly subordinate, initiating the majority of nape
contacts and responding with rotation at very high rates. These cages were
considered to have 2 dominants and 1 subordinate. An equally small portion of
cages tested (<10%) had a clear dominant rat that contacted the 2 subordinate
rats equally with both subordinates behaving similarly in response to contact (Fig
4.1). Only cages with a clear dominance hierarchy of D, S1, S2 were continued in
the set of experiments presented here.
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Clear Dominance Hierarchy
1 Dominant, Equal Subordinates
1 Subordinate, 2 Dominants
All Rats Equal

19.3%
7.2%
9.6%

63.9%

Total=94
Figure 4.1: Frequency of social hierarchy subtypes in triads of males
The majority of rats had a clear dominance hierarchy with D, S1, and S2
behavioral phenotypes. A subset of rats all contacted each other at equal
frequencies and displayed similar defense responses to contacts and a smaller
percentage had either one dominant rat with equal subordinates or two
seemingly dominant rats with only one subordinate. Only rats with a clear
dominance hierarchy were used in the present experiments.
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The proportion of nape contacts occurring between each dominance
subtype represented as a percentage of total nape contacts that occurred within
the triad was analyzed for each combination of interactions with dominance
assignment of the attacker, or the rat that initiates the nape contact, and
dominance assignment of the target as between subject factors. There was a
significant effect of dominance on both nape contacts received (dominance of
target F(2,116)=26.764, p<.002) and nape contacts initiated (dominance of
attacker F(2,116)=12.129, p<.001) and no significant interaction (F(1,116)=.061,
p=.805). Post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons revealed that S1 rats initiated
significantly more nape contacts than S2 rats (p=.02). Additionally, D rats
received a significantly greater portion of nape contacts than either S1 rats or S2
rats (both Ps<.01) and S2 rats received significantly less nape contacts than S1
rats (p=.028) (Fig. 4.2a). This is consistent with the terms used to define each rat.
The number of successful counterattacks launched against an attacking
rat was divided by the number of nape contacts initiated towards the target by a
specific attacker to represent a percentage of counterattacks for a pair of rats
within the triad. These values were analyzed using the dominance status of the
initial attacker and the dominance status of the target (rat responding with
counterattack) as between subjects factors and revealed a significant effect of
the dominance status of the target rat (F(2,116)=8.595, p<.001) with dominant
rats launching successful counterattacks significantly more than either S1 rats
(p=.02) or S2 rats (p=.001) (Fig 4.2b). Since the likelihood of counterattacking is
represented as a percentage of nape contacts received, this corrects for the
increased frequency that dominant rats were contacted. The effect of dominance
of the initial attacker on likelihood of a rat to counterattack did not quite reach
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significance (F(2,116)=2.414, p=.094) and there was not a significant interaction
(F(1,116)=.233, p=.63).
Full rotates to supine were analyzed in a manner identical to
counterattacks with the number of full rotates in response to a nape contact
divided by number of nape contacts received by the target rat from that specific
attacker. In this scenario, the recipient of the nape contact is pinned by the rat
that initiated nape contact. There was a significant effect of dominance status of
the attacking rat on likelihood to rotate to supine (F(2,116)=8.223, p<.001) with D
rats eliciting a rotated response from targets significantly more than either S1 rats
(p=.003) or S2 rats (p<.001) (Fig 4.2c inlet). There was not a significant main
effect of dominance status of the target rat on likelihood to respond with a full
rotation (F(2,116)=1.076, p=.344) and the interaction of target of attacking rat did
not reach significant (F(1,116)=1.847, p=.177) although S1 rats were significantly
more likely to rotate to supine in response to nape contact than D rats (p=.037)
(Fig 4.2c).
Evasions in response to nape contact were analyzed in an identical
manner to the other defensive responses as percentage of nape contacts
received in a particular encounter. There was a significant main effect of both
dominance of the attacker rat (F(2,112)=5.047, p=.008) and the dominance of the
target (F(2,112)=7.664, p=.001). Post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons revealed
that the S2 rat was significantly more likely to evade in response to nape
contacts than the either D rat (p=.036) or the S1 rat (p=.053) (Fig 4.2d)
consistent with the interpretation posed here that the S2 rat responds to
subordination with avoidance.
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Figure 4.2: Play behaviors of D, S1, and S2 rats
A) Nape contacts between each combination of dominance pairs while the triad
plays as a percentage of total nape contacts between all rats of the triad. Overall,
dominant rats were the targets of nape contacts more frequently than either S1
or S2 rats. B) Likelihood to counterattack in response to nape contact. Dominant
rats counter attacked after attempted nape contacts more than S1 or S2 rats. C)
Likelihood to rotate to supine in response to nape contact. S1 rats rotated more
than D rats in response to nape contacts and rats were more likely to respond to
nape contacts initiated by the D rat with complete rotation (inset). D) Evasion
response to nape contacts. S2 rats were more likely to evade attempts to initiate
play than other rats.
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4.4.2 Freezing
4.4.2.1 FC – Day 1
One-way ANOVA with dominance status as the between group factor on
freezing displayed during the 3rd cue of fear conditioning revealed a significant
effect of dominance (F(2,57)=3.55, p=.035). Tukey post-hoc mean comparisons
revealed that dominant rats froze significantly more than subordinate 2 rats
during the 3rd cue of fear conditioning (p=.038). The difference in freezing
between dominant and subordinate 2 rats during the last cue of fear conditioning,
although significant, is minor given that all rats freeze at very high levels at the
end of fear conditioning (dominant rats mean=.95, SD=.07; subordinate 2 rats
mean=.79, SD=.26) (Fig 4.3). When the entire fear conditioning session was
analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with fear conditioning cue as the
within subjects factor and dominance status as the between subjects factor, there
was a significant within subjects effect of fear conditioning cue (F(2,114)=150.5,
p<.001) and no between subjects effect of dominance (F(2,57)=1.2, p=.31) and
the dominance X fear conditioning cue interaction did not quite reach significance
(F(2,57)=2.78, p=.07).
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Figure 4.3: Freezing in FC rat on day 1
Dominant rats of the triad froze marginally, but significantly, more than
subordinates to the 3rd cue of fear conditioning on day 1 of the fear conditioning
by proxy paradigm.
4.4.2.2 FCbP – Day 2
During the fear conditioning by proxy session, freezing was measured for
each rat in the chamber separately (FC or FCbP) and analyzed for each behavior
group using an ANOVA with dominance of the target rat and dominance of the
FC rat as the between groups factors. There was neither an effect of dominance
on freezing displayed by the FC rats on day 2 (F(2,58)=.023, p=.98) (Fig 4.4a)
nor the freezing displayed by the FCbP rats (between group effect of dominance
F(2,53)=1.49, p=.23 and between group effect of dominance of FC rat
(F(2,53)=.11, p=.9)). In FCbP rats, the dominance of the FCbP rat X dominance
of FC rat interaction did not quite reach significance (F(1,53)=3.42, p=.07) (Fig
4.4b).
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Figure 4.4: Freezing on Day 2 in FC (A) and FCbP (B) rats
A) Freezing to cues in FC rats. Despite marginal differences during acquisition,
there were no differences in conditioned freezing to the cues on day 2. B)
Freezing to cues in FCbP rats grouped by the dominance assignment of the FC
(demonstrator) rat. Dominance assignment did not result in differences in
freezing on day 2 in any of the rats.
	
  
4.4.2.3 LTM – Day 3
Freezing displayed by the FCbP rat during long term memory tests on day
3 was analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA with dominance assignment of the FCbP
rat (D, S1, or S2) and dominance assignment of the FC rat (D, S1, or S2) as the
between group factors. There was a significant effect of dominance of the FC rat
(F(2,54)=5.11, p=.01) but no main effect of dominance assignment of the FCbP
rat (F(2,54)=.53, p=.6). There was a significant dominance of FC rat x dominance
of FCbP rat interaction (F(1,54)=6.07, p=.02) on day 3 freezing which lead to
further analysis of freezing based on dominance assignments. There were no
significant effects of dominance (F(2,55)=.82, p=.45) nor dominance of the FC rat
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(F(2,55)=1.1, p=.36) on LTM freezing in the No FC rat as well as no significant
effect of dominance (F(2,58)=1.1, p=.34) on LTM freezing in the FC rat.
A priori planned comparisons between FCbP and No FC rats of equal
dominance status with the same dominance assignment of the FC rat we
performed in order to compare the effect of actually undergoing the FCbP
paradigm with a FC rat of a specific dominance status to simply having the FC rat
removed and returned to the cage after fear conditioning and fear conditioning
by-proxy. Additional a priori planned comparisons were performed between
FCbP rats within a specific dominance status after exposure to each FC rat in the
dominance hierarchy.
These independent samples t-tests revealed that when the dominant rat
was fear conditioned by proxy with either the subordinate 1 rat or the subordinate
2 rat, he did not freeze any more during long-term memory tests than other
dominant rats in that were not conditioned at all (No FC rats) (D FCbP-S1 FC vs
D No FC-S1 FC t(19)=.82, p=.43); D FCbP-S2 FC vs. D No FC-S2 FC t(19)=.73,
p=.48) and there were no differences in freezing between dominant rats that
were fear conditioned by proxy with a fear conditioned subordinate 1 or
subordinate 2 (D FCbP-S1 FC vs D FCbP-S2 FC t(21)=.38, p=.71) (Fig 4.5a).
Freezing displayed by the subordinate 1 rat after fear conditioning by
proxy was significantly more than freezing displayed by other No FC subordinate
1 rats (S1 FCbP-D FC vs S1 No FC-D FC t(17)=2.17, p=.045; S1 FCbP-S2 FC
vs. S1 No FC-S2 FC t(19)=2.38, p=.03) and there were no differences in freezing
in S1 FCbP rats regardless of which rat was fear conditioned (S1 FCbP-D FC vs.
S1 FCbP-S2 FC t(18)=.13, p=.9) (Fig 4.5b).
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The subordinate 2 rat froze significantly more after FCbP with the
dominant rat than after FCbP with the subordinate 1 rat (S2 FCbP-D FC vs. S2
FCbP-S1 FC t(15)=3.81, p=.001) and this was significantly more than freezing
displayed by a No FC subordinate 2 when the dominant rat was the FC rat of the
triad (S2 FCbP-D FC vs. S2 No FC-D FC t(17)=3.58, p=.002) (Fig 4.5c).
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Figure 4.5 Cued freezing on Day 3 for each dominance type
A) Freezing displayed by the dominant rat. B) Freezing displayed by subordinate
1 rat. C) Freezing displayed by subordinate 2 rat. S1 rats displayed freezing
responses regardless of who the demonstrator FC rat was but S2 rats only froze
after fear conditioning by proxy with the D rat.
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4.4.3 Social Contact During FCbP on LTM Freezing
Consistent with our previous applications of the fear conditioning by proxy
paradigm indicating that social contact that occurs between the FC and FCbP rat
during the cue in male rats (Bruchey et al., 2010) and after the cue in female rats
(Jones et al., 2014) predicts LTM freezing displayed by the FCbP rat, it was
hypothesized that social contact that occurred during the FCbP cues would
account for a significant amount of variability in freezing displayed at LTM
between the fear conditioned by proxy rats. In the current set of experiments, the
recordings of play behavior used to assess dominance status provided a wealth
of information regarding the social interactions within the triad of rats and allowed
for more in depth analysis of how pre-existing social relationships, and the social
behaviors that accompany them, combine with social behavior exhibited during
behavioral tests to predict the freezing response displayed after social fear
learning. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used to explore the
contribution of social behaviors, both the social relationship between FC and
FCbP rat and the social contact occurring on day 2, to freezing displayed on day
3 by FCbP rats. This method of hierarchical analysis was chosen because
although we have previously demonstrated that social contact on day 2
significantly predicts freezing in the FCbP rat on day 3, it remains unknown how
much of this variance in freezing is accounted for by social contact or shared by
general indicators of the social relationship between the two rats (e.g. play
initiation and response type). Additionally, with this analysis, we can determine
the unique contribution that each social behavior has on freezing using
continuous variables instead of grouping play into finite categories.
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Social behaviors were blocked into two different levels organized in the
hierarchy by when they occurred: 1) likelihood of play behavior between the FC
and FCbP rat during dominance tests and 2) social contact during the FCbP
session on day 2. Factors analyzed in the first level included: percent of nape
contacts within a cage that were initiated by the FCbP rat towards the FC rat
(FCbP Nape FC) and vice versa (FC Nape FCbP) as well as the likelihood that
these nape contacts elicited any of the three main defensive responses
measured for dominance assignment (evasion, counter, and rotate (only full
rotate to supine was used)) including an indicator of which rat responded with
which behavior (e.g. FC Evade FCbP is the percentage of nape contacts initiated
by the FCbP rat towards the FC rat that resulted in evasion by the FC rat across
all three play behavior recordings). Both overall nape contact and response to
nape approach are used to determine dominance status and consequently
hypothesized to potentially predict the proficiency of the social transmission of
fear in the FCbP paradigm. It is important to point out that the behaviors included
in the first level of analysis occurred approximately 2-3 weeks prior to fear
conditioning by proxy and recording of the dependent variable measured here
(FCbP Freezing on Day 3). The second level of the hierarchical regression
analysis consisted of two possible contributing factors: social contact between
the FC and FCbP rat during the cues of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm
and social contact immediately post cue during the fear conditioning by proxy
session. This method of hierarchical regression analysis allowed for analysis of
the contribution of FCbP cue contact to LTM freezing independent of the preexisting social behaviors that occurred between rats.

The intercorrelations

between all of the predictor variables are presented in Table 4.2 and it can be
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seen that without accounting for any shared influence, many social factors may
contribute to the amount of fear acquired by proxy. Additionally, the high
intercorrelation between variables further justifies the use of hierarchical
regression within each level to identify the factors of unique relevance (Pedhazur,
1997).

Pearson's R

Variables
1. FCbP Nape FC
2. FC Nape FCbP
3. FCbP Counter FC
4. FC Counter FCbP
5. FCbP Evade FC
6. FC Evade FCbP
7. FCbP Rotate FC
8. FC Rotate FCbP

1
0.16
0.26
0.12
-0.11
-0.28
0.38
0.26

2
0.16
0.09
0.19
-0.26
-0.19
0.19
0.19

3
-0.25
0.26
0.08
-0.32
-0.25
0.06
0.15

4
0.12
0.19
0.08
-0.08
-0.48
0.08
0.30

5
-0.11
-0.26
-0.32
-0.08
0.22
-0.27
-0.27

9. Cue Contact
10. Post Cue Contact

0.14 0.29 -0.20 -0.09 0.00
0.03 -0.10 -0.13 -0.17 0.03

6
7
8
-0.28 0.38 0.26
-0.19 0.19 0.19
-0.25 0.06 0.15
-0.48 0.08 0.30
0.22 -0.27 -0.27
-0.46 -0.33
-0.46
0.30
-0.33 0.30
-

9
0.14
0.29
-0.20
-0.09
0.00
0.00
0.27
-0.03

10
0.03
-0.10
-0.13
-0.17
0.03
0.15
0.06
-0.19

0.00
0.15

0.68

0.68
-

0.27 -0.03
0.06 -0.19

Table 4.2: Correlation Matrix of Predictor Social Behaviors
Pearson’s R for each of the predictor social behavior variables between FC and
FCbP rats entered into the regression model. Several play behavior variables
were correlated with each other with R values in red text indicating p values <.05.

The final prediction model indicated that 3 of the 10 predictors (percent
that FCbP rat nape contacts FC rat: B=.583; likelihood that FC rat evades FCbP
contact: B=.242; and social contact during the cues on day 2: B=.91) significantly
contributed to the variance in LTM freezing in the FCbP rat and accounted for
approximately 60% of the variance in LTM freezing displayed by the FCbP rat
(R2=.618, adjusted R2=.595). A significant change in R2 was seen at both steps
of the model (step 1: R2 change=.339, F(8,49)=3.14, p=.006; step 2: R2
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change=.338, F(2,47)=24.53, p<.001), indicating that both the social relationship
between the rats as well as social contact on day 2 contributed significantly to
variance in freezing at LTM (see table 4.3 for summary of the hierarchical
regression model). Social contact occurring during the cues of fear conditioning
by proxy on day 2 remained the strongest predictor of LTM freezing, uniquely
accounted for approximately 12% of the variance in LTM freezing (semi-partial
correlation = .34). Overall play initiation by the FCbP rat towards the FC rat (semi
partial correlation=.2) and high evasion of FC rat in response to play attempts
(semi-partial correlation=.18) uniquely contributing a moderate (4% and 3%,
respectively), but significant amount (see Fig 4.6 for scatter plots of each of these
contributors to LTM freezing).
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Model
Step
1

R

R2

F Change (df)

0.582

0.339

3.14 (8,49)

2

0.823

0.677

24.53 (2,47)

F Change
Variables Included
p
0.006
FCbP Nape FC
FC Nape FCbP
FCbP Counter FC
FC Counter FCbP
FCbP Evade FC
FC Evade FCbP
FCbP Rotate FC
FC Rotate FCbP
<.001

FCbP Nape FC
FC Nape FCbP
FCbP Counter FC
FC Counter FCbP
FCbP Evade FC
FC Evade FCbP
FCbP Rotate FC
FC Rotate FCbP
Cue Contact
Post Cue Contact

β

p

0.31
0.15
-0.28
-0.07
-0.04
0.29
0.32
-0.17

0.03
0.23
0.04
0.63
0.74
0.07
0.03
0.21

semipartial
0.27
0.14
-0.25
-0.06
-0.04
0.22
0.26
-0.15

0.23
-0.02
-0.14
0.00
-0.06
0.24
0.15
-0.09
0.58
0.10

0.02
0.87
0.16
0.99
0.54
0.04
0.16
0.36
<.01
0.46

0.20
-0.01
-0.12
0.00
-0.05
0.18
0.12
-0.08
0.34
0.06

Table 4.3 Summary of Hierarchical Regression Model
Each step of the model resulted in a significant R2 change and the final model
included: % of total nape contacts within a cage that FCbP rat nape contact FC
rat (p=.02), likelihood of FC rat to respond to nape contacts with evasion (p=.04),
and % duration of cue that was spent engaged in social contact on day 2 (p<.01)
each significantly contributed to variance in freezing on day 3 displayed by the
FCbP rat. Predictor variables in red text indicate significant (p<.05) contribution to
the model change.
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% Day 3 LTM Freezing
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Figure 4.6 Relationships between social behaviors and freezing
Scatterplots of relationships between significant predictor variables in hierarchical
regression model on LTM freezing on day 3 in FCbP rat included nape contacts
(a), evasion of FC rat towards FCbP rat (b), and contact during cue presentation
on day 2 (c). A) Nape contacts initiated by the FCbP rat towards the FC rat as a
percentage of total nape contacts during the play behavior session were entered
in the first step and contributed a small but significant amount. B) Likelihood of
evasion when FCbP nape contacts FC rat (percent of nape contacts that resulted
in evasive response of FC rat) also contributed a small but significant amount. C)
Social contact during the cues of the fear conditioning by proxy session
accounted for the largest amount of unique variance in LTM freezing displayed
by the FCbP rat the following day.

4.4.4 Ultrasonic Vocalizations
Ultrasonic vocalizations were recorded during fear conditioning on day 1,
fear conditioning by proxy on day 2, and long term memory on day 3. In
accordance with previous research in our lab (Shumake et al., 2014) and others
(Burgdorf et al., 2005, Schwarting et al., 2007, Burgdorf et al., 2009), there was a
lot of inter-rat variation in vocalization, and the majority of rats did not emit any
vocalizations. Both negative affect (22kHz frequency range) and positive affect
(50 kHz frequency range) vocalizations were measured in the time points
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immediately surrounding cue presentation (20 seconds prior to CS onset, during
the 20 seconds that the CS played, and 20 seconds post CS) as well as
throughout the entire duration of the session. Only two rats vocalized in any of
the time points surrounding presentation of the cue and they were consequently
vocalizing for the majority of the session (data not shown). As a result, and
because all rats were in the chambers for equal amounts of time, vocalizations
were analyzed over the entire behavioral session without regards for CS
presentation.
Negative affect, or vocalizations in the 22 kHz frequency range were not
common during any of the behavioral tests (See Figure 4.7a-c). Unfortunately,
the design of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm does not allow us to
distinguish which rats vocalize during the FCbP session on day 2, when two rats
are in the chambers. Any data collected on this day could be either from the FC
rat only, the FCbP rat only, or a combination of the two. Based on the frequency
histograms, we can see that only FC rats vocalize in the 22kHz frequency range
during LTM tests on day 3. It seems probable, then, that the 22kHz vocalizations
observed on day 2 are most likely emitted from the FC rat although we can not
rule out the possibility that these vocalizations, or a subset thereof, come from
the FCbP rat. A very low percentage of animals vocalize at all and this is not
concordant with our, albeit modest but consistent effect of social fear
transmission. It stands to reason that although not essential for fear transmission,
when vocalizations do occur, they may function as an alarm signal to a
conspecific. In order to follow up on this, only rats that vocalized for a
measurable amount of time (>50ms) during the recording were used for analysis
(e.g. vocalizers). The duration of 22kHz calls during the FCbP session on day,
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presumably emitted by the FC rat, was positively correlated with freezing
displayed by the FCbP rat during LTM tests the following day for vocalizing rats
(R=.69, p=.02) (Fig 4.7e).
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Figure 4.7 22kHz vocalizations during FCbP paradigm
Frequency histograms of the number of subjects that elicited negative affect
vocalizations in the 22kHz range during A) fear conditioning on day 1, B) fear
conditioning by proxy on day 2, and C) long term memory tests on day 3 indicate
that most rats do not vocalize in the 22kHz range at all and only directly fear
conditioned rats vocalize on day 3. D) sample spectrograph of a 22kHz
vocalization. E) of the rats that do vocalize, the total duration of 22kHz calls
during the FCbP session was positively correlated with freezing displayed by the
FCbP rat the following day (p<.05).
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There were no differences in which rat of the triad vocalized in the 22kHz
frequency range based on dominance status, and samples were too small to
make a meaningful statistical comparison. Figure 4.8 Indicates the duration that
the, presumably, FC rat called during the fear conditioning by proxy session for

Seconds Vocalizing (22kHz)

each dominance assignment of the FC rat with 3 vocalizers from each group.

500

D

400
300

S2
S2

200

D

S1

D

S1

100
0

D

D

S1

S1

S2

FC Rat Dominance
Figure 4.8 Dominance of 22kHz vocalizers and corresponding FCbP rat
Durations of the 22kHz vocations on day 2 for vocalizations greater than 300ms
with dominance status of the FC rat and the FCbP rat varied greatly. Based on
day 3 vocalizations (where only FC rats vocalize), if we assume that it is the FC
rat emitting 22kHz calls on day 2, there is no obvious difference in call duration
based on dominance status with three subjects from each dominance
assignment vocalizing on day 2. The dominance status of the FCbP rat is
indicated next to each point.
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Vocalizations in the 50kHz range were more common than the 22kHz calls
(Figure 4.9 A-C), especially during the FCbP session (Figure 4.9 B). These
vocalizations are likely driven by the social aspect of the interaction and are not
correlated with tendency to socially acquire in FCbP rats as displayed by no
relationship to freezing on day 3 (R=-.27, p=.18) (Fig 4.9 E). Although a large
portion of rats still do not vocalize at all on any day of the paradigm. It is worth
pointing out that all of the FCbP pairs that spent any amount of time vocalizing in
the 22kHz frequency range also displayed 50kHz vocalizations during the same
session, however not all rats that vocalized at 50kHz also vocalized in the 22kHz
range.
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Figure 4.9 50kHz calls during FCbP paradigm
Frequency histograms of the number of subjects that elicited positive affect
vocalizations in the 50+kHz range during A) fear conditioning on day 1, B) fear
conditioning by proxy on day 2, and C) long term memory tests on day 3 indicate
that more rats vocalize in the 50kHz range than the 22kHz range but a large
number of rats still do not vocalize at all. D) Sample spectrograph of 50kHz
vocalizations. E) of the rats that do vocalize (more than 1 vocalization during
FCbP), the total number of 50kHz calls during the FCbP session on day 2 was
not related to freezing displayed by the FCbP rat on day 3 (p>.1).
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Exploratory analysis of possible predictors of the duration of 22kHz calls in
the social relationships between the two rats in the chamber were performed with
all of the play behavior data between the two rats entered into a linear regression
analysis (similar to step 1 of the hierarchical regression model described earlier).
This was done to determine if any play behaviors between rats were key to
predicting the possibility that a fearful rat would emit alarm calls in the presence
of a partner. With this small sample of vocalizing animals, it was found that a
significant amount of variance in 22kHz USV duration was accounted for by
increased play initiation of the FC rat towards the FCbP FC rat (β=.406, p=.037)
and decreased rate of counter attacking by the FCbP rat to those nape contacts
(β=-.434, p=.029). With all play behaviors included, this model accounted for
approximately 50% of variance in USV duration in the 22kHz range and was
significantly more than zero (F(10,27)=2.655, p=.021). A similar analysis for
USVs in the 55kHz frequency range revealed no relationship between any social
behaviors and tendency to call on day 2 (all ps>.6).
4.4.5 Hormone Assays
4.4.5.1 Testosterone
Values for the two dilutions for the control sample were plotted for each
assay to determine both intra- and inter-assay variability as a measure of quality
control (Fig 4.10a). Intra-assay variance was not significantly different than interassay variance for both cohorts based on the variability in control samples run in
duplicate on each plate (cohort 1: F(5,11)=1.162, p>.25; cohort 2: F(8,17)=.33,
p>.5). Intra-assay variability between the two cohorts was not significantly
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different (p>.25). This suggests that comparing values of two samples on a single
plate did not result in significantly less error than comparing samples from
different plates. The dose values (B/Bo) for each assay were pooled and plotted
against the %CV between all of the assays (Fig 4.10b) from this figure it can be
seen that the lowest error was observed in the 30-50% B/Bo range. As a result,
sample values were used from the dilution that fell into this range for each assay.
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Figure 4.10 Quality control of testosterone EIA assays
A) Testosterone concentrations for quality control samples from the same animal
run on each plate in duplicate at 2 dilutions. Closed symbols are 1:50 dilution,
open symbols 1:100 dilution. The inter-assay variance did not significantly differ
from the intra-assay allowing for data to be pooled for analysis. B) Mean B/Bo
and %CV from standards pooled from each plate. Standard values in the 0.2-0.5
B/Bo range resulted in the smallest variance. Therefore sample values were
taken from dilutions the yielded B/Bo values within this range (circled in red).
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Overall, testosterone levels were extremely variable with a coefficient of
variance of 58% and there were no group differences in total serum testosterone

Testosterone (ng/mL)

levels amongst rats (ps>.2) (Fig 4.11).
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No FC

Figure 4.11 Serum testosterone after LTM tests
In general, testosterone levels varied greatly and there were no main effects of
fear conditioning group or dominance assignment.

However, testosterone was specifically measured in this experiment as a
social marker and given that social status was determined within each cage of
rats and was not contingent on the experience of any other cage, relative
testosterone levels within a cage were used for analysis. A cage mean for
testosterone was calculated for each cage and the total difference in circulating
testosterone for each rat from the cage mean was used for initial analysis. Using
this difference from the cage mean for each rat, an ANOVA with fear conditioning
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group, dominance assignment, and dominance assignment of the FC rat in the
cage as the between group factors was run. There was no overall between
subjects effect of dominance on testosterone levels measured 30 minutes after
LTM test (F(2,140)=.24, p=.786) nor was there an overall between subjects effect
of dominance assignment of the rat that was fear conditioned in the cage
(F(2,140)=1.194, p=.306). There was a significant effect of fear conditioning
group (F(2,140)=5.485, p=.02). Post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons revealed that
FCbP rats had significantly larger increases in testosterone after LTM than No
FC rats compared to the mean of the cage (p=.05) (Fig 4.12). Additionally, there
was a significant dominance assignment X fear conditioning group X dominance
of the fear conditioned rat interaction (F(1,140)=6.064, p=.015) suggesting that
testosterone levels were influenced by both their own behavioral assignment as
well as the dominance relationship between themselves and the rat that was fear
conditioned. This seems to be driven by significant increases (relative to cage
mean) in testosterone levels in the S2 rat when he is fear conditioned by proxy
with a D FC rat compared to the testosterone response of the S2 rat fear
conditioned by proxy with a D FC rat (independent sample t-test (t(14)=2.51,
p=.025). There was no significant relationship with testosterone difference from
the cage mean on any of the behaviors observed during LTM or FCbP tests (all
ps>.2).
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Figure 4.12 Mean deviation of testosterone from cage mean
A) Overall FCbP rats had significantly higher testosterone levels than No FC rats
after LTM tests, regardless of dominance. B) When differences from cage means
were further broken down by dominance of fear conditioned rat of the cage, S2
rats who were FCbP with fearful D rats showed overall higher levels of
testosterone compared to their cage mean than S1 rats that were FCbP with
fearful D rats.
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4.4.5.2 Corticosterone
Values for the two dilutions for the control sample were plotted for each
assay to determine both intra- and inter-assay variability as a measure of quality
control (Fig 4.13). Although overall both inter- and intra- assay variability was low
(%CV<10%), intra-assay variance was significantly lower for all control samples
and dilutions than inter-assay variance (all ps<.05). In order to compare values
across different plates, a grand mean calculated for control samples read from
the dilution that best matched the linear range of the standard curve from each
plate (approximately 40% B/Bo) was used to create a scaling factor for each
plate based on that plate’s sample control reading. This scaling factor was then
applied to each sample’s corticosterone reading to create a normalized value that
was used for analysis.
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Figure 4.13 Quality control for corticosterone EIA assays
A) Corticosterone concentrations for quality control samples run on each plate in
duplicate at 2 dilutions. Closed symbols are 1:100 dilution, open symbols 1:200
dilution. The inter-assay variance was significantly different and as a result final
corticosterone values were normalized by a scaling factor based on the grand
mean of the control samples and the control value for the plate containing each
sample.

The overall ANOVA on this scaled corticosterone value for all rats, using
dominance group (D, S1, or S2) and fear conditioning group (FC, FCbP, or No
FC) as the between group factors revealed no significant effect of dominance
assignment on serum corticosterone levels after LTM tests on day 3
(F(2,124)=.813, p=.446) there was however a significant effect of fear
conditioning group (F(2,124)=3.328, p=.039)

as well as a significant fear

conditioning group X dominance assignment interaction (F(4,124)=3.591,
p=.008). Follow up Tukey multiple comparisons revealed that rats that were fear
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conditioned, regardless of dominance assignment, had significantly higher
circulating levels of corticosterone than No FC rats (p=.044) but did not reach
significance compared to FCbP rats (p=.093) (Fig 4.14a). The interaction was
followed up by analyzing the effect of dominance on each fear conditioning group
individually. In No FC rats there was a significant between groups effect of
dominance on corticosterone levels at LTM (F(2,41)=4.131, p=.023) with
significantly higher circulating corticosterone in No FC S2 rats compared to No
FC D rats (p=.018). There were no significant differences in corticosterone after
LTM on day 3 between No FC S2 and No FC S1 rats or between No FC D and
No FC S1 rats (both ps>.2) (Fig 4.14a inlet). There was not a significant effect of
dominance on corticosterone levels in FC rats (F(2,40)=2.32, p=.112) nor was
there a significant effect of in FCbP rats (F(2,42)=1.796, p=.178) (Fig 4.14a).
Regardless of FC group and dominance assignment, corticosterone levels were
significantly positively correlated with freezing at LTM (Pearson R(132)=.175,
p=.045) (Fig 4.14b).
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Figure 4.14 Serum corticosterone on day 3
A) Overall serum corticosterone levels after LTM tests on day 3. Regardless of
dominance assignment, FC rats had significantly higher corticosterone values
than No FC rats. When these values were further divided based on dominance
assignment, No FC S2 rats had significantly increased corticosterone than No FC
D rats. B) Relationship between freezing displayed at LTM and serum
corticosterone levels measured 30 minutes after test. Freezing was a moderate
but significant predictor of corticosterone levels.
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4.4.5.3 Testosterone:Corticosterone Ratio
The ratio of testosterone to corticosterone levels was taken from the raw
testosterone value provided on each plate and the scaled corticosterone value
previously discussed. General group effects were determined with an ANOVA
using FC Group, Dominance Assignment, and Dominance Assignment of FC
Rat, as the between group factors as was done in other analysis of group effects.
Although there was not a significant effect of any of the groups on the
testosterone/corticosterone ratio (all ps<.5), there was a significant FC Group X

T (pg/mL):Cort (ug/dL) Ratio

Dominance Assignment interaction F(2,118)=4.943, p=.009 (Fig 4.15).
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Figure 4.15 Ratio of testosterone to corticosterone on day 3
There were no main group effects of dominance or fear conditioning group on the
testosterone to corticosterone ratio on day 3. However, the dominance x FC
group interaction was significant and appears here to be driven by the S2 rat.
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4.5 DISCUSSION
4.5.1 Dominance
The majority of cages analyzed had a clear D, S1, and S2 rat based on
observations of play behavior described by Pellis et al. (1991; 1993).
Nonetheless, just under 40% did not exhibit such an organization of social play
behavior. This is not unexpected given the relatively impoverished environment
of the standard laboratory cage compared to the natural habitat of the rat and the
docile behavior of the Sprague Dawley strain. Additionally, other researchers
have found that clear dominance hierarchies are not well established until rats
are much older than the rats tested here (>p140). Although these assessments
are all based on intragroup agonistic behavior not typically seen in younger adult
rats, it is possible that rats not displaying a clear social structure may have
established such a structure if tested at a later time.
This method of dominance determination resulted in a D rat that was the
target of most nape contacts within a triad and was more likely to respond to
these play initiations with counter attacks and less likely to respond by rotating
fully to supine. The D rat was also the most likely to elicit a rotation from the
subordinates. Amongst the subordinates, the S1 rat was targeted for play less
than the D rat but more than S2 and was more likely to respond with rotation
tactics. Most of the reciprocal play within the triad occurred between D and S1
rats. The final subordinate, S2, was not dominant over the S1 subordinate and
was targeted for play the least. He was also most likely to respond to play
initiation by evading or just pulling away to avoid a playful interaction.
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4.5.2 Freezing and Social Contact
Despite slightly increased freezing in the D rat during fear conditioning
with direct CS-US pairings on day 1, follow up retention tests revealed no
differences in freezing amongst dominance assignments after direct fear
conditioning. This suggests that although the D rat may respond moderately
more while a threat is immediately present, there are no differences in actual fear
memory expression during retrieval at a later time.
Consistent with Kavaliers et al. (2005) research on social transmission of
fear of biting flies. Subordinate rats displayed more freezing after a social
learning session with a dominant demonstrator. Here, S1 FCbP rats froze
significantly more after fear conditioning by proxy with either the D rat or S2 rat
than S1 rats that were not fear conditioned but S2 rats only showed social
acquired freezing after fear conditioning by proxy with the D rat. The dominant rat
did not freeze to the cues after fear conditioning by proxy with either subordinate.
In humans, social dominance is commonly measured by leadership traits (De
Long, 1970, La Freniere and Charlesworth, 1983, Van Bokhoven et al., 2006).
This is also noticeable in wolf packs with the alpha male frequently taking
initiative that is followed by the other members (Mech, 1970). If the D rat is
indeed the leader of the triad, it seems fitting with their established social traits
that the subordinates would be more likely to replicate the behavior of the
dominant.
These manipulations of dominance assignment and fear conditioning
group accounted for some cases of very high freezing in subordinate rats after
fear conditioning by proxy, but there was still a large amount of variance in LTM
freezing on day 3. We previously found that social contact during fear
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conditioning by proxy was a major predictor of fear acquired by proxy. The social
play information from dominance tests allowed us to determine which social
behaviors are essential for predicting later behavior and which are redundant in
their contribution to social learning. We found that social contact occurring during
the cues of fear conditioning by proxy remained the strongest predictor of LTM
freezing in line with our earlier studies in males. Overall play initiation by the
FCbP rat towards the FC rat and high evasion of FC rat in response to play
attempts, both perhaps indicators of dominance status with subordinate rats
counter attacking in response to nape contacts less than dominant rats, uniquely
contributed a moderate, but significant amount.
4.5.3 Ultrasonic Vocalizations
Rats emit three types of vocal sounds: sonic calls, including sounds that
are best described as screams or cries (Barnett, 1958, Kaltwasser, 1990) and
are audible to humans as well as most other predators, and two subtypes of calls
in the ultrasonic frequency range (>20kHz) thought to have emerged from
evolutionary pressure of their nocturnal nature as a method of communicating
with other members of the colony and locating items of importance (Sales, 1972).
Vocalizations in the lower spectrum of the ultrasonic range (around 22kHz) are
typically associated with negative affect elicited in situations where the rodent is
fearful, such as the presence of a predator (Blanchard et al., 1991), painful
(Calvino et al., 1996, Han et al., 2005) or startling (Kaltwasser, 1991) stimuli, or
in aggressive encounters with other rats (Thomas et al., 1983). These
vocalizations usually consist of long, loud, monotone calls that show little
variation in pitch. Higher frequency vocalizations (referred to typically as 50 kHz
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calls although it is not uncommon to be as high as 80-100kHz) are affiliated with
activities with more positive affect such as play (Knutson et al., 1998), exploration
(Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007), and anticipation of reward (Burgdorf et al., 2000).
These high frequency ultrasonic calls have several (up to 14 have been
characterized (Wright et al., 2010)) subtypes and this heterogeneity of call types
corresponds to a wide scope of situational contexts that elicit these calls. The
most commonly studied are frequency-modulated calls, thought to indicate a
reward state (Burgdorf et al., 2008, Ahrens et al., 2009), and flat calls, which may
serve a social function (Wöhr et al., 2008). Here, all vocalizations in the 50 kHz
range are grouped together, however further breakdown in future analysis may
yield relevant information in this social context.
In contrast with previous research indicating that 22kHz vocalizations are
essential for the social transmission of fear (Kim et al., 2010), we found that in
the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm, the majority of rats don’t vocalize at all
during the social transmission of fear on day 2, and this does not preclude a
conspecific from learning about associative fear. However, in line with the results
of Kim and colleagues (2010), we found that of the rats that did vocalize in the
22kHz range during fear conditioning by proxy on day 2, the duration of those
vocalizations was positively correlated with the amount of fear acquired socially
as measured by freezing displayed by the observer the following day.
Further investigations into what may cause some rats to vocalize during
this paradigm when others remain silent revealed that the specific relationship
between the two rats in the chamber, as determined by observations of play
behavior at an earlier time point, predicted the amount of calling (if we assume
that it is the fear conditioned rat who emits the 22kHz calls). The two play
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behaviors found to contribute to the likelihood of 22kHz vocalization (play
initiated by FC rat towards FCbP rat and lack of countering in response) are
complimentary and suggest that the FC rat is more likely to emit alarm calls for a
rat that it has a previously established amicable relationship with (increased
attempts to initiate play with the target of the playful contact less likely to display
a facing attack in response). This model also suggests that the social relationship
between rats, as measured by play behaviors, may explain why some animals
vocalize in response to threat in the presence of conspecifics and some don’t,
and further supports the idea that one function of 22kHz ultrasonic vocalizations
is to alarm conspecifics (Blanchard et al., 1991, Sales, 1991, Brudzynski and
Chiu, 1995). It may not always be advantageous to alert a neighbor to danger.
Although to many predators these calls are inaudible (e.g. humans, falcons)
(Schwartzkopff, 1955, Klump et al., 1986), a number of additional predators of
rats can hear vocalizations in the ultrasonic range (e.g. cats, dogs) (Peterson et
al., 1969, Sales and Pye, 1974) and such emission could alert a predator to the
location of it’s prey (see (Litvin et al., 2007, Wöhr and Schwarting, 2010) for
reviews of USVs as warning calls for other rodents). These data suggest that
22kHz calls may be motivated by a desire to alarm a conspecific, but only if the
conspecific is, for lack of a better word, a “friend”. However, a large amount of
variance is still unaccounted for.
Indicators of friendly relationships between an FC-FCbP pair of rats such
as high percentage of the FCbP rat initiating nape contact with the FC rat and
low levels of counters against nape contacts initiated by FC rat seem to be
related to duration of 22kHz calls during the fear conditioning by proxy session,
although the sample sizes are so small that results should be interpreted with
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caution. Together these results preliminarily suggest that the social relationship
between rats may determine if and how alarm calls are used as well as influence
physiological responses to uncertain, or threat provoking, situations. This idea is
consistent with other research indicating a link between social status and alarm
calling in both rats and other species of rodents (Blanchard et al., 1991,
Blumstein and Armitage, 1997, Clutton-Brock et al., 1999). This may represent
an important aspect to control for in laboratory experiments and increase
translational relevance of behavioral paradigms in rats.
The higher frequency of occurrence of ultrasonic vocalizations in the
50kHz frequency range, but lack of correlation with freezing behavior later was
not unexpected. The presumed social nature of the emission of these calls
(Burgdorf et al., 2008; Wohr et al., 2008) suggests that they are produced in
situations very similar to the FCbP paradigm (e.g. proximity to a conspecific) but
likely don’t code for information relevant to the impending threat.

4.5.4 Corticosterone and Testosterone
Although studies linking testosterone levels to aggression (Barfield et al.,
1972, Christie and Barfield, 1979, DeBold and Miczek, 1984) and dominance
status (Albert et al., 1986, Mazur and Booth, 1998) are numerous, many others
still fail to find a direct causal relationship (Barr et al., 1976, Koolhaas et al.,
1980). Newer theories account for these discrepancies by suggesting that
testosterone levels are only high during periods of active conflict that necessitate
an aggressive response (e.g. during attainment of dominance status (von Holst,
1972, Henry and Stephens, 1977) or before a fight (Wingfield et al., 1990)) or a
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sexual encounter (Wingfield et al., 1990, Muller and Wrangham, 2004),
suggesting that testosterone levels can be socially modulated (see (Archer,
2006) for review). Others emphasize the importance of glucocorticoids in the
interpretation of testosterone levels since corticosterone and testosterone
mutually inhibit the physiological axes responsible for their production. In this
sense, it would be difficult to determine exactly what overall contribution either
endocrinological end product has on behavior without also obtaining levels of the
other. Supported by a large body of work in humans, these models predict that
high levels of testosterone only result in social aggression (Dabbs Jr et al., 1991,
Popma et al., 2007) or dominant social status (Mehta and Josephs, 2010) if they
are also accompanied by low levels of glucocorticoids, with high levels of both
resulting in socially anxious personality types (Popma et al., 2007; see Terburg et
al., 2009 for review).

On day 3, FCbP rats had overall greater levels of

testosterone than No FC rats. The conditions of test on this day were the same
for all rats, so any differences in neuroendocrine response to the long term
memory test would be a result of what happened on day 2. These results
preliminarily support two main conclusions: 1) there is an effect of behavior in the
fear conditioning by proxy paradigm on serum testosterone levels and 2) either
the social acquisition of a fear association or exposure to a conspecific displaying
a fear response is threatening and the FCbP rat may have learned to associate
the conditioned cue to the anticipation of conflict.
Testosterone levels were not related to any of the behaviors observed
during any of the tests and they were greater in S2 FCbP rats that were paired
during fear conditioning by proxy with a fearful D rat compared to the mean of the
cage than S1 FCbP rats paired with a fearful D rat. This suggests that the fear
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conditioning by proxy paradigm can result in testosterone increases in a
dominance dependent manner but that testosterone doesn’t necessarily drive the
fear or social behaviors measured here. One interpretation of this is that, when a
rat is unsettled in his role in the dominance hierarchy (as suggested the S2 rat
may be (Pellis et al., 1993)), the fear behavior exhibited by the dominant rat to
the cue may be interpreted as a possible social threat or as a predictor of an
impending aggressive encounter with the dominant rat. Since both of these
combinations of subordinates still learned to express fear after fear conditioning
by proxy with the dominant it is unlikely that the freezing displayed by the FCbP
rat is in anticipation of an aggressive encounter of the dominant even if he does
anticipate such an event. The correlations of freezing with play behavior support
this idea as well.
Although significant, the relationship between corticosterone and freezing
is not strong. As a whole, all of the rats in this experiment had very high levels of
corticosterone after exposure to the cues during LTM, even rats that were not
previously fear conditioned (No FC rats). These levels are consistent with those
seen after exposure to acute stress or novelty (Marin et al., 2007), which seems
to be induced by this paradigm, making interpretation of perhaps ceiling levels of
hormone difficult. These high levels can’t be attributed to assay error. The
samples from control rats (who were age matched, had been previously fear
conditioned, but were euthanized several weeks after any behavioral
manipulations) were about 10 fold lower, also consistent with expected basal
levels (Marin et al., 2007). It is not surprising that a rat may have a stress
response that is not entirely concordant with a fear response (e.g. freezing)
especially if that stress is induced by a novel situation in which the animal is
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motivated to explore. Consistent with research on subordination stress, No FC
rats that were the subordinate 2 had significantly higher levels of corticosterone
than No FC dominant rats. Whether this is indicative of higher basal levels or a
response to the paradigm itself requires additional research.
Neither FC Group nor dominance assignment significantly affected the
ratio of testosterone to corticosterone. This is consistent with human research
performed by Mehta and Josephs (2010) who found no relationship between the
overall ratio of testosterone to cortisol in dominance but did find that the two
values interacted to predict dominance with cortisol level moderating the effect of
testosterone. In line with this idea, we found that there was a fear conditioning
group by dominance status interaction on the overall ratio of testosterone to
corticosterone in rats. Further breaking down the testosterone/corticosterone
ratio with additional analysis could provide important information about the
physiological predictors of social fear learning and the impact this paradigm has
on hormone levels associated with stress and social status. It would be
especially interesting to investigate how/if corticosterone levels moderate
testosterone levels in this paradigm and if these interactions predict social
learning ability. These extensive analyses are planned for future discussions of
these data but are beyond the scope of the research presented here.
4.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The benefits of social living must outweigh the drawbacks of social
conflict, otherwise rodents would never have developed these intricate social
structures. However, the stress of maintaining such a hierarchy, particularly in
unstable
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neuroendocrine systems. Both the maintenance of dominance, which is
hallmarked by frequent displays of aggression and defense of position, and the
social defeat that accompanies subordination has notable influence on adrenalcortical activity.

Unstable social hierarchies are consequently categorized by

unpredictable and sometimes uncontrollable social encounters and are more
often found in environments designed to encourage frequent conflict amongst
animals (Haemisch et al., 1993).
Studies of dominance in laboratory rats often wield conflicting results as
the method used to determine dominance, degree of captivity, and even the very
definition of dominance varies greatly between laboratories. Less naturalistic
settings and/or more domesticated animals, display less pronounced aggressive
behaviors (Calhoun, 1963, Boice, 1973, Robitaille and Bovet, 1976, Adams,
1980, Lore and Flannelly, 1981) making observable asymmetries in such
aggression almost impossible to detect. Additionally, some methods of
dominance determination don’t allow for the full expression of dominant behavior.
Limiting access to a food item, for example, may not entirely predict dominance if
the dominant rat is less hungry than a subordinate, or not as quick, and depend
largely on the specifics of the competitive situation (Lindzey et al., 1966).
To assess the affect of dominance, ideally we could have colonies that
most resemble the natural environment of the animal to allow a definition of
dominance by asymmetries in intragroup agonistic behavior, threat assessment,
and even sexual behavior. However, in the absence of elaborate burrows,
inclusion of subjects that are generally extremely docile, and in an attempt to
reconcile statistical power with available funding, we instead use a definition of
social dominance posed by Pellis and colleagues (Pellis et al., 1993) describing
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asymmetries in the social behaviors (e.g. play fighting) within a cage of
laboratory bred Sprague Dawley rats.
The functional role of social organization decreases as availability of
resources and degree of captivity/domestication increases. Given the rarity of
aggressive encounters in the laboratory-bred rats, defining dominance by
intragroup aggressive asymmetries would be extremely difficult and time
consuming. Albeit entirely possible that these play behaviors observed here don’t
predict true aggressive behavior (Adams and Boice, 1989), the clear
asymmetries are, in the most conservative interpretation, an indicator of the
social relationship within a cage of rats and, in the results presented here,
relevant to this social learning paradigm.
It would be important to know how the social dominance assigned here
correlates with other measures, specifically competition for resources and true
aggressive displays. It was determined, in the set of experiments here, that the
sensitivity of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm to previous experience (see
Chapters 2 and 3) as well as social relationships (see Chapter 2) necessitated a
means of establishing dominance that interfered with the natural colony life
experience as little as possible (without introducing novel stressors) but still
captured a picture of the social relationship within a cage.
Unstable hierarchies also seem to result in higher basal levels of both
testosterone (Sapolsky, 1993) and corticosterone (Ely and Henry, 1978;
Haemisch et al., 1993) consistent with what one might expect when agonistic
encounters or stressors are both unpredictable and uncontrollable (Wingfield et
al., 2000). Without much of a functional need for a social hierarchy based on
aggression, these social roles, if they emerge at all, tend to remain more stable in
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standard lab cages than in more naturalistic environments (Haemisch et al.,
1993) with little opportunity to disrupt the relationship.
Blanchard and Blanchard, 1990, found that exposure to a cat, in seminatural observations of rat colonies, resulted in noticeable changes in the
defensive behavior of the dominant rat in line with the agonistic behavior of
subordinates (more defense, less intraspecific directed offense) as well as
decreases in eating and drinking consistent with subordination behavior.
Additionally, they noticed that subordinate rats ingested more food and water
than dominant rats after predator exposure (Blanchard and Blanchard, 1990).
Follow up experiments revealed that subordinates with especially low basal
testosterone levels did not show the expected rise in circulating corticosterone
associated with restraint stress (Blanchard et al., 1993). This may provide some
context for the relative decreases in testosterone levels compared to cage means
seen in S1 rats compared to the increase in testosterone in S2 rats after fear
conditioning by proxy and the overall higher levels of corticosterone in No FC S2
rats. In the framework of behavioral response to threat, dominant rats may
transiently behave more submissively and subordinate rats more dominantly. In
human subjects, high testosterone is only predictive of aggression if cortisol
levels are low (Dabbs Jr et al., 1991, Popma et al., 2007, Glenn et al., 2011).
That is, a high testosterone to cortisol ratio corresponds with social aggression
and potentiation of amygdala pathways.
High corticosterone levels (such as those that may be present in a
stressed subordinate) may act to block the influence of testosterone on
dominance (Mehta and Josephs, 2010). Subordination in rats that do not readily
accept their subordinate roles (e.g. S2 rats) may result in an increased allostatic
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load as animals fail to properly regulate the stress response to novel stressors
(Chapman et al., 1969, Popova and Naumenko, 1972, Ely and Henry, 1978) or
potential threat consequently negatively impacting the overall health of the
animal (see Barnett, 1958 and Blanchard and Blanchard, 1990 where similar
subordinate rats died earlier than others in the colony). Although basal levels of
hormones were not measured here, the increased levels of corticosterone in No
FC S2 rats is in line with this concept of subordination stress in avoidant rats. In
measures of aggressive behaviors in rats, androgen levels of both target and
attacker predict behavior in a conflict (Flannelly and Thor, 1976, Christie and
Barfield, 1979) with lower testosterone levels of S1 rats possibly encouraging
more friendly/reciprocal play with the dominant. However, in the absence of basal
levels of either corticosterone or testosterone further discussion of how the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm affects neuroendocrine responses is purely
speculation.
Whether these individual differences in stress responding, including
freezing behavior, are a consequence of social status or the cause of behavior
leading to placement in the social hierarchy require further research, particularly
in the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm described here. Although some
animals may be predisposed to display behavioral traits congruent with
domination or subordination (Archer, 2006) forcing a change in this hierarchy
results in measurable changes in both behavioral and physiological markers of
dominance (e.g. hormone levels) (Pellis et al., 1993; Ely and Henry, 1978).
The behaviors of the subordinate rats may represent different coping
strategies to deal with subordination (Schenkel, 1967, Von Holst et al., 1983),
with S1 actively coping by establishing a friendly relationship with the dominant
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and S2 taking a more passive approach of avoidance. In manipulations of the
dominance hierarchy with triads of rats with the same social designations used
here, Pellis and colleagues found that removal of the dominant rat from the cage
usually resulted in the S2 rat becoming dominant (Pellis et al., 1993). Although,
passive control of a perceived negative environment is typically associated with
increased stress and disease (Henry, 1982), this method of energy conservation
may have some advantage should the S2 rat have the option of taking over the
dominant role should the dominant rat become incapacitated or removed.
Together, these results support a number of ideas presented in previous
literature. We show, in line with Pellis et al. (1991; 1993) that social behaviors in
triads of rats can be easily categorized with play behavior with naturally behaving
rats in a way that does not force aggression. We additionally show that these
play behavior traits, even when observed weeks before any tests are performed,
are important in interpreting socially relevant behaviors, such as the social
transmission of fear and emission of ultrasonic vocalizations as warning calls for
conspecifics,

and

physiological

responses,

such

corticosterone levels after tests for socially acquired fear.
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Chapter 5: Neural Mechanisms of Fear Conditioning by Proxy

5.1 ABSTRACT
The brain regions involved in direct Pavlovian fear conditioning have been
extensively studied over the past decades and overlap with the circuitry activated
in pathological conditions of fear and anxiety in humans. Determining the neural
mechanisms of fear conditioning by proxy are essential if social learning
paradigms are to be utilized as a tool for the study of learning and memory.
Using c-Fos immunohistochemistry as a marker of neural activity we found that
both retrieval and social acquisition of associative fear activated the lateral
amygdala, similar to direct fear conditioning. We additionally found that
acquisition of fear conditioning by proxy activated neurons in the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) and hippocampus at relatively increased levels compared
to rats that were retrieving a direct fear memory or rats that had no previous fear
experience. These results were followed up by temporarily inhibiting these
regions with intracranial infusions of the GABAA receptor agonist, muscimol, prior
to the social acquisition of fear and found that the anterior cingulate cortex is
necessary to evaluate the fear conditioning by proxy session in order to express
a freezing response when tested the following day but not in acquiring fear
through direct experience. Together these results suggest that the anterior
cingulate cortex is essential for vicarious fear learning.
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5.2 INTRODUCTION
The neural circuitry responsible for fear learning is well categorized, due
largely to extensive efforts in determining the pathways that contribute to direct
Pavlovian fear conditioning. When an auditory CS (e.g. tone; white noise) is
paired with a physically aversive US (e.g. footshock) an association between the
two stimuli, as well as the context where the CS-US pairing occurred, is learned.
Auditory information about the CS is transmitted through parallel thalamic
(directly from the MGN) and cortical (via the auditory cortex) pathways to the
lateral nucleus of the amygdala (Romanski and LeDoux, 1992, Brunzell and Kim,
2001), where it converges with sensory information encoded by the US
(Romanski et al., 1993) transmitted by the posterior intralaminar nucleus of the
thalamus as well as the insular cortex (Shi and Davis, 1999). Information specific
to the contextual surroundings are processed by the hippocampus (Phillips and
LeDoux, 1992, Fanselow and Poulos, 2005) that projects to the basal nucleus of
the amygdala via the ventral portion of the CA1 subregion (Canteras and
Swanson, 1992, Maren and Fanselow, 1995, Pitkänen et al., 2000).
Expression of an appropriate fear response (e.g. freezing) relies on the
activation of the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) which projects to the
periacqueductal gray (LeDoux et al., 1988) to initiate freezing, as well as nuclei of
the hypothalamus to initiate other physiological responses to fear including:
release of glucocorticoids, increased heart rate, and rapid respiration (Fendt and
Fanselow, 1999, Davis and Whalen, 2001, Maren, 2001b). The CeA is
innervated by both the BLA complex directly as well as a group of intercalated
cells (ITC) that receive input directly from the prefrontal cortex (Corcoran and
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Quirk, 2007, Amir et al., 2011, Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011) (see Fig 5.1 for
illustration of fear conditioning circuitry).
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of Pavlovian FC circuitry
Information coding for the physical sensation of the US and the sensory
properties of the CS converge in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala through
parallel thalamic and cortical pathways. Activity in the LA is then modulated by
both the hippocampus that encodes information relevant to the context and the
prefrontal and temporal cortices allowing for cognitive control over emotional
responding. The LA then projects to the central nucleus of the amygdala, which
outputs to the midbrain and hypothalamus controlling the behavioral, endocrine,
and autonomic expressions of fear. LA=lateral amygdala; BLA=basolateral
amygdala; CeA=central amygdala; ACC=anterior cingulate; HPC=hippocampus;
PrL=prelimbic cortex; IL=infralimbic cortex.
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Given the similar behavioral output and potential overlap in ethological
function, there is likely a great degree of similarity in the mechanisms involved in
social fear learning and direct associative fear learning and the main pathways
are likely preserved between the fear learning paradigms. Imaging studies of
observational and instructional fear in humans suggest substantial overlap with
direct learning with the exception that vicarious fear paradigms more heavily
recruit the prefrontal and hippocampal regions than direct fear learning (Olsson
and Phelps, 2007).

These imaging studies are consistent with rodent work

involving social recognition tasks and more complex associative learning
paradigms (Han et al., 2003) as well as the neural mechanisms recruited during
social transmission of food preference (Ross and Eichenbaum, 2006).
Knapska and colleagues (2006, 2010) showed that when one rat of a dyad
is contextually fear conditioned and returned to the home cage, the second rat
will show increased acoustic startle as well as increased fear learning in an
avoidance task after interacting with the fear conditioned rat. Additionally, the
second rat will show LA activation in line with what the fear conditioned cagemate shows and will even show increased CeA activation compared to the fear
conditioned cage-mate. This provides evidence that at least a portion of the
circuitry necessary for fear conditioning through direct experience (the lateral and
central nuclei of the amygdala) is also involved in the transfer of social fear.
In studies of observational contextual fear learning in mice, Jeon and
colleagues (2010) found that temporarily inactivating portions of the medial pain
pathway (including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), as well as the
mediodorsal and parafascicular thalamic nuclei) prior to observing a conspecific
receive a series of shocks prevented the observer mouse from displaying a fear
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response when tested alone. When the ACC was inactivated prior to testing
alone (24 hours after acquisition through observation) or prior to a direct
contextual fear conditioning session, the mice still expressed fear to the context.
These important results confirm that the ACC, similarly to humans observing fear
conditioning in another person, is uniquely involved in the acquisition of
observational fear. They also found important similarities between observational
and direct fear conditioning, notably that the lateral nucleus of the amygdala is
essential for encoding and expressing both directly acquired and socially
acquired fear.
Together these studies indicate that the mechanisms involved in social
fear learning in rodents may be translated across species and reflect overlapping
mechanisms involved in human social fear learning. If the pathways of social
learning are conserved, this validates the use of rats in research focusing on a
number of pathological conditions that involve impairments in social functioning
that are historically difficult to study in non-verbal animals (e.g. autism,
schizophrenia).

As a whole, there is a gap in knowledge about the neural

network that underlies the behavioral processes of social fear learning, with the
majority of studies focusing solely on conditioning through visual observation,
something that will be expanded on in the current research.
In the current set of experiments, the neural substrates involved in the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm will be explored. Neural activity during fear
conditioning by proxy as well as during long term memory tests will be measured
using c-Fos immunohistochemistry (IHC). Expression of this immediate early
gene product is associated with activation of gene transcription and is used as a
proxy for neuronal activation (Greenberg et al., 1986, Sagar et al., 1988). To
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further study which regions of the brain identified by c-Fos labeling after the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm are necessary for this behavior, selected areas
will be temporarily inactivated by directly infusing a modulator of GABAergic
activity, muscimol, into the region of interest prior to fear conditioning by proxy.
We hypothesize that, in line with the limited research on observational fear
conditioning, the anterior cingulate cortex will uniquely subserve fear conditioning
by proxy and that some similarities with direct fear conditioning, specifically
recruitment of the amygdala, will be observed. We will additionally explore the
involvement of regions necessary in both direct fear conditioning and social
transmission of food preference, such as the hippocampal formation.

5.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS
In order to investigate the neural mechanisms recruited during the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm, c-Fos immunohistochemistry was performed on
males and females using the optimal fear conditioning by proxy conditions
determined previously (sister rats for females and dominant rats for males). This
allowed us to examine relative neural activity in a region between rats at the
cellular level. The results of the immunohistochemistry guided the regions of
interest for muscimol micro-infusions. Muscimol acts as a temporary inactivator
of the region by enhancing GABA inhibition, in order to disentangle obligatory
from permissive roles for relevant brain regions in male rats. This was
accomplished in 3 experiments.
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5.3.1 General Methods:
5.3.1.1 Apparatus and Stimuli
All behavioral procedures took place in standard conditioning chambers
equipped with metal walls and stainless-steel rod floors connected to a shock
generator (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). Chambers were enclosed in
acoustic isolation boxes (Coulbourn Instruments) and lit with a red light. Behavior
was recorded with digital cameras mounted on the top of each unit. The
chambers were wiped with soap and water between each session. Stimulus
delivery was controlled using Freeze Frame software (Coulbourn Instruments). In
each experiment, the conditioned stimuli (CS) used in the fear conditioning byproxy paradigm was a tone (5 kHz, 80 dB) 20 seconds in duration and the
unconditioned stimulus (US) was a 0.7 mA foot-shock 500 ms in duration.

5.3.1.2 Behavioral Paradigm - FCbP Design
In all three experiments, each triad of rats underwent the fear conditioning
by-proxy paradigm described below. Each triad consisted of one rat to be fear
conditioned (FC), one rat to be fear conditioned by-proxy (FCbP), and one rat
that would not be conditioned (No FC control). Rats were euthanized either after
day 2 (experiment 2), in order to investigate neural activity after the FCbP
paradigm or after day 3 (experiment 1), in order to investigate the retrieval of an
FCbP memory and the neural activity involved in long term memory.

Fear Conditioning (FC; Day 1)
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On the fear-conditioning day, after a 10 minute habituation period, one rat
per triad received three presentations of the CS (duration= 20s; ITI = 180s
on average, variable), each co-terminating with the US (intensity= 0.7 mA;
duration= 500 ms). After fear conditioning, all rats were returned to their
home cages.

Fear Conditioning by Proxy (FCbP; Day 2)
One day after conditioning, the fear conditioned rat was returned to the
chamber accompanied by a previously naïve cage-mate. The rats were
allowed to interact with each other freely while the CS was presented
three times (variable ITI, mean = 180s). The third rat of the triad (no FC)
remained in the home cage.

Long-term Memory – Fear expression test (LTM; Day 3)
Twenty-four hours after fear conditioning by proxy, each rat (FC, FCbP,
and no FC) was placed in the chamber alone and received a long term
memory test (3 CS presentations, variable ITI = 180s) to assess fear
expression to the tone.
5.3.1.3 Behavioral Analysis
Freezing: Freezing was defined as the absence of any movement,
excluding breathing and whisker twitching. The total number of seconds spent
freezing throughout the CS presentation is expressed as a percentage of CS
duration (20 seconds).
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Social Contact: Social contact was defined as any physical contact or
interaction (described in Bruchey et al. 2010), excluding accidental contact made
in passing. This contact was measured as the percentage of time that the FCbP
rat spent engaging in social contact with the fear conditioned (FC) rat throughout
either the duration of each CS or during the immediate 20 seconds following the
termination of each CS. This contact included any of the following behavior
types: allogrooming, paw contact, body contact, sniffing, nose to-nose contact,
and play. Given the previously documented sexual dimorphism in the timing of
social contact and the impact on freezing displayed by the FCbP rat (Jones et al.,
2014), social contact between female rats was measured in the 20 seconds
following the termination of each CS and social contact between male rats was
measured during the cue presentation.

5.3.1.4 Experiment 1: Neural Activity During Retrieval of FCbP Memory in
Females
Subjects were female Sprague Dawley rats approximately 120 days old at
time of behavioral test. All animals were bred at the University of Texas at Austin
using males acquired from Harlan and females acquired from Charles River.
Breeding males were removed before the birth of the litter and pups were
weaned into same sex triads with littermates at post-natal day 21 (p21). The
female pups were allowed to mature with minimal disturbances, limited to routine
animal husbandry. There were no more than one cage of rats from a single litter
used. Rats were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on 12-hour
light/dark cycle with lights on at 0700h.

Standard rat chow and water were

provided ad libitum. Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National
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Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and
were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Animal Care and Use
Committee. In total, 26 female rats were used.
5.3.1.5 Experiment 2a - Neural Activity During Acquisition of FCbP in
females
Subjects were female Sprague Dawley rats approximately 95 days old at
time of behavioral test. All animals were bred at the University of Texas at Austin
using males acquired from Harlan and females acquired from Charles River.
Breeding males were removed before the birth of the litter and pups were
weaned into same sex triads with littermates at post-natal day 21 (p21). The
female pups were allowed to mature with minimal disturbances, limited to routine
animal husbandry. There were no more than one cage of rats from a single litter
used. Rats were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on 12-hour
light/dark cycle with lights on at 0700h.

Standard rat chow and water were

provided ad libitum. Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and
were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Animal Care and Use
Committee. In total, 30 female rats were used.
5.3.1.6 Experiment 2b - Neural Activity During Acquisition of FCbP in Males
Subjects were male Sprague Dawley rats approximately 100 days old at
time of behavioral test. All animals were bred at the University of Texas at Austin
using males acquired from Harlan and females acquired from Charles River.
Breeding males were removed before the birth of the litter and pups were
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weaned into same sex triads with littermates at post-natal day 21 (p21). The
male pups were allowed to mature with minimal disturbances, limited to routine
animal husbandry. There were no more than one cage of rats from a single litter
used. Rats were housed in clear plastic cages and maintained on 12-hour
light/dark cycle with lights on at 0700h.

Standard rat chow and water were

provided ad libitum. Procedures were conducted in compliance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Experimental Animals and
were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Animal Care and Use
Committee. In total, 36 male rats were used.
5.3.2 Dominance Determination
Experiments in male rats (experiment 2b and experiment 3) were
arranged in such a way that the FC rat was the dominant rat and the FCbP rat
was subordinate 2 (S2). Dominance was determined as previously described
(chapter 4) using the methods of Pellis et al., 1993. Briefly, play behavior was
recorded and nape contacts initiated between rats and defensive response was
scored. The dominant rat was the rat that received the most play soliciting nape
contacts within a cage and the subordinate 2 rat (S2) was the one that was the
most avoidant.
5.3.3 c-Fos IHC: Experiments 1 and 2
One hour after long-term memory tests (experiment 1) or fear conditioning
by proxy (experiment 2) rats were injected with a lethal dose of sodium
pentobarbital (Euthasol) and intracardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde.
All perfusions took place between approximately 2pm and 4pm to minimize
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effects of hormonal fluctuations that occur throughout the day. Brains were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24-48 hours and then transferred to 30%
sucrose in PBS for cryoprotection. Coronal sections, 35um thick, were taken with
a freezing microtome of the entire brain and stored in PBS in 4 series, resulting in
every 4th tissue slice undergoing immunohistochemical processing.
Free-floating sections from an entire series were rinsed in 0.1M PBS to
remove cryoprotectant. Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent incubations were
separated by a series of three 10-minute rinses in PBS. Sections were incubated
in 0.03% H2O2 in PBS for 15 minutes to quench endogenous peroxidase and
then blocked in 6% normal goat serum in PBS with 0.3% triton-x (PBST) for 1
hour at room temperature. They were immediately transferred from the blocking
solution to an incubation in primary antibody to c-Fos raised in rabbit (sc-52,
Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA) at 1:10000 in PBST with
3% normal goat serum for 72 hours at 4° C. After incubation in the primary
antibody, sections were washed and incubated in biotinylated goat-anti-rabbit
secondary antibody (Vector Laboratories, USA) at a concentration of 1:250 in
PBST with 3% normal goat serum for 1 hour. Sections were again washed three
times for 10 minutes in PBS prior to incubation in avidin-biotin complex (ABC
Elite kit; Vector Laboratories, USA). ABC mix was prepared according to kit
instructions and allowed to mix for 30 minutes prior to the 60-minute incubation at
room temperature. After three rinses, sections were developed in chromogen
solution containing 0.02% 3,3’ diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB;
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in phosphate buffer with .01% hydrogen
peroxide for 3-5 minutes. Nickel sulfate (.08%) was added to the DAB solution to
result in a blue-black staining. Sections were mounted onto slides and left to dry
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overnight. Once dry, slides were dehydrated in an ethanol gradient, cleared in
xylene, and cover slipped with Permount.

5.3.3.1 Cell Quantification and Analysis
Immunopositive nuclei were counted by an observer blind to experimental
group using a fixed counting frame in a given structure as described for each
specific experiment. The density of c-Fos positive cells was calculated by dividing
the sum of cells counted within a set counting frame for each area by the total
area of the counting frames. When possible, six sections were taken from each
brain for imaging. If six viable sections were not available, subject data was not
included if less than 5 sections were viable for imaging in a given region.
Sections were chosen according to the brain atlas of Paxinos and Watson
(Paxinos and Watson, 2009) and counting frames were aligned as detailed in Fig
5.2. Images were taken using a Zeiss AxioCam MRm digital camera at 10x
magnification. Cells were counted using ImageJ software (NIH) for Mac. Care
was taken to match sections for each brain and regions were sampled from both
the left and right hemispheres. Total cell counts/.1mm2 were calculated for each
animal and means were statistically analyzed using ANOVA with significant main
effects followed up by post-hoc Tukey mean comparisons.
Immunopositive nuclei were counted by an observer blind to experimental
group in the CG1 region of the anterior cingulate cortex, the lateral nucleus of the
amygdala (LA), and the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus using a fixed
counting frame in a given structure as described below.
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Anterior Cingulate Cortex: Cells in the CG1 region of the anterior cingulate
cortex were sampled from sections corresponding to Bregma +3.00, +2.28, and
+1.56. Immunopositive cells were counted from 3 alternating circular frames
aligned along the diagonal of the image starting at the genu of the corpus
callosum (Fig 5.2a).
Lateral Amygdala: Cells in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala were
sampled from sections corresponding to Bregma -2.76, -3.00, and -3.24 (Paxinos
and Watson, 2009). Immunopositive cells were counted from three identical
cicular counting frames (total area = .072 mm2) fitted within the boundaries of the
lateral amygdala (Fig 5.2a).
Dorsal Hippocampus: Cells in the dorsal hippocampus were sampled in in
the CA1 and DG subregions from sections corresponding to Bregma -3.24, -3.48,
and -3.72 (Paxinos and Watson, 2009). An image was taken from each section
by aligning the top left corner of the frame with the apex of the pyramidal layer of
CA1. The imaging frame for the DG was taken in a similar manner by aligning the
edge of the image with the apex of the granular layer of the DG. Counting frames
consisted of identical circles placed within the visible region of interest and cells
were counted from alternating circles to provide an unbiased sampling (CA1: Fig
5.2a). The total area sampled for the CA1 was .019mm2 and the total area
sampled for DG was .039mm2.
Ventral Hippocampus (experiment 2b: males only): Cells in the ventral
hippocampus were sampled in the CA1, CA3, and CA2 subregions from sections
corresponding to Bregma -4.7, -4.9, -5.2. Counting frames consisted of identical
circles placed within the visible region of interest and cells were counted from
alternating circles to provide an unbiased sampling (Fig 5.2b).
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Figure 5.2 Experiment 2 design and counting frames for c-Fos IHC
A) One rat in the triad was fear conditioned to a tone CS on day 1 (FC Rat). The
following day, the FC rat and FCbP rat were placed in the chamber together, the
third No FC rat was placed in the chamber alone, while the CS was presented
and rats were euthanized 1 hour after cue presentation. Immunopositive nuclei
were counted by an observer blind to experimental group in the CG1 region of
the anterior cingulate cortex (B), the lateral nucleus of the amygdala (LA) and the
CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus (C) and the ventral portions of the CA2,
CA3, and CA1 region of the hippocampus (males only) (D) using the fixed
counting frames indicated. The counting frames used in experiment 1 were
identical to (B) and (C) with the exception that rats were euthanized 1 hour after
long term memory tests on day 3.
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5.3.4 Experiment 3: Temporary Inactivation Before Either Direct FC or FCbP
Six days before behavioral testing, rats were single housed and implanted
with bilateral guide cannulas (26 gauge, Plastics One) aimed at either the ventral
hippocampus (12mm) (experiment 3.1) or the rostral anterior cingulate cortex
(5mm) (experiment 3.2). After recovery rats were either infused with the GABAa
agonist muscimol or saline just prior to either social acquisition (fear conditioning
by proxy) (experiments 3.1a and 3.2a) (see Fig 5.3 for experiment design) or
direct acquisition (direct fear conditioning) (experiments 3.1b and 3.2b).

Cannula
Placement

Housed

Day 2
FCbP

Day 1
FC

muscimol or
saline infusion

~5 days recovery

Day 3
LTM
No FC Rat
FCbP Rat
FC Rat

Figure 5.3 Experimental design for muscimol infusions into vHPC or ACC
Rats designated as FCbP based on dominance tests (S2 rats) were surgically
implanted with bilateral cannula aimed at either the ventral hippocampus
(experiment 3.1a) or the anterior cingulate cortex (experiment 3.2a).
Approximately 5 days after surgery rats were rehoused with their original triad for
24 hours prior to starting fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. 20 minutes prior to
fear conditioning by proxy with the FC rat, FCbP rats were infused with either
saline or muscimol. The following day, in the absence of the drug, all rats were
tested for freezing to the cues in long term memory tests.
5.3.4.1 Subjects:
In Experiments 3.1a and 3.2a (FCbP experiments) Subjects were male
Sprague Dawley rats raised at The University of Texas at Austin from litters bred
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from female Sprague Dawley rats from Charles River (215-275g) and male
Sprague Dawley rats from Harlan (275-325g). Rats were weaned into same sex
triads at p21 with littermates. Dominance tests were performed at approximately
p80-p90 in accordance with previously described methods (chapter 4) and
behavior tests and surgeries began when rats were approximately 110-120 days
old.
In experiments 3.1b and 3.2b (Direct FC experiments) subjects were male
Sprague Dawley rats 325-350g at arrival from Harlan.
5.3.4.2 Surgical Procedure - vHPC
Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and mounted in a stereotaxic
frame with lambda and Bregma in the same horizontal plane. The scalp was
incised and retracted. Small burr holes were drilled for placement of 4 stainless
steel jewelers screws and bilateral guide cannula targeting the determined brain
region based on coordinates from the brain atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2009).
The coordinates for the ventral hippocampus were: 5.1 mm posterior from
Bregma, and 4.6 mm lateral to midline and the guide cannula (26 gauge, Plastics
One) were lowered 6.7 mm ventral from dura. Dental acrylic (Dentsply, USA) was
applied to the skull and dummy cannulas cut flush with the guide cannulae (33
gauge, Plastics One) were inserted into the guide cannulas. All rats were injected
with .03mg/kg of Buprenorphine (IP) at the completion of the surgery to reduce
any post-operative pain. Rats were checked twice daily during recovery and
dummy cannulas were replaced as necessary. In experiment 3.1a, After 5 days,
rats were rehoused into triads and day one of the fear conditioning by proxy
paradigm began 24 hours later. In experiment 3.1b, rats remained single housed.
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5.3.4.3 Drug Infusions - vHPC
Twenty minutes prior to either direct fear conditioning (Experiment 3.1b) or
fear conditioning by proxy (Experiment 3.1a) rats received bilateral infusion into
the ventral hippocampus through an injection cannula (33 gauge, Plastics One)
that extended 1 mm below the guide cannula. Polyethylene tubing connected the
injection cannula to a 10 uL Hamilton syringe mounted in a microinfusion pump
that delivered either muscimol (1ug/uL dissolved in saline) or vehicle (0.9%
saline) for one minute at a rate of 0.5 uL/min (5 ug/side). Injectors were left in
place for an additional minute to allow complete diffusion of the drug into the
ventral hippocampus. This dose of muscimol is consistent with other research on
both cued and contextual fear conditioning targeting the ventral hippocampus
and has been found to result in significant behavioral impairments in spatial tasks
as well as contextual fear conditioning paradigms that require the hippocampus
without overall locomotion decreases seen at higher doses (e.g. 1ug/side) (Hobin
et al., 2006, Zhang et al., 2014).
5.3.4.4 Surgical Procedure - ACC
Surgical procedures were identical to those described in experiment 3
except that for the anterior cingulate cortex, a 5-mm stainless steel guide cannula
(26 gauge, Plastics One) was implanted bilaterally at a 16° angle into holes
drilled at 1.8mm anterior from Bregma and 1.6mm lateral to the midline and
lowered 1.6 mm ventral from dura.
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5.3.4.5 Drug Infusions - ACC
Twenty minutes prior to either direct fear conditioning (Experiment 3.2b) or
fear conditioning by proxy (Experiment 3.2a) rats received bilateral infusion into
the anterior cingulate through an injection cannula (33 gauge, Plastics One) that
extended 0.5 mm below the guide cannula. The injection cannula was attached
by a polyethylene tube (PE 20, Plastics One) to a 10uL Hamilton syringe. A
microinfusion pump (PhD 2000; Harvard Apparatus, USA) infused a volume of
.2uL per side of either muscimol (1 ug/uL dissolved in saline) or vehicle (0.9%
sterile saline) over 2 minutes and the cannulas were left in place for another 2
minutes after completion. In the anterior cingulate cortex, this was equal to a total
muscimol infusion of 0.2ug/0.2uL/side determined from previous research on the
affects of muscimol infusion into the anterior cingulate and other prefrontal
regions on fear learning (Bissière et al., 2008, Liu et al., 2009, Sierra-Mercado et
al., 2011).
5.3.4.6 Behavioral Procedures – Experiments 3.1 and 3.2
After drug infusion of either saline or muscimol was complete, rats were
returned to their home cages and returned to the colony for 20 minutes before
being transported to the fear conditioning chambers. They were then either fear
conditioned directly as described in Day 1 (experiments 3.1b and 3.2b) or they
were paired with a previously fear conditioned cage mate as described in Day 2
(experiments 3.1a and 3.2a). Twenty-four hours later, rats were tested along for
long term memory to the cue in the absence of the drug with 3 non-reinforced CS
presentations. At the conclusion of the behavioral tests rats were perfused and
brains stored in PFA for 24-48 hours before transfer to sucrose for
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cyroprotection. Brains were sectioned on a freezing microtome at 40um and
sections relevant to the cannula location were stained with cresyl violet to
enhance visibility of neural landmarks. Histological verification of cannula
placement was performed by a trained observer, blind to experimental condition,
based on the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2009).

5.4 RESULTS
5.4.1 Experiment 1: Neural Activity During Retrieval of FCbP – Females
ANOVAs were performed on each brain region with fear conditioning
group (FC, FCbP, No FC) as the dependent variable and c-Fos positive
cells/.1mm2 in each region as the independent variable. Significant between
subjects effects were followed up with Tukey post-hoc mean comparisons. The
relationship between c-Fos activity and behavior was determined by entering the
main behavior measured for the LTM test (freezing) into a linear regression with
c-Fos positive cells/.1mm2 for each region as the independent variable.
ACC: There was a significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
activity in the CG1 region of the ACC (F(2,16)=20.96, p<.001) with FC rats
showing significantly higher c-Fos activation than either FCbP rats (p<.001) or No
FC rats (p<.001). There was no difference in c-Fos activation in the ACC at LTM
tests between FCbP rats and No FC rats (p=.978). (Fig 5.4). There was no
significant correlation between LTM freezing and c-Fos activity in the CG1 region
of the ACC in any of the rats (all ps>.13).
LA: There was a significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
activity in the lateral amygdala (F(2,19)=11.186, p=.001) with No FC rats showing
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significantly less c-Fos activation at LTM tests than either FCbP rats (p=.002) or
FC rats (p=.001). There was no difference in c-Fos activation in the LA at LTM
test between FCbP rats and FC rats (p=.704). (Fig 5.4). In FC and FCbP rats,
when c-Fos activity was regressed on LTM freezing, the Pearson correlation for
the two variables was r(4)=.833, p=.04 for FC rats and r(8)=.849, p=.002 for
FCbP rats. There was an R2 value of .694 in FC rats and .721 in FCbP rats,
indicating that LTM freezing accounted for about 69% and 72% of the variance in
c-Fos activity in the LA, respectively. This value was significantly different from
zero (FC rats: F(1,4)=9.06, p=.04; FCbP rats: F(1,8)=20.711, p=.002) indicating
that freezing during LTM tests significantly contributed to c-Fos activity in the LA
in both FC rats and FCbP rats (Fig 5.5). There was no significant relationship
between freezing and c-Fos activity in the LA in rats that were not fear
conditioned (p>.9) and freezing during LTM tests was very low for these rats
(<5%) (Fig 5.4).
CA1: The effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos activity in the dorsal
CA1 region of the hippocampus did not reach significance (F(2,19)=2.883;
p=.081) (Fig 5.4). When c-Fos activity in CA1 was regressed on LTM freezing the
relationship between the two variables did not quite reach significance, the
Pearson correlation for the two variables was r(3)=-.5, p=.39 for FC rats; r(9)=.58,
p=.06 for FCbP rats; r(4)=.1, p=.85 for No FC rats (Fig 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 c-Fos activity after LTM in females
Retrieval of a directly fear conditioned memory activated the CG1 region of the
ACC significantly more than retrieval of a socially acquired memory. There was
no difference in neural activity in the ACC in FCbP rats retrieving the social
memory compared to No FC rats hearing the cue for the first time. Retrieval of
both FC and FCbP memory activated the lateral amygdala compared to rats
without any conditioning experience (all ps<.05).
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Figure 5.5 Freezing at LTM and c-Fos in LA and dCA1 in females
FC and FCbP rats had a significant positive correlation between freezing
displayed during LTM tests and neural activity in the lateral amygdala and FCbP
rats approached significance in CA1.

In FCbP rats, post cue contact between FCbP and FC rats was positively
correlated with freezing displayed by the FCbP rats during LTM tests r(15)=.84,
p<.001 and R2=.697 indicating that post cue contact contributed to about 70% of
the variance in freezing displayed by FCbP rats during LTM tests, consistent with
our previous application of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm in female rats
(Jones et al., 2014; Chapter 2).
5.4.2 Experiment 2: Neural Activity During Acquisition of FCbP – Males and
Females
ANOVAs were performed on each brain region with fear conditioning
group (FC, FCbP, No FC) as the dependent variable and c-Fos positive
cells/.1mm2 in each region as the independent variable. Significant between
subjects effects were followed up with Tukey post-hoc mean comparisons. The
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relationship between c-Fos activity and behavior was determined by entering the
main behaviors measured for the fear conditioning by proxy test (freezing in FC,
FCbP, and No FC rats and post-cue contact for female FCbP, FC rats or cue
contact for male FCbP, FC rats) into a linear regression with c-Fos positive
cells/.1mm2 for each region as the independent variable.
5.4.2.1 Experiment 2a: Neural Activity During Acquisition of FCbP Females
ACC: There was significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
expression in the CG1 region of the ACC on day 2 of the fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm (F(2,27)=11.92, p<.001) with No FC rats showing significantly
less c-Fos activation in ACC compared to both FC rats (p=.016) and FCbP rats
(p<.001). There were no significant differences in activation of the ACC between
FC rats and FCbP rats after the fear conditioning by proxy session (p=.173) (Fig
5.6).
LA: There was a significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
expression in the lateral amygdala (F(2,25)=12.99, p<.001) with No FC rats
showing significantly less LA activation than both FC (p<.001) and FCbP rats
(p=.003) (Fig 5.6).
CA1: There was a significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
expression in the CA1 region of the hippocampus on day 2 of the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm (F(2,25)=4.367, p=.024) with No FC rats showing
significantly less c-Fos activation than FCbP rats (p=.025). There were no
significant differences in c-Fos expression in CA1 between FCbP and FC rats
(p=.101) nor between No FC and FC rats (p=.716) (Fig 5.6).
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DG: There was no significant between subjects effect of FC group on cFos activation in the dentate gyrus of the dorsal hippocampus (F(2,23)=1.571,
p=.229) (Fig 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 c-Fos activity after FCbP on day 2 in females
Both FCbP and FC rats had increased c-Fos activity in the CG1 region of the
ACC and the lateral amygdala and FCbP rats had increased c-Fos activity in the
dorsal CA1 region of the hippocampus compared to No FC rats.
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FCbP Rat Behavior: When c-Fos activity in each brain region was
regressed on post-cue social contact in FCbP rats, it was found that neural
activity in ACC, LA, CA1, and DG each was correlated with post-cue social
contact. The Pearson correlation coefficients were: ACC: r(8)=.763, p=.01; LA:
r(8)=.64, p=.045; CA1: r(8)=.806, p=.005; DG: r(7)=.774, p=.014. In ACC, there
was an R2 value of .582 indicating that 58% of the variance in c-Fos activity in
the ACC could be accounted for by post-cue social contact and this value was
significantly greater than zero (F(1,8)=11.128, p=.01). In LA, R2=.41 indicating
that 41% of the variance in c-Fos activity in lateral amygdala could be attributed
to post-cue social contact (F(1,8)=5.62, p=.045). In CA1, R2=.65 indicating that
65% of the variance in c-Fos activity in the CA1 region of the hippocampus could
be attributed to post-cue social contact and this value was significantly greater
than zero (F(1,8)=14.853, p=.005). In DG, R2=.599 indicating that approximately
60% of the variance in c-Fos activity in the DG region of the dorsal hippocampus
in the FCbP rat could be attributed to post cue social contact during the fear
conditioning by proxy session and this was significantly greater than zero
(F(1,7)=10.446, p=.014). (Fig 5.7). Female FCbP rats froze very little during the
fear conditioning by proxy session (all rats froze <10%) and this freezing did not
account for any of the variance in the c-Fos activity in the regions explored here
(all ps>.2, data not shown).
FC Rat Behavior: There was no significant relationship between post-cue
social contact between FC and FCbP rats on day 2 and c-Fos expression in any
of the regions measured in FC rats (ACC: R2=.085; p=.313; LA: R2=.07, p=.5;
CA1: R2=.001, p=.93; DG: R2=.012, p=.775). As expected, freezing displayed by
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the FC accounted for 80% of the variance in the c-Fos expression in the LA
(R2=.8, p=.001) and was not a predictor of c-Fos activity in any other brain region
measured (ACC: R2=.315; p=.091; CA1: R2=.015, p=.74; DG: R2=.009, p=.805)
(data not shown).
No FC Rat Behavior: No FC female rats showed almost no freezing to the
cues (all rats <10%) and this freezing did not predict any of the variance in c-Fos
activity in any of the regions sampled here (all ps>.6, data not shown).
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Figure 5.7 Post cue social contact on day 2 c-Fos in females
Post cue social contact predicted neural activity in the FCbP rats but not FC rats
in A) CG1 region of the ACC, B) lateral amygdala, C) CA1 subregion of the
dorsal hippocampus, and D) dorsal dentate gyrus indicating that the neural
activity in each of these regions was related to the contact that occurred between
rats during social fear acquisition for the FCbP rat.
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5.4.2.2 Experiment 2b: Neural Activity During Acquisition of FCbP in Males
ACC: There was a significant between subjects effect of fear conditioning
group on c-Fos activity in the CG1 region of the ACC (F(2,27)=7.973,
p=.002) with FCbP rats showing significantly higher levels of c-Fos activity
in the CG1 after FCbP than either FC rats (p=.008) or No FC rats (p=.003)
(Fig 5.8).

LA: There was a significant between subjects effect of fear conditioning
group on c-Fos activity in the lateral amygdala (F(2,33)=8.278, p=.001)
with both FC rats and FCbP rats showing significantly higher levels of cFos activity than No FC rats (both ps<.01) (Fig 5.8).

dCA1: There was no significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-fos
expression in the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus F(2,23)=.398,
p=.676 with all rats showing relatively high levels of expression (Fig 5.8).

dDG: The between subjects effect of fear conditioning group on c-fos
activity in the DG region of the dorsal hippocampus did not quite reach
significance (F(2,22)=2.814, p=.084) (Fig 5.8).

vCA1: There was a main effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
expression

in

the

ventral

CA1

subregion

of

the

hippocampus

(F(2,26)=4.40, p=.023) with both FC and FCbP rats showing significantly
more c-Fos activation than No FC rats (both ps<.05) (Fig 5.8).
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vCA2: There was no significant effect of fear conditioning group on c-Fos
expression in the CA2 region of the ventral hippocampus (F(2,16)=.536,
p=.595) (Fig 5.8).

vCA3: There was a between subjects effect of fear conditioning group on
c-Fos expression in the ventral CA3 subregion of the hippocampus
(F(2,26)=4.694, p=.018) with FCbP rats showing significantly more
	
  

	
  

activation than No FC rats (Fig 5.8).
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Figure 5.8 c-Fos activity after FCbP in males
The CG1 region of the anterior cingulate cortex and the ventral CA3 portion of
the hippocampus were uniquely activated in FCbP acquisition. Retrieval of a
direct FC memory and acquisition of FCbP both activated the lateral amygdala
and ventral CA1 in males.
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FCbP Rat Behavior: In contrast to the female rats, the only brain region
that showed a significant relationship between c-Fos activation and cue contact
during fear conditioning by proxy was ACC and LA. When c-Fos activity in ACC
and LA were individually regressed on cue contact during the cues on day 2, the
correlation coefficient was r(8)=.75, p=.013 for ACC and r(10)=.66, p=.018 for LA.
The R2 value was .562 in ACC and .442 in LA indicating that approximately 56%
and 44% of the variance in c-Fos activity in the ACC and LA of FCbP rats,
respectively, could be attributed to the cue contact during FCbP. This value was
significantly different than zero for both regions (ACC: F(1,8)=10.27, p=.013; LA:
F(1,10)=7.93, p=.018). Cue contact did not account for a significant amount of
variance in c-Fos activity in dCA1 and dDG (dCA1: R2=.36, p=.12; dDG: R2=.01,
p=.76) or any of the ventral hippocampal regions (vCA1: R2=.034, p=.59; vCA2:
R2=.147, p=.35; vCA3: R2<.001, p=.95). (Fig 5.9). C-Fos activity in the LA for the
FCbP rat was also regressed on freezing displayed a significant linear
relationship was found (R2=.657, p=.001).
FC Rat Behavior: Similar to female rats, when c-Fos activity in each brain
region was regressed on freezing during the fear conditioning by proxy session of
the FC rat in males, there were no significant linear relationships between
freezing behavior and c-Fos activity except in the LA (LA: R2=.439, p=.001; CG1:
R2=.108, p=.32; dCA1: R2=.036, p=.6; dDG: R2=.271, p=.15; vCA1: R2=.001,
p=.94; vCA2: R2=.11, p=.35; vCA3: R2=.11, p=.348) and no relationship between
social contact during the cues and c-Fos activity in any of the regions measured
(all ps>.3) (Fig 5.9).
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No FC Rat Behavior: Overall, male rats that were not fear conditioned
froze very little to the cue when presented on day 2 (<20%) and although
approximately 2/3 of these rats froze less than 5% to the cues, the remaining 1/3
froze about 20% to a cue that had no previous associative value. When c-Fos
activity in CG1, dCA1, and dDG was regressed on the freezing displayed by the
No FC rats during CS presentation, there was a significant linear relationship
between freezing and c-Fos activity in ACC (R2=.568, p=.019) with a Pearson
correlation r(7)=.754, p=.019, dCA1 ((R2=.761, p=.01) with a Pearson correlation
r(5)=.872, p=.01), vCA3 ((R2=.59, p=.03) with a Pearson correlation r(6)=.771),
but not dDG (R2=.05, p=.67), vCA1 (R2=.29, p=.17), vCA2 (R2=.61, p=.12), nor
LA (R2=.002, p=.9) (see Fig 5.10 for representative images of c-Fos staining in
ACC and LA).
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Figure 5.9 Contact during cues on day 2 c-Fos in males
Social contact on day 2 predicted c-Fos activity in both the A) CG1 region of the
anterior cingulate cortex and the B) lateral amygdala in FCbP rats but not FC
rats.
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Figure 5.10: Representative images of c-Fos staining in males on day 2
Dark dots indicate a c-Fos positive neuron in the ACC or LA in the No FC, FCbP,
or FC Rat after day 2 of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. Images taken at
10x magnification for quantification of cell density.

5.4.3 Experiment 3: Temporary Inactivation Before Either Direct FC or FCbP
5.4.3.1 Experiment 3.1a – Inactivation of vHPC Prior to FCbP
Day 2 – Fear Conditioning by Proxy: Muscimol infusion into the vHPC
prior to fear conditioning by proxy did not result in a significant difference in the
overall amount of social contact between rats during the cues on the fear
conditioning by proxy day as determined by an independent sample t-test
(t(7)=.017, p=.987).
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When freezing displayed by the FCbP rat on day 3 was regressed on
social contact between FCbP and FC rats during CS presentation, there was a
significant linear relationship between LTM freezing and social contact in saline
infused FCbP rats (R2=.847, p=.05, with a Pearson correlation r(4)=.948) with
rats that were infused with muscimol prior to FCbP did not reach significance
(R2=.684, p=.08, with a Pearson correlation r(5)=.827) (Fig 5.11b).
Day 3 – Long Term Memory: Independent sample t-test comparing
freezing at LTM on day 3 between FCbP rats infused with saline or muscimol
prior the fear conditioning by proxy session on day 2 revealed no significant
differences in freezing as a result of drug infusion (t(7)=.262, p=.801) indicating
that temporarily inactivating the ventral hippocampus prior to fear conditioning
by-proxy did not influence the rat’s ability to acquire fear socially through this
paradigm (Fig 5.11c).
Given the nature of the range of freezing typically displayed in the fear
conditioning by proxy paradigm, and the relatively small sample size, the FCbP
rats did not quite reach significance when comparing LTM freezing to No FC rats
(saline: t(6)=1.43, p=.204; muscimol t(4.6)=1.98, p=.11). Homogeneity of
variance assumptions were not met and degrees of freedom were adjusted
accordingly. Both muscimol and saline groups of FCbP animals displayed a wide
range of freezing (muscimol SD=33.01%; saline SD = 30.58) with at least one
FCbP animal freezing greater than 60%.
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Figure 5.11 Cannula placements in vHPC and freezing after muscimol prior to
FCbP
A) placement of cannula tips in experiment 3.1a in the ventral hippocampus B)
relationship between cue contact on day 2 and freezing displayed by the FCbP
rat on day 3 C) Temporary inactivation with muscimol of the ventral hippocampus
did not influence the acquisition of fear conditioning by proxy.
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5.4.3.2 Experiment 3.1b – Inactivation of vHPC Prior to Direct FC
Day 1 – Fear Conditioning: Freezing during the fear conditioning session
was analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA using fear conditioning cue as
the within subjects factor and drug infused (saline or muscimol) as the between
subjects factor revealed a significant within subjects effect (F(2,16)=18.68,
p<.001) indicating that rats significantly increased freezing throughout the fear
conditioning session. Despite was a significant fear conditioning cue X infusion
group interaction (F(2,16)=3.89, p=.042) the overall between subjects effect of
drug did not quite reach significance (F(1,8)=3.99, p=.08) (Fig 5.12b).
Day 2 – Long Term Memory Test: An independent samples t-test
comparing freezing during the 20 seconds prior to the first cue of long term
memory tests revealed that rats that received muscimol infusions into the ventral
hippocampus prior to fear conditioning froze significantly less to the context just
before cue presentation 24 hours after cued fear conditioning than rats infused
with saline into the same region (t(4.45)=3.26, p=.026). The same rats also froze
significantly less to the cues presented during long term memory (t(8)=2.43,
p=.043) although this could be explained by the reduced contextual freezing (Fig
5.12c).
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Figure 5.12 Cannula placements in vHPC and freezing after muscimol prior to
direct FC
A) Locations of cannula tips in ventral hippocampus. B) Freezing during direct
fear conditioning 20 minutes after infusions of either muscimol or saline. C)
Freezing during long term memory tests 24 hours after infusion of either
muscimol or saline. Rats infused with muscimol into the ventral hippocampus
froze less than saline rats to both the cues and in the 20 seconds immediately
preceding the first CS presentation.
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5.4.4 Experiment 3.2: Temporary Inactivation of ACC
5.4.4.1 Inactivation of ACC Prior to FCbP
Day 2 – Fear Conditioning by Proxy: An independent sample t-test
revealed that muscimol infusion into the ACC prior to fear conditioning by proxy
did not significantly reduce the amount of social contact between rats during
presentation of the cues (t(16)=1.179, p=.256). When freezing displayed by the
FCbP rat on day 3 was regressed on social contact between FCbP and FC rats
during CS presentation, there was a significant linear relationship between LTM
freezing and social contact (R2=.649, p=.005) with a Pearson correlation
r(9)=.806 only in rats that were infused with saline (muscimol R2=.091, p=.47)
(Fig 5.13b).
Day 3 – Long Term Memory: An independent sample t-test comparing
freezing at LTM on day 3 between FCbP rats infused with saline or muscimol
prior the fear conditioning by proxy session on day 2 revealed a significant effect
of drug infusion into the ACC on freezing expressed the following day
(t(13.9)=3.17, p=.007) indicating that temporarily inactivating the anterior
cingulate cortex prior to fear conditioning by-proxy prevents acquisition of fear
through this paradigm (Fig 5.13c). Homogeneity of variance assumptions were
not met (Levene’s F=7.41, p=.015) with saline SD=13.5 and muscimol SD=6.9
and degrees of freedom within the t-test were adjusted accordingly.
A priori t-tests comparing freezing between FCbP rats and no FC rats
revealed that FCbP rats froze significantly more than no FC rats in the saline
group only (t(12.57)=3.29, p=.006). When FCbP rats were infused with muscimol
prior to the fear conditioning by proxy session, they did not freeze significantly
more than no FC rats when tested the following day (t(14)=.1, p=.923).
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Figure 5.12 Cannula placements in ACC and freezing after muscimol prior to
FCbP
A) Locations of cannula tips in CG1 region of anterior cingulate cortex. B)
Relationship between social contact during the cues on day 2 and freezing
displayed by FCbP rat on day 3 indicate that social contact in muscimol infused
FCbP rats did not predict later freezing in FCbP paradigm. C) Freezing on day 3
LTM tests indicates that inactivation of the anterior cingulate prevented fear
acquisition through the FCbP paradigm.
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5.4.4.2 Inactivation of ACC Prior to Direct FC
Day 1 – Fear Conditioning: Freezing during the fear conditioning session
was analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA using fear conditioning cue as
the within subjects factor and drug infused (saline or muscimol) as the between
subjects factor revealed a significant within subjects effect (F(2,20)=30.15,
p<.001) indicating that rats significantly increased freezing throughout the fear
conditioning session. There was neither a cue by infusion group interaction
(F(2,20)=.077, p=.93) nor a between subjects effect of infusion group
(F(1,10)=1.143, p=.31) (Fig 5.13b).
Day 2 – Long Term Memory Test: Independent sample t-tests revealed no
difference in contextual freezing in the 20 seconds prior to the first cue (t(10)=.26,
p=.8). Muscimol infusions into the rostral anterior cingulate cortex had no
significant effect on freezing to the cues during LTM tests 24 hours after infusion
(t(10)=.09, p=.932) (Fig 5.13c).
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Figure 5.13 Cannula placements in ACC and freezing after muscimol prior to
direct FC
A) Location of cannula tips in CG1 region of anterior cingulate cortex. B)
Freezing during fear conditioning 20 minutes after infusion of muscimol or saline.
C) Freezing to cues and 20 seconds pre CS presentation 24 hours after direct
fear conditioning and infusion of saline or muscimol indicate no differences in
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5.5 DISCUSSION
The neural processes underlying fear conditioning by proxy were
evaluated in parallel with those involved in direct fear conditioning using c-Fos
immunohistochemistry and temporary regional inactivation with muscimol.
Quantification of c-Fos protein was used a surrogate marker of neuronal activity
(Dragunow and Faull, 1989, Hoffman et al., 1993) to provide some initial insight
into the possible regions activated by social fear learning in the fear conditioning
by proxy paradigm. Transient inactivation of especially indicated regions with
intracranial muscimol infusions allowed us to determine if any unique contribution
to behavior was reliant on these regions.
5.5.1 Immunohistochemistry
In an attempt to combine the information obtained throughout this
dissertation, a combination of male and female rats were used in c-Fos studies.
C-Fos was first investigated after long-term memory tests in sister rats to
compare neural activity after retrieval of either a directly fear conditioned memory
or a socially conditioned memory. Retrieval of direct fear conditioning significantly
activated the CG1 region of the ACC compared to retrieval of the socially fear
conditioned memory. The lateral amygdala was significantly activated after
retrieval of either the direct FC memory or the socially acquired fear memory
compared to rats that were not fear conditioned. These results support the initial
hypothesis that retrieval of socially acquired fear memory overlaps to some
degree with those acquired through direct fear conditioning, with the lateral
nucleus of the amygdala engaged in the fear expression for both conditions, but
there are dissociation as well, with the CG1 region of the anterior cingulate cortex
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involved in retrieval of only directly fear conditioned memories. Additionally,
retrieval of a directly fear conditioned memory activated the CG1 region of the
anterior cingulate cortex but this activation did not correspond with freezing
behavior. In contrast, freezing displayed by both FC and FCbP rats was
positively correlated with neural activity in the lateral amygdala as indicated by cFos activity.
We then sought to investigate the neural mechanisms of the acquisition of
social fear in the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. Given the nature of the
paradigm, in order to compare animals within a session, activation of a region
after social fear acquisition was compared to activity after either retrieval of a
directly fear conditioned memory or simply presenting the CS to a previously
naïve animal (the No FC rat). C-Fos activity after day 2 of the fear conditioning by
proxy paradigm was analyzed in both male and female rats in two different
experiments. In females, it was found that fear conditioning by proxy uniquely
activated both the dorsal CA1 region of the hippocampus and that this activity
was predicted by post-cue contact (a behavior previously shown to correspond to
freezing displayed by the FCbP rat on day 3). Both social acquisition of fear and
retrieval in the FC rat elevated activity in CG1 and LA and this activity was
positively correlated with post cue contact in the FCbP rat in both regions.
Because neuroendocrine systems can influence c-fos transcription (Hoffman et
al., 1993), this experiment was repeated, with an expansion of regions examined,
in male rats.
Acquisition of fear conditioning by proxy in males uniquely activated the
CG1 subregion of the ACC and the ventral CA3 and showed similar increases in
activity as fear conditioned rats in the lateral amygdala and ventral CA1.
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However, only activity in the LA and CG1 portion of the ACC was predictive of
behavior (e.g. social contact during the cues). The fear conditioned rats did not
show this same relationship of c-Fos and social contact, which leads us to
conclude that it is not the occurrence of contact, per se, that activates these
regions, but likely a process exclusive to the acquisition of fear information “by
proxy”. The c-Fos activity in males followed similar patterns as that seen in
females, with more variation in dorsal hippocampal activity, an anatomically
sexually dimorphic region.
5.5.2 Transient inactivation of ACC and vHPC
Intracranial infusions of muscimol or saline 20 minutes prior to fear
conditioning (experiments 3.1b and 3.2b) or FCbP (experiments 3.1a and 3.2a)
indicated that the anterior cingulate cortex, but not the ventral hippocampus, is
necessary for the social transmission of fear in this paradigm. Conversely, and
consistent with other inactivation studies, inactivation of the ventral hippocampus
prior to direct fear conditioning resulted in freezing deficits when tested later.
When the anterior cingulate cortex was inactivated in FCbP rats just prior
to fear conditioning by proxy, rats still showed some social interactions with the
FC rat in the chamber, although there was a non-significant decrease. However,
these interactions did not correspond to freezing the following day. Only when
rats were infused with saline prior to fear conditioning by proxy on day 2 did the
contact that occurred while the cues played predict freezing by the FCbP rat the
following day. This suggests that social contact may be a behavioral indicator of
situation appraisal but is not the only reason for such social behavior, which can
have a number of functions and motivations. Consistent with the role of social
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contact observed in rats meeting for the first time (e.g. stranger rats, chapter 2),
although strangers may not recognize the salient cues of behavior in the
stranger, they still engaged in social contact. Inactivating the ACC prior to direct
fear conditioning did not influence later expressions of freezing. This suggests
that despite the ACC’s contributing role in direct emotional learning, it is not a
required part of the fear conditioning pathway but is necessary for socially
learned fears.
In contrast with our results indicating that transient inactivation of the
rostral anterior cingulate cortex with muscimol does not interfere with direct
auditory cued fear conditioning, Bissiere and colleagues (Bissière et al., 2008)
found that both temporary inactivation and excitoxoic lesions of the same region
(rACC) prior to direct fear conditioning resulted in a decrease in freezing. Their
observed inability to learn the CS-US association in rats with rostral ACC lesions
could be overcome with over-training by doubling the amount of CS-US pairs
during acquisition, suggesting that the rostral ACC is an important part of
amygdala dependent associative learning but other brain regions can be
recruited during overtraining. The results presented here directly conflict with
those found in the similar paradigm by Bissiere et al (2008). The portion of the
rACC targeted is the same, as are the procedures for surgery and muscimol
infusions. The fear conditioning paradigm is similar, however, seemingly small
differences may influence the CS-US learning. In Bissiere’s work, 6 CS-US
pairings are presented during acquisition where the direct fear conditioning used
here only present 3 CS-US pairs. The US in Bissiere et al’s experiments is
slightly less intense (0.6mA compared to 0.7mA here) and longer in duration (1
sec compared to 0.5 sec). Finally, the CS in Bissiere’s work is 5 seconds shorter
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(15 sec compared to 20 sec) and the ITI between presentations is drastically
reduced (random variable between 30-90 seconds in Bissiere compared to 120240 sec here). Given the crucial role of the ACC in attentionally demanding tasks
(Han et al, 2003), it is possible that our very short fear conditioning session (3
CS-US pairings) relies less on attentional engagement than their paradigm.
5.5.3 General Discussion
The role of the anterior cingulate cortex in direct auditory fear conditioning
is not entirely clear with research yielding mixed results. Some research indicates
a requisite role in Pavlovian fear conditioning with lesions and inactivations prior
to acquisition resulting in decreased fear responding when tested later (Tang et
al., 2005, Bissière et al., 2008). However, other research shows that despite a
fear conditioning induced increase in activity in the region during associative fear
acquisition, inactivation of the anterior cingulate results in no effect on fear
behavior (Han et al., 2003).
Part of the limbic system, the anterior cingulate cortex is functionally and
anatomically heterogeneous (Kolb, 1984, Da Silva et al., 1990, Vogt et al., 1992)
and receives extensive inputs from the midline and intralaminar thalamic nuclei
and the amygdala (Vogt et al., 1979). The CG1 region, targeted here, projects to
the nucleus accumbens (Kolb, 1984, Brog et al., 1993) and amygdala (Sesack et
al., 1989, Ray and Price, 1992) and amongst other contributions to emotional
behavior and executive functions, is suggested to have a supervisory role of
allocating attention in the presence of complex stimuli (Bussey et al., 1997). The
importance of the ACC in maintaining and evaluating attentional resources,
especially in emotionally conflicting situations, such as the presence of a threat,
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is evidenced in rats by the region’s role in trace fear conditioning (Han et al.,
2003) and anticipatory responding in attention tasks (Muir et al., 1996). Human
research parallels these findings, with the ACC implicated in response selection
during conflict (Posner and Petersen, 1989, Pardo et al., 1990) as having a
evaluative function (Botvinick et al., 2004) necessary for guiding response
selection (Posner and Dehaene, 1994). Environmental exploration of a potentially
threatening situation (FC rat behaving fearfully) may be mediated by the ACC as
a means of monitoring their surroundings and assessing threat (Blanchard and
Blanchard, 1988, Vogt et al., 1996, Fiddick, 2011).
The anterior cingulate cortex is involved in a wide variety of tasks in both
humans and rodents and slight changes in paradigms could result in significant
alterations in either the attentional demand or emotional valence and
consequently increasing or decreasing the required role of the ACC. The more
rostral portions consist of excitatory connections to the LA while the more caudal
portions begin to innervate the hippocampus (Bissiere et al., 2008), both of which
are implicated in this social fear learning paradigm. This diversity of anatomical
projections underscore the importance of precise cortical location in interpreting
results of neural activity and inactivation studies.
Our findings that the anterior cingulate cortex is activated during
acquisition but not retrieval of the socially acquired fear memory in females and
in male rats, and is required for the acquisition of a fear conditioned by proxy fear
association align nicely with those of Jeon and colleagues (2010) on
observational contextual fear conditioning in mice. Although many have
interpreted the results of Jeon et al., 2010 in the context of a shared
representation of pain between the observer and demonstrator mouse, portions
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of this pathway, specifically the ACC are also involved in higher cognitive
functions. Additionally, although a part of the affective pain pathway, nuclei in the
mediodorsal thalamus play a role in learning paradigms as well (Li et al., 2004;
McAlonan et al., 1993). Projections of the thalamic nuclei of the medial pain
pathway to the prefrontal cortex (including the ACC) have been found to be
involved in aversive learning that is unpredictable (Furlong et al., 2010). The
medial thalamus is involved in the acquisition and expression of conditioned, but
not unconditioned, freezing (Li et al., 2004) as well as conditioned appetitive
responses (McAlonan et al., 1993), indicating a role in learning beyond just an
affective appraisal of pain. If these thalamic nuclei signal predictive values of
aversive events (with increased activation associated with unpredictability)
(Furlong et al., 2010), inactivating them prior to observational learning would
negate any learning enhancement provided by increased prediction error
(Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). It’s possible then, that in addition to representing
affective components of pain, these pathways are also essential for evaluating
situations and making predictions about outcomes. Recent research emphasizes
the ACC’s role in conflict monitoring and executive attention (Carter et al., 1999,
Bush et al., 2000, Botvinick et al., 2004) beyond simply emotional processing.
Indeed in humans, the ACC has been shown to have an important role in threat
appraisal and priming neutral objects with threatening ones result in increased
threat value assigned to the neutral object that is coupled with increased activity
in the ACC (Yamada and Decety, 2009). Consistent with this idea, in the FCbP
paradigm presented here, inactivation of the ACC prior to fear conditioning by
proxy reduced cue contact and subsequently prevented fear expression in the
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FCbP animal the following day (see Fig 5.14 for an illustration of proposed fear
conditioning by proxy circuitry).
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Figure 5.14 Proposed FCbP circuitry
In the absence of a direct threat that can be encoded through the typical US
pathways, the ACC must attend to the social behavior displayed by the FC rat to
execute activation of the subcortical fear pathways similar to those involved in
direct FC. Additionally, the contextual information present may be more complex,
in that social as well as physical/spatial cues are now present, resulting in greater
involvement of the hippocampus in modulating the fear response without
necessitating it.
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Along with other social learning paradigms, fear conditioning by proxy also
involves the hippocampus, although the role of at least the ventral portion is not
required for this form of learning to occur. The hippocampal formation is critically
indicated in a variety of learning and memory tasks (Douglas, 1967, Squire and
Zola-Morgan, 1991, Maren, 1999, Anagnostaras et al., 2001). Although there is
substantial functional overlap between the dorsal and ventral regions (Maren and
Holt, 2004), dissociations of contributions to behavior have been observed
consistent with anatomical distinctions between the two regions (see (Fanselow
and Dong, 2010) for review). Strong interconnections with cortical structures
(Risold and Swanson, 1996) support the role of the dorsal hippocampus in the
acquisition of spatial and contextual information (Phillips and LeDoux, 1992,
Moser et al., 1993, Phillips and LeDoux, 1994, Moser and Moser, 1998,
Bannerman et al., 1999, Fanselow, 2000). The ventral hippocampus has direct
connections with the hypothalamus and amygdala (Canteras and Swanson,
1992, Pitkänen et al., 2000) and is implicated in anxiety behaviors (Bannerman et
al., 2003). The roles of the different subregions of the hippocampal formation in
learning and memory are largely determined from lesion studies and modulation
of either NMDA or GABAergic systems and overall results on behavior vary
between experiments. This is in line with the idea that the hippocampus is
functionally heterogenous and these variations of results can be mostly explained
by the extent of damage/inactivation of the region (Maren, 1999, Richmond et al.,
1999, Maren and Holt, 2004).
Despite the now well-established contribution of the ventral hippocampus
in direct fear conditioning (Maren, 1999, Richmond et al., 1999, Bannerman et
al., 2003, Maren and Holt, 2004, Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2009b) we felt it was
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important to include this as a control to assess the role of this specific cannula
site and muscimol dose in our fear conditioning paradigm. We consequently
found that this cannula placement in the ventral hippocampus with a moderate
infusion of muscimol impaired freezing after direct auditory fear conditioning but
did not completely diminish the fear response, and there was no affect on
acquisition of fear by proxy in this paradigm. It is important to point out that
cannula placements more posterior may have resulted in more complete
inactivation of the ventral subiculum, which was not directly targeted here, further
reducing freezing in direct fear conditioning (see (Canteras and Swanson, 1992,
Maren, 1999, Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2009a) and possibly fear conditioning by
proxy as well.
One interpretation is that the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm is very
similar to Pavlovian fear conditioning except that the vicarious nature requires the
rat to evaluate the more complex situation to a greater degree than direct
learning would. With direct fear conditioning, every previous presentation of the
CS was followed by an aversive event, therefore when presented with the CS
later, experience dictates a shock is on it’s way. This form of learning recruits
emotional circuitry, including the amygdala and cortical areas, because it is a
form of emotional learning, but depends more on reflexive responding than threat
appraisal. In vicarious learning, no reflex has occurred, therefore when a
relatively novel event occurs (placement into a chamber and presentation of a
noise), the animal must first appraise the situation, taking into account previous
appraisals if they have occurred, in order to respond. Assuming that the ACC is
necessary for attentional selection, inactivating this region causes previously
relevant social cues to lose saliency because animal is no longer selectively
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attending to them. Therefore, nothing is learned about the situation. We suggest,
in line with human and rat research, that the anterior cingulate cortex is essential
for this form of threat appraisal and consequently learning through vicarious
experience.
Our results suggest that fear conditioning by proxy draws on some of the
same processes as fear conditioning through direct experience (e.g. LA
involvement). However, learning through vicarious experience may require a
more elaborate process of threat evaluation and interpretation of how to respond
to a stimulus may occur, which engages and is dependent upon the anterior
cingulate cortex.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion and Conclusions

6.1 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH
Survival of any animal relies on its ability to associate environmental cues
with the biologically relevant event they may predict. When these cues represent
especially salient occurrences, such as the presence of food or a predator, it
seems advantageous to the fitness of the species that the direct experiences of
one animal can benefit, at least to some degree, other animals in the group. This
may be especially true in animals of prey living together in a communal area,
such as rodents. When social interactions contribute to the spread or change of
behavior, we consider this evidence of social learning. Conversely, blindly
copying behavior with no regard for the situational relevance or potential
effectiveness in producing a desired outcome could result in the spread of
maladaptive behavior, thereby putting colony members at a disadvantage. The
research presented here focuses on determining the traits, of either the subjects
or the current situational state, that facilitate learning in a fear conditioning
paradigm. Although natural populations of animals provide the most ethologically
sound method of investigating social learning, laboratory designs consisting of a
demonstrator and observer allow for explicit control over variables that may lend
an animal to rely on social learning strategies over direct experience.
In a modified demonstrator-observer paradigm that allows for free
interaction between subjects, I provide evidence that rats can learn an
associative fear response vicariously. I show that the identity of the demonstrator
is essential in predicting the success of this fear conditioning “by proxy”,
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suggesting that this form of learning is social in nature. Additionally, I provide
support for the hypothesis that although this form of learning overlaps with
traditional Pavlovian fear conditioning, there are unique mechanisms recruited
that may support the use of this paradigm in detecting more subtle learning
deficits or behavioral changes. This was put to the test by comparing the use of
both traditional and newly emerging fear reduction methods to target fear
associations acquired very early in life on either direct fear conditioning or social
fear conditioning. Overall, the research presented here supports the use of fear
conditioning by proxy as a tool in research and underscores the importance of
social factors in interpreting behavioral results in laboratory conditions.
I initially show that the relationship between observer and demonstrator is
important in Chapter 2. Sister rats, housed together from weaning, display a
more pronounced fear response after fear conditioning by proxy with a cagemate
compared to both non-sister rats that have only lived together for 1 week and
stranger rats who met for the first time in the conditioning chambers. I further
show that although social interactions during fear conditioning by proxy sessions
are an indicator of the fear response showed later, these interactions do not only
function to transmit fear information. This is evidenced by high amounts of social
interactions between stranger rats but very low freezing when tested later. In line
with other observational fear conditioning paradigms in rodents, previous fear
experience incites fear displays during the social conditioning session, on day 2
of the paradigm, not seen in otherwise naïve rats.
In chapter 3, I apply the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm to determine
the effectiveness of established fear reducing treatments in targeting fear
acquired early in development. This translationally relevant set of experiments
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allowed me to explore methods of targeting early life fear during adolescence
from the added angle of socially transmitted fear. To add to the growing body of
research on extinction and reconsolidation update/blockade, I used behavioral
methods of fear reduction (extinction only or extinction after a retrieval) along
with pharmaceutical techniques of reconsolidation blockade (beta-adrenergic
blockade after retrieval) applied during late adolescence (p45), a time when
pathological conditions can manifest in humans with early life trauma, and
examined adult learning. I found that early life fear experience, if not sufficiently
targeted, leads to exaggerated social fear learning in adulthood even in
scenarios that did not potentiate the fear response during direct fear conditioning
as an adult. Targeting the fear association learned through direct experience as a
juvenile with methods that interrupt or update that memory during the
reconsolidation stage in adolescence prevented the return of fear in adults. Use
of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm in this research allowed me to
investigate how early life experience influences direct fear conditioning (FC rat),
social fear learning (FCbP rat), and long term response to the cues (No FC rat) in
adults, within one experiment.
I return to emphasize the importance of the social relationship between
observer and demonstrator animals in chapter 4, this time controlling for the
dominance status in male rats. By categorizing rats based on details of their
offensive and defensive responses to play fighting, I found that subordinate rats
freeze more after fear conditioning by proxy with a dominant cage mate, and that
subordinates that have relationships with the dominant based more on reciprocal
play behaviors than avoidance don’t have increased corticosterone when
exposed to novel cues (No FC rat). Additionally, the specifics of a playful social
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relationship predicted duration of 22kHz alarm calls emitted by the fear
conditioned rat in the presence of a conspecific. Together these results strongly
support the importance of social relationships not only the social transmission of
fear, but on activation of the stress response and behavioral measures
commonly used to infer affect (ultrasonic vocalizations).
Finally, in chapter 5, I explore the neural mechanisms involved in the
retrieval and acquisition of socially acquired fear memories compared to directly
acquired and naive animals exposed to just the cues. Not unsurprisingly, I found
that some of the crucial circuitry in traditional Pavlovian fear conditioning is
preserved in this form of observational fear conditioning, specifically involvement
of the lateral nucleus of the amygdala both in acquisition and retrieval as well as
activation of the ventral portion of the hippocampus. However, social acquisition
of fear in this paradigm was contingent on involvement of the anterior cingulate
cortex, as determined by intracranial infusions of muscimol, a GABAa receptor
agonist, which acts to inhibit activity in the region by modulating GABAergic
activity. Furthermore, the anterior cingulate’s role in threat appraisal and
selective attention coupled with my repeated findings that social contact during
fear conditioning by proxy predicts later fear responding indicates that the
learning that occurs here requires a cognitive assessment of the situation to
determine later responding and suggests that the social contact during this
learning paradigm may provide a behavioral measure of attention allocated to the
cues provided by the demonstrator animal.
The experiments presented here show that social relevance has an
important role in behavioral displays after and during fear conditioning by proxy
and that this paradigm could be a useful tool to incorporate into research on
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emotional learning. What, then, is fear conditioning by proxy really a measure of?
The past decade has seen a rapid emergence of social learning paradigms in
non-human animals thus allowing for philosophical discussions of proper
terminology and behavioral theories to emerge amongst experts. Demonstrating
that non-human animals are capable of cognitive processes previously
considered to be mostly human, specifically that they may have ability to imitate
or express a form of empathy, is attractive in animal research. This is a
dangerous road to follow if not armed with proper definitions and well controlled
experiments. Any examination of the boundaries and species salient cues that
contribute to forms of behavior that could potentially mirror these complex human
traits should be interpreted cautiously and in the framework of current
terminology used to define seemingly socially acquired behavioral responses.
6.2 WHAT IS FEAR CONDITIONING BY PROXY?
Freezing displayed on day 3 by the FCbP rat is likely not imitation (at least
in it’s truest form) or mimicry. Although these terms have very different
implications, we can rule them out with the same evidence. Mimicry, or
contagion, usually refers to synchronized behavior where the underlying
motivation to perform is identical to the outcome (e.g. “I yawned because you
yawned”) and is mediated genetically (Armstrong, 1951, Meltzoff and Moore,
1977, Tomasello et al., 1993). Herd animals for instance, begin to stampede in
response to another in the group and this is merely a reflexive response to the
observation of behavior in a conspecific. Although freezing could certainly be
considered such a behavior (Knapska et al., 2006, Knapska et al., 2010), since it
is a species typical response to threat and rats need not learn how to perform
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freezing behavior prior to performance, this does not seem to be the case in this
paradigm because rats do not freeze in response to another rat freezing (day 2).
Imitation, on the other hand, is usually ascribed to purpose (e.g. “if I do the same
thing I will have the same outcome”). There are two main working definitions of
imitation are those first posed by Edward Thorndike (Thorndike, 1898) and
William Thorpe (Thorpe, 1963). Their definitions don’t entirely overlap, but do
both require a behavior that is performed in response to another demonstrating
said behavior. Additionally, Thorpe’s definition of imitation (Thorpe, 1963)
requires that the behavior must be novel to the organism, allowing us, as
scientists, to infer that the response would not have occurred otherwise and
cannot be explained by instinct. With this definition, we would have to completely
rule out imitation as a possible mechanism for fear conditioning by proxy as the
freezing response is at it’s core, an instinctual reflex of the rat. Again, like
mimicry, the fact that rats very rarely freeze during the fear conditioning by proxy
session (while one rat is demonstrating a behavior, the other rat is not performing
the target behavior) provide evidence that this terminology is not the proper
interpretation of our results here.
Learning that is socially facilitated is oftentimes attributed to stimulus
enhancement. Commonly seen when operant responses are required, in these
instances a response in the observer is facilitated regardless of outcome
(Lefebvre and Palameta, 1988), this phenomenon occurs when a conspecific
responding in a specific manner draws attention to, or enhances, the stimulus
used for test. Responding thereby occurs at a faster rate simply because their
attention was diverted to a specific response making incorporation of the
response more probable. This is a possible contributing factor in our results,
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given the inclination of the rat to freeze in response to novelty. It would be
impossible to rule out stimulus enhancement as a sole cause of behavior
because our test measure (freezing) is a response to the same stimulus used in
the conditioning session.
The most likely explanation of our results are in a form of observational
conditioning, or what Bandura referred to as “delayed imitation”. This form of
higher order Pavlovian conditioning (Mineka and Cook, 1988, 1993), likely
combines with stimulus enhancement to produce a response. The fact that the
target behavior (freezing) occurs in the absence of the conspecific when tested
the next day is congruent with the idea that associative learning has occurred.
Although if the observer rat were truly learning to freeze in response to the cues,
or learning to fear the cues, one would also expect to see this behavior during
acquisition. It would appear that the presence of the demonstrator may impede
the behavioral response (freezing) when fear conditioning has not previously
occurred. Most importantly, it is unclear what the rat has learned to associate
with the CS (e.g. what is the expected US). There could be an abstract possibility
of threat inferred by the fear expressed in the demonstrator rat or it could simply
be that the fearful rat was aversive or threatening and thereby later presentation
of the CS in the absence of the rat, elicits a fear response in the observer in
expectation of a fearful rat and consequently an agonistic encounter. Although
less romantic, all of our data, including increased testosterone in FCbP rat, social
behavior in response to FC rat perhaps as a mean of redirecting aggression,
increased freezing after encounters with dominant animals, support this
interpretation. The necessity of familiarity then, may emerge as simply a
contributing factor in the observer rat’s ability to recognize the threat behavior of
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the conspecific. With either interpretation of “observational fear conditioning”,
which is actually misleading as terminology here because this paradigm was
specifically designed to incorporate more than just visual observation (e.g. social
interactions as well as auditory, tactile, and olfactory cues), increased social
relevance of the demonstrator appears to be essential for detecting subtleties in
his or her behavior directed at the CS, thereby drawing the attention of the
observer to both the behavior of the demonstrator and the physical and sensory
properties of the conditioned cues.
An alternate interpretation is that the social contact directed towards the
FC rat while freezing is an attempt to reduce the fear response of the FC rat and
indeed an indicator of a correctly identified emotional state that produces a
prosocial behavioral response (consolation), an interpretation that aligns in some
regards with earlier definitions of empathy presented here. Although if the
purpose of such social contact is in fact to alleviate fear in the demonstrator, it’s
impossible to know the motive behind such behavior. A major drawback of nonhuman animal research is that intent is extremely difficult to infer if not
impossible. We could suggest that such behavior is performed empathically and
that the FCbP rat shares the fear of the FC rat and is attempting to reduce this
fear response out of concern for the mental state of the demonstrator animal.
The amount of unsupported speculation in that theory makes it hardly worth
mentioning except that it is an idea that is currently popular amongst both
behavioral researchers and the general public in attempts to provide evidence
that non-human animals may posses internal representations that resemble the
theory of mind present in humans. If the social contact is an attempt to reduce
the fear response, it’s more likely an attempt to avoid a conflict that may arise in
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an aroused animal as a means of self protection (Koski and Sterck 2009; Fraser
and Bugnyar 2010). This idea is in line with testosterone levels observed here
that may suggest an anticipated social conflict in affiliation with the CS
presentation.
Especially evident in prey animals, there is an evolutionary advantage to
living in groups and acting in ways that may benefit other members of the group.
This does not provide evidence of ability to detect or share emotional states.
Here, and in previous research (all of which have been attempted to use as
evidence of empathy in rats (Grenier and Lüthi, 2010, Panksepp and Lahvis,
2011), detection of a fear response (e.g. ultrasonic alarm calls (Kim et al., 2010),
conditioned freezing or unconditioned startle response to a shock (Jeon et al.,
2010), or lack of sounds that indicate normal movement (Pereira et al., 2012)) in
a conspecific may signal danger and survival of the observer could depend on
replicating that behavior. In these studies, including the current research,
disentangling a self serving adaptive response to behavior displayed by a
conspecific from the ability to detect and express shared emotions requires
assumptions about intentionality and state of mind of the laboratory animal that
are not possible at the current time.

6.3 WHEN IS A SOCIALLY LEARNED FEAR THE CORRECT RESPONSE?
To preserve Pavlov’s initial terminology, when there is no “reflex” to
respond with, a situation must be evaluated to determine the proper response. In
socially relevant demonstrator rats, behavioral cues, such as those exhibited in
response to a feared stimulus, may be especially salient thereby eliciting
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increased attention from the observer. The anterior cingulate is then recruited to
processes this seemingly conflicting combination of events (fear behavior in a
non-fearful setting). When the anterior cingulate is not involved, such as when it
is experimentally inactivated, or when behavioral cues of the demonstrator are
not salient enough to draw the attention of the observer, the default response in
the situation is reflexive learning based on previous direct exposure to the cues
and thereby is a “no fear” behavioral response.
The most likely explanation for the research presented here is that rats
engage a social learning strategy when a socially significant rat is behaving in a
contextually relevant manner. Although the fear display of the demonstrator
doesn’t seem to be aversive enough to induce a fear response during social fear
acquisition, increased social attention to the fearful animal, as indicated by
frequent contact between the two rats consistently predicts subsequent fear
behavior when the conditioned cue is played in isolation. If we assume that when
a higher order conditioned cue is presented (in contrast to a natural predator) a
rat must make a judgment of “threat” or “no threat” along with an estimate of the
magnitude of such threat that presumably determines the behavioral response.
When the only previous experience with this cue was in the presence of a
socially relevant rat behaving fearfully, the animal will tend to display a fear
response as well, although lack of knowledge about the magnitude of the
impending danger is likely responsible for the only moderate fear levels
displayed.
Many social learning theories insist that demonstrator outcome is essential
for learning to occur vicariously. Evolutionarily, this seems intuitive; relying on a
social learning strategy over direct experience or trial and error learning is less
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costly in terms of immediate risk and energy expenditure. However, copying the
behavior of failed attempts benefits no one. In thinking about the multi-day design
of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm, it could be reasoned that FCbP rats
observed FC rats freezing to a novel cue (with social contact between animals a
possible indicator of attention to or involvement in this situation) after which point
they were both removed from the chamber and everyone survived. This would
constitute a successful performance of the target behavior. When the FCbP rat
does not attend socially to the FC rat, one possibility is that the observer rat may
simply miss the behavior display of the FC rat and at the end of the session both
rats are still removed. These rats have no reason to engage a social learning
strategy because at this point their direct experience indicates that they will be
removed after cue presentation regardless of how they behave.
6.4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This research extends beyond understanding social learning in rats by
way of the fear conditioning by proxy paradigm. By easily determining the social
roles of rats, and how their acceptance, or the stability, of said roles influences
learning strategies and stress responding may help us develop more
translationally relevant models of behavior in a very general sense. In humans,
behavior and pathology can be traced back to unstable or undesired social roles.
These are not always marked by conflict, which is typically used to recreate
social stress in the laboratory environment. Low socio-economic status, for
instance, has been found to predict higher rats of both affective disorders (e.g.
depression, anxiety, substance abuse (Dohrenwend et al., 1992), as well as
other chronic disease pathology (e.g. osteoarthritis (Cunningham and Kelsey,
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1984), hypertension (Kraus et al., 1980), cervical cancer (Devesa and Diamond,
1980)) (see (Adler et al., 1994, Brown and Adler, 1998) for review of impact of
SES on chronic disease).
The research presented here demonstrates that fear conditioning by proxy
is a useful tool to detect differences in fear memories that aren’t at a ceiling level.
The fear response is so crucial to survival that animals tend to learn very quickly
and respond at their physiological maximum. Fear conditioning by proxy, on the
other hand, could be useful for other models that create more subtle changes in
learning, attention, or social behaviors. When the outcome is ambiguous, rats
may have to switch learning strategies in order to determine the appropriate
response (e.g. decide to go with direct or vicarious experience) and may provide
a more sensitive outcome measure for manipulations that target learning in
general. Indeed, early cognitive decline, the autism spectrum disorders, and
other learning disabilities are difficult to model in non-verbal animals such as rats.
Rats that readily switch to social learning strategies may also represent individual
differences in cognitive flexibility, an avenue that if fully explored could provide
insight into learning and memory deficits seen in pathological conditions well
beyond those typically associated with fear and anxiety, such as autism or
schizophrenia, which are hallmarked by poor social interactions and strategy
shifting abilities. Follow up studies are already underway investigating the link
between fear conditioning by proxy and cognitive flexibility. These results could
allow us to pursue the investigation of higher cognitive functioning in the
framework of already well-established Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigms.
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